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Three admit to hate flier
Community
standing up

Sheriff waiting
for federal charges
Racers try to
forget past as
OVC begins
Page 10
LOCAL

County road
to close for
construction
A portion of Tobacco road,
between U.S. Highway 641 and
State Highway 1497, will be
closed for approximately three
to four weeks while crews construct a new bridge. The closure is scheduled to begin
Monday, Sept. 22.

College waits
word on future
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — Staff
and,students- at tiny Sue- Bennett College should know in a
few days what the future holds
in store for them.
Officials and trustees of the
London school were in Atlanta
today to argue why the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools should not pull the
101 -year-old institution's
accreditation.
"We are optimistic and hopeful," said interim President
James Cheek.
A committee of the association has voted to recommend
revoking Sue Bennett's accreditation, citing problems with its
finances, library resources, and
planning and evaluation. The
school was already on 18
months probation by SACS, the
primary accrediting board in 11
Southeastern states.
A denial of the appeal could
mean the loss of the state
license to confer degrees. College officials expect to know
the association's decision
within two or three days after
the hearing, said Sue Bennett
spokeswoman Liz Gabbard.
"We believe that our appeal
points are legitimate," she said.

WEATHER
Today...Mostly sunny. Higi.
85 to 90. Light southeast wind.
Tonight...Mostly clear with
patchy fog developing late.
Low in the mid 60s. Light and
variable wind becoming south.
Friday...Mostly
sunny...Warm and humid.
High around 90.
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Three people have confessed to
scattering a hate flier on the lawn
of a local African-American
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott said Thursday he has obtained signed confessions from
three of four individuals believed
to be involved in the incident.
No charges have been filed
against the three men and one
woman, all in their mid-20s,
while local officials work with
the FBI on possible federal
action.
"The federal laws on this are
much more stringent than local or
state (statutes)," Scott said. "But
that process could take up to a
month or more."
Scott said there will be local
charges filed against the individuals but he is waiting to see
what happens at the federal level
first.
"I think we've gotten their attention on this and they won't be
causing the family any more
problems," he said.
Scott said he received information on the suspects this past

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
--loeal—African=SupportAmerican family;) threatened recently by a purported hate group
seems to be growing as word
spreads throughout the state of
their plight.
One week ago, the family of
five was inundated with a letter,
100 copies of which.littered their
front yard, from a group calling
themselves The Last Rites. The
letter gave them 30 days to move
from their home on 94 East or
suffer retaliation from the group.
"Whoever gave you the idea
that it is all right (sic) to live on
94 East is sadly mistaken.
...Move back to the n
section
of town...or to Africa where you
really belong," parts of the letter
read.

I think we've gotten
their attention on this..."

Stan Scott
Calloway County Sheriff
weekend and contacted the FBI.
Both agencies banned together
and began interviewing the suspects Wednesday. He said three
of the four have signed statements as to their involvement.
-.. The names of the suspects are
being withheld .until charges are
officially filed against them,
Scott said.
"Of the four, I think at least
two of them were more involved
than the others," he said. "One of
them is a lot more extreme in his
views than the others."
Scott said at least one of the
suspects lives near the family.
Officials believe the letter originated from an Internet web site
and adapted for local purposes.
Scott believes the incident,
which surfaced last Friday, is not
the work of an organized group,
but rather a few individuals.
"From our investigation, there
s no indication that this is an orgainzed group," he said. "We
think these four were just trying
to scare the family."

BERNARD KANEILeciger & Trmes photo

A sign at St. Leo's Catholic Church in Murray announces Sunday's
rally in support of the Oliver family at the Calloway County Court
House. The rally is set for 2 p.m.

Murray mayor Bill Cherry and
Calloway County Judge/
Executive J.D. Williams drafted a
joint letter to the editor condemning the act. The officials' letter
also asked for citizens' donations
to a $500 reward fund offered by
the local Crimestoppers group for
the arrest of those responsible for
the letter.
The Murray-Calloway Cou:
Ministerial Association v.•01
a rally this Sunday on the ,t,
• See Page 2

Ford, Whitfield
blast Clinton's
tobacco proposal

BERNARD KANE,Ledger & Times photo

Rep. Freed Curd, Michael Hamilton and Dr. Janice Weaver ere awarded the Golden Horseshoe Wednesday at a ceremony at the Wrather West Kentucky Museu on the Murray State University campus. The
Golden Horseshoe awards are presented annually in r
ition of contribution of excellence to Murray
State University.

West View finances
go under MCCH control
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is preparing to take over final management of the West
View Nursing Home.„ faciLty.
President/CEO Stuart Poston
told the hospital board Wednesday that MCCH would assume
control of the facility when the
West View Corporation is dissolved Sept. 30.
"We're simply combining our

finances," Poston said. "After we
get control of West View, then
we'll be able to adjust salaries
and benefits."
Poston said MCCH would
likely retain the West View board
of directors.
"We want to keep their board
as a consulting body," explained
Poston.
In other business, the board:
'Approved the 1997-98 fiscal
budget.
•Received an update from

Poston on the hospital's construction projects.
According to Poston, MCCH's
new child-care facility is making
good progress. He said the seven
month project should he completed in February 1998.
Poston also discussed the construction of additional office
space to an area in the back portion of the hospital.
II See Page 2

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's senior senator called
President Clinton's comments
Wednesday about a proposed national tobacco settlement disappointing, while his Republican
counterpart said he was pleased.
Clinton declined to endorse a
landmark $368 billion settlement.
He instead called for legislation
hiking cigarette prices by as
much as $1.50 per pack in an effort to curb teen smoking.
"My reaction to the president's announcement is simply
disappointment," U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., said in a statement. "He has made the difficult
task of solving youth smoking
whileprotecting our farmers
nearly impossible."
But U.S. Rep. Anne Northup, a
Republican who represents the
Louisville area, said any talk about what effect a settlement
would have on farmers is probably moot.
"There will not be a tobacco
deal this year, and maybe not
next year," she said.
Northup accused Clinton of
sidestepping the issue.
"I really think the tobacco deal
is dead without presidential leadership," she said. "I think what
he really did is walk away from
it."
She .said that even without a
settlement, bills will be introduced in Congress aimed at curbing underage tobacco use.
"The president really isn't that
interested in having a tobacco
settlement," she said. "That's
fine. But I don't think he ought to
say Congress ought to deal with
it. His administration was engaged in the negotiations" with
tobacco companies.
On Wednesday, Clinton de-

He has made the
difficult task of solving
youth smoking while
protecting our farmers
nearly impossible

Wendell Ford
U.S. Senator
mande,d laws restricting advertising, sales and placement of cigarettes by manufacturers and re
milers. He vaguely called tor
measures to "protect (tohak.- o)
farmers, their families and their
of
communities from
income."
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
said in a statement that he was
pleased that Clinton had recognized a need to address tobacco
farmers' interests. Tobacco farmers were not included in the original settlement with the states
"President Clinton has indiO See Page 3
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FROM PAGE 1
"There is a shelled in area in
the back of the hospital that
we're hoping to add office space
to," Poston told the board.
"Those offices would be built for
our new staff. We need to provide them with office space."
A wood terrace on the hospital
grounds will be replaced, Poston
said.
"The terrace has rotted out,"
said Poston. "It -has served its
purpose. We are currently getting
bids on a fiber glass or plastic
structure rather than wood. We
hope to have bids on the project
by next month's meeting."
*Received an update from
Poston on the status of the
MCCH/YMCA project.
Poston told the board that the
project's committee is still
searching for a place to locate the
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facility.
"We continue to seek out property that we can locate this project," Poston noted. "We are talking to several entities. We hope
that we can have a definitive location for you next month."
'Was reminded of the Healthy
Purchase 2000 Community
Forum, scheduled for Sept. 23 at
6:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
,•Was reminded of a Joint
Leadership Conference, scheduled for Sept. 19-21 in Nashville. The board will be sending
seven members to the conference.
*Appointed members Tommy
Marshall, J.D. Williams and
Steve Sanders to a nominating
committee. The committee will
select board officers for the new
fiscal year.
*Held an executive session. No
action was taken.

By DA
Associa
WA

Dr. David Jaco Is shown hers doing a vision screening at the Community Resource Fair. The Murray Lions Club will again offer free near and
far vision screenings as well as glaucoma tests for adults. The fair will
be held Saturday, Sept. 27, at the MSU Currie Center.

II Community...
Williams, txecutiVe director.
FROM PAGE 1
"I've never seen the board so sinof the county courthouse in a cere about anything." '
show of support for the family.
The Ledger was also contacted
The event will start at 2 p.m.
by Habitat for Humanity which
"We want to have a show of offered its assistance.
unity," said the Rev. David
Clarance Benes, president of
Montgomery. "It will be a wit- the Murray Civil Rights Commisness to the Oliver family and any sion, said he is hoping the inciother minorities that we will not dent at the Oliver home will help
stand for this type of thing in our recruit new members for his
community."
struggling organization. Benes
Montgomery said he doesn't said the group will attend Sunknow what kind of crowd to ex- day's rally and is starting a petipect but said the Murray- tion drive next week in support of
Calloway County Soccer Associ- the Olivers.
ation has postponed games in the
"If we don't stand up and let it
10-year-old division that coincide be known that we abhor this kind
of action, then we silently bewith Sunday's rally. The president of the league, John Griffin, come condoners of the situation,"
he said.
said he will encourage other age
Since the Ledger first reported
groups to do the same.
"We need to uplift our (com- the story of Betty Oliver last Samunity) diversity and reclaim turday, individuals as well as
what our country was founded community groups are standing
on, that all people are equal," up against the hatred.
Montgomery said."
According to managing editor,
Gina Hancock, the local newsTuesday the board of directors
paper has received more response
of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce drafted a on the Olivers' situation than any
letter in support of the Oliver story in the recent memory.
"That's not happened in the
family.
"We wanted to write to the five years I've been here," Hanfamily and tell them how sorry cock said.
we are that this has happened.
According to Klan Watch, a
We want to offer our assistance national organization devoted to
in anyway we can," said John tracking and publicizing the exis-

GTE Wireless Center:

$35 for 150 minutes,

Murray
305 N 12th Street
(502) 759-3301

Any minutes.

tence of hate groups across the
country, the community is responding in the right manner.
Last year, Klan Watch published a report called, "Ten Ways
to Fight Hate: A Community Response Guide to Hate Crime and
Hate Groups.", While the document deals with organized marches by hate groups, most of the
steps are applicable to the
Oliver's situation.
Seven of the 10 steps include:
*Place ads in the local paper
(emphasizing unity and support
for the victim).
*Form community anti-racism
groups.
*Respond quickly to hate
crimes with a show of unity.
'Focus on victim assistance.
*Research hate crime laws in
your community and state.
'Encourage multi-cultural education in local schools.
*Find unique ways to show
opposition.
"An expression of hatred usually causes an intense reaction in
a community," the Klan Watch
document said.
Support for the Oliver family
is also coming from outside Calloway County.
The Associated Press reported
Thursday that a Shelbyville ministerial group has come out in
support and plans to help the
Oliver family.
"It's good to know that there
are so many people out there that
support us," Betty Oliver said
Wednesday. "We've been getting
flowers, calls, people have
stopped by."
But Oliver said she is keeping
her family on a.heightened state
of alert.
"People have been really nice
to us and it's nice to know that
people do care," Oliver said. "But
at night, when you get ready to
go to sleep, you still don't know
what to expect."

GTE Wireless Agent:
Murray

Any time.

Twin Lakes Office
Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

Any questions?
Sure, it may look simple. But convincing our

0

bean counters to offer a great wireless deal

this straightforward wasn't easy, believe us.

Still, don't take our word for it: cut out all the other
wireless deals you find in this paper, then compare.
Read all the fine print and legal stipulations in the other
ads (if you need help, call your lawyer or accountant).
Cr)

Pretty soon you'll realize that their deals aren't all they
seem to be, and that ours is. A simply great deal.

The highest incorporated city
in the United States is Leadville,
CO, at an elevation of 10,152 ft.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
9-6-2
Pick 4
3-9-5-7
Pick 5
14-20-27-30-33
Lotto
12-22-32-33-35-37
Sponsored By:

For $35 a month, you get 150 local minutes (over 2 12
hours a month). Plus, there are no on and "off-peak"
times to worry about, so you can actually use your
wireless phone, whenever.
All that our lawyers ask from you is a one-year service
agreement with credit approval and service activation fee,
oh, and taxes, directory assistance, long distance and

MUIR

landline charges are additional. Duh

111/W1118111111

WIRELESS

'It V%

Oh yeah Like all good things, this offer won't be
around forever, so call or stop by before 11111i97
No smoke no mirrors No wires

Appealing location on 2 M/L ICTCS.
Convenient to Murray, the lake and
golf course. Three bedroom, two
bath home with large TCC MOM,
great TOOT11 With fireplace and two
car detached garage. Priced to sell
$3000765
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LEE, Jeweler
J.T.
Jewelry Warms The Soul

Congressional pay raise looming
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Momentum is building for a pay
raise for members of Congress,
but opponents vow the struggle is
far from over.
"This is an outrageous maneuver by House leadership to allow Congress to give itself a pay
increase without letting the
public know how they would vote
on the issue," Rep. Linda Smith,
R-Wash. complained after the
House had signaled its determination to win a cost-of-living increase of slightly over $3,000.
An aide said Smith and others
would attempt to derail the raise
during work on future legislation,
possibly beginning with a measure due on the floor this week.
Even so, supporters of the increase clearly outmaneuvered
foes Wednesday on the House
floor.
With virtually no notice to the
rank-and-file, they whisked
through a routine spending bill in
less than an hour that omitted the
type of provision that has blocked
cost-of-living increases in recent
years in the lawmakers' $133,600
salary. As an extra precaution,
the measure was considered
under procedures designed to prevent a direct vote on the proposed
increase.
The vote was 231-192 in favor
of the measure, a regular spending bill for the Treasury Department and other agencies. It won

issue — and none did.
the support of 129 Democrats and
Mrs. Smith, for example, was
102 Republicans. Opposed were
on the floor for part of the ume
119 Republicans, 72 Democrats
the bill was under debate. But to
and Rep. Bernard Sanders, of
the evident relief of supporters of
Vermont, the House's lone , the measure, she left for a previindependent.
ously scheduled meeting in the
The Senate version of the leSenate with Sen. Mitch McCongislation contains an explicit pronell, R-Ky., while the legislation
hibition against a cost-of-living
was pending. An aide said the
increase, meaning the issue will two had discussed campaign fibe thrashed out later this fall in
nance reform.
negotiations between the two
In fact, the spending bill makes
houses.
no mention of an increase in pay
"No one was trying to pull a for lawmakers.
fast one on anybody," Rep. Jim
By custom, though, it has been
Kolbe, R-Ariz., told reporters afused in recent years to block such
ter he successfully steered the
increases.
multibillion-dollar bill to passage
Under a law passed in 1989,
in scarcely an hour.
lawmakers are entitled to an anRep. Steny Hoyer, D-Md., nual cost-of-living salary increase
principal Democratic supporter
linked to what the president refor the measure, added, "Some
for federal workers.
commends
will
say
and
this
say
people did
that for the year besaid
Officials
was a vote on the pay raise. It
Jan. 1, 1998, that would
ginning
was not."
amount to a raise of 2.3 percent
Mrs. Smith, a second-termer
lawmakers, or $3,072 annuseeking a Senate seat next year, for
The last cost-of-living inally.
was one of them. "The American
took effect on Jan. 1,
crease
people deserve better," she said
(1993.
in a statement issued after the
The same 2.3 percent increase
vote.
go to federal judges. Conwould
Still, any member of the House
sources, speaking on
gressional
could have blocked consideration
of anonymity, said
condition
none
and
—
of the legislation
Justice William Rehnquist
Chief
did.
And any member could have
sought recognition during the
brief debate to propose an
amendment to deny the pay raise
— and none did.
FROM PAGE 1
And any member could have
spoken during debate about the cated a willingness to work with
members of Congress to make a
grower's provision happen,"
McConnell said.
In laying out his conditions for
congressional approval of a settlement of health-related lawsuits
between tobacco companies and
Time" and the routine became dozens of states, Clinton said farmers should not suffer if smoking
one of his trademark bits.
decreases in coming years.
"He gave comedy a good
"They're good, hard-working,
name," said Bob Hope. "Dolores
citizens, and they
and
friend
tax-paying
dear
a
lost
have
and I
have not caused this problem,"
our favorite clown."
the president said Wednesday.
"The world has lost a gem, an
icon, an original," fellow TV "We cannot let them, their families or their communities just be
comic Milton Berle said.
Richard Bernard Skelton was crippled or broken by this."
But Ford and U.S. Rep. Ed
born in rural Vincennes, Ind., on
a Republican who repWhitfield,
after
two
months
1913,
July 18,
the death of his father, Joseph, a resents Kentucky's 1st District,
one-time clown with the Hagen- said Clinton did not go far
beck and Wallace Circus. Young enough to protect farmers.
"Once again we are seeing the
Red later was hired by the same
of regard the White House
lack
circus.
Widowed with four boys, Ida has for anyone involved in toSkelton worked as a cleaning wo- bacco," Whitfield said. "The
man and elevator operator and president and vice president are
taught her children to appreciate very specific about how they
art. She sparked Skelton's inter- would put tobacco growers out of
est in comedy by providing tick- business but refuse to discuss
ets to vaudeville shows on her specific ways to help those farthe
with
deal
mers
meager salary.
consequences."
Wynn
who
It was comic Ed
Whitfield said raising the cost
launched Skelton's career at age
of cigarettes by as much as $1.50
7.
Skelton was inspired by an would end up hurting the farmers.
"This is the fantasy of the
early friendship with silent film
anti-tobacco White House
most
star Buster Keaton but his physical comedy style — with every in history," Whitfield said. "All
pratfall he flashed a cock-eyed
this will do is force tobacco comgrin — was honed more from the
panies to import cheaper tobacco
big top than Hollywood.
from other countries and take
Skelton was featured in more
food off the tables of Kentucky
than 30 movies.
families."
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FINAL '97
MARKDOWNS
IF YOU LIKE TO SAVE MONEY...
THIS IS THE TIME.
97 DODGE DAKOTA SPORT
Drive this. 5-speed 3.90 axle, tilt wheel, air
cond., fog lights, cloth bucket seats, center
console, AM/FM/cassette with Infinity speakers, sliding rear window, alloy wheels 215/
75R15 tires and Free Bedliner.

$13,597,
'238;mo.

97 DODGE DAKOTA SLT
Magnum V6, automatic, air conditioning, tilt,
cruise, power windows/locks, remote keyless
entry, sliding rear window, 40/20/40 split
bench with business console/armrest, alloy
wheels and Free Bedliner.

'15,397*

97 DODGE DAKOTA CLUB CAB 4X4
Magnum V8, automatic, air cond., tilt cruise,
power windows/locks, remote keyless entry,
sliding rear window, fog lights, 4x4 protection
pkg, anti-spin differential, 4 wheel anti lock
brakes, trailer tow pkg, ect. plus Free Bedliner.

97 DODGE RAM 1500 SLT CLUB CAB
Magnum V8, automatic, 2 tone paint, air
cond., tilt, cruise, power windows/locks, 40/
20/40 split bench, AM/FM/cassette, alloy
wheels and more.

22,997*
4,997*

97 DODGE RAM 1500 SUPER SPORT
The ultimate street toy. High Output Magnum
5.9, automatic, anti-spin. Differential 3.90
axle, special exhaust, full power incl: drivers
seat, remote keyless entry, AM/FM/cassette/
CD player with Infinity speakers, 17" alloy
wheels and lots more.

eti

Magnum 5.9 V8, automatic, air cond., Sport
appearance pkg, trailer tow pkg., anti-spin
differential, 265/75R16 All terrain tires, alloy
wheels, sliding rear window,full power including driver seat, AM/FM/cassette/CD with Infinity speakers, remote keyless entry and lots
more.
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Our best deal on a chain saw just got better Purchase
a Stihl 017 right now, and get this handy carrying
case and spare loop of chain, a $45 value, free
Only

at participating Stihl Dealers

Sport'appearance pkg., Magnum V8, automatic, air cond., tilt, cruise, power windows/locks,
AM/FM/cassette, alloy wheels, 265/75R16
tires and more.
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97 DODGE RAM 1500 4X4 CLUB CAB

Available for a limited time

4/1 753.4703

Mon-Th - 3 p.m.-8 p.m.
Fri & Sat - 3 p
p.m.

21,497/

97 DODGE RAM 1500 4X4 SPORT

EARN
6.10%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

Dixieland Ctr. • 759-1141
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Legendary comedian
Red Skelton dies
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Red
Skelton was just 7 years old
when he met his destiny as a
bumbling, affable comic. For six
decades, he delighted millions
with a repertoire of helter-skelter
pantomime and skits about
simple ordinary lives seen
through a clown's extraordinary
prism.
Already a leading film comic
when his buffoonish characters
began entrancing TV audiences
in 1951, Skelton made household
names of Clem Kadiddlehopper,
Freddie the Freeloader and the
Mean Widdle Kid, whose favorite
expression was "I dood it!"
The auburn-haired comedian
died Wednesday at Eisenhower
Medical Center in Rancho Mirage, 90 miles east of Los
Angeles, after a long, undisclosed
illness. He was 84.
The son of a grocer who had
worked as a circus clown, Skelton always signed off from his
TV shows with his standard line:
"Good night, and may God
bless."
"Red ended his shows with a
sincere 'God bless,' but, in truth,
we were the ones blessed by this
extraordinary talented man. He
created an unforgettable cast of
characters, particularly during the
quarter-century when he was a
genuine TV superstar," said actress Carol Channing.
Unlike some of today's comics, Skelton was never vulgar.
"Today's comics use f9urletter words as a shortcut to
thinking," Skelton told The Associated Press in 1987. "They're
shooting for that big laugh and it
becomes a panic thing, using
four-letter words to shock
people."
A soggy doughnut left his audiences falling apart in laughter
when Skelton got hold of it.
He once ducked into a Montreal coffee shop and watched as
a tipsy patron tried to dunk his
doughnut into a cup of coffee.
Skelton parodied the scene in the
1938 film "Having a Wonderful

recently contacted Speaker Newt
Gingrich on the subject.
Rehnquist, who also serves as
chief of the Judicial Conference,
the policy-making organization of
the federal judiciary, advocated
the increase for judges' pay,
these sources said. They added
that he also sought a provision
that would permanently unlink
judicial pay increases from the
politically combustible issue of
lawmakers' salaries.
Toni House, spokeswoman at
the Supreme Court, said she
could not comment on whether
Rehnquist had been in touch with
the leadership.
As for lawmakers, one Republican lamented the vote as a potential threat to their political
health.
"It's one more issue we don't
need to have," said Rep. John
Linder, R-Ga., chairman of the
House Republican campaign apparatus charged with protecting
the GOP majority. He said that
incumbents in "politically vulnerable districts" would be attacked by their campaign opponents over the pay raise.
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FROM OUR READERS
REALTORS shocked by letters
Dear Editor:
The members of the Murray-Calloway Board of REALTORS
would like to join the voices of those in our community who are
shocked and saddened by the recent threats and attempted intimidation toward our neighbors, the Oliver family.
Both federal and Kentucky Fair Housing laws support the tenant
that any person has the right to live in any type of housing on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin. These provisions include the sale, rental property.
While there are some exclusions under these laws, there is no exclusion on the basis of race in any type of transaction.
REALTORS are committed to upholding these laws, but not only
on a legal basis. It is the spirit within the framework and guidelines
of our fair housing laws that makes our country the rich, culturally
diverse nation that it is. It is the commitment that each of us has
the right to a peaceful enjoyment of homes of our choosing without
restraint and without discrimination.
Property values? The writer of the anonymous letters suggests
that the presence of a family of a different race detracts from property values in a neighborhood. We would like to suggest that the
only serious threat here to property values is when the actions of a
few individuals destroy the harmony of a community and establish
an environment of hate and fear. Calloway County has always been
a desirable place for most of us to live.
As REALTORS, we would like to ask the community to stand
with the Oliver family and support them and to also expand upon
the lessons we are learning and strive to make Calloway County a
desirable place for neighbors of all races and creeds to live.
Kathy Kopperud
Equal Opportunities Chairman
Lynda Grey Houck
President of the board
Murray-Calloway Board of REALTORS
3rd 8c Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071

Crimestoppers offers reward
Dear Editor:
As mayor of the City of Murray and judge executive of Calloway
County we want to join with the residents of our community who
have condemned the outrageous act of racism that has occurred in
our county. Our prayers and support go out to the Oliver family as
they struggle to cope with this senseless act of ignorance and
cowardice.
It has been extremely gratifying to see the outpouring for the
Oliver family and the indignation of our residents that such an
event has taken place in our community. We are eager to see these
criminals brought to justice and will support our law enforcement
agencies in any way possible to see this happen.
The Murray-Calloway County Crimestopper's organization is offering a reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction
of the persons responsible for this crime.
If anyone would like to contribute to an increase in the reward
offered by Crimestoppers, they can call 753-9500 with their
contribution.
William N. Cherry, Mayor
J.D. Williams, County Judge/Executive

Program coordinator needed
Dear Editor:
Just think about it: Young Adolescents saying 'no' to drugs and
alcohol, improving their school attendance, getting along better with
their fainilies and peers — all because they had Big Brothers and Big
Sisters ...
Great News! The Murray and Calloway County area is in the process
of hiring a new Program Coordinator! Big Brothers and Big Sisters is the
only national organization designed to match a child from a single parent
family,or a child at risk with an adult mentor. BB/BS has served millions
of children through one-to-one professionally supported relationships
with caring adult volunteers. The results? Little Brothers and Little
Sisters are:
• 46% less likely to begin using illegal drugs.
• 27% less likely to begin using alcohol.
• 53% less likely to skip school.
• 37% less likely to skip class.
• 1/3 less likely to hit someone.
• more confident of schoolwork performance.
• gets along better with their families.
The need assessment conducted by the BB/BS Steering Committee of
Murray/Calloway County indicated that:
• There are over 300 single parent families in Murray and Calloway
County that could take advantage of a Big Brother or Big Sister
volunteer mentor.
• There is a strong willingness on the pan of community leaders and
individuals to support the program and to serve as volunteers.
• The community is willing and able to financially support a BB/13S
program.
Thanks to the efforts of the Murray and Calloway County,
community, and the BB/BS sponsors: YMCA, United Way, and
American Humanics. Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Murray and
Calloway County will begin programming in October!
If you would like more information on Big Brothers Big Sisters please
contact Roger Weis or Robbi Wolfe at 762-3808.
Roger Weis
Robbi Wolfe

There is no pushing racism aside
Friday morning the Oliver family was busy picking trash from
their yard.
For several days, a copy of the
sheets of paper that littered their
yard has been on my desk.
It hasn't been easy working around the letter. I shuffle it here
and there, but it always surfaces.
It pulls at me like the unseen
magnetism of the North Pole.
Holding the sheet of paper, I
want it to burn skin. That seems
appropriate doesn't it?
The letter begins:.
"We don't know if you have
realized this or not, but you
."
and your family are a
Such menace should burn
shouldn't it? But instead, it is
cool to the touch. The letters
blur.
"We, as members of a white
society, do not condone the idea
living in our
of having n
community. We are not happy
to see our property values
plummet to an all time low."
Reading through the text, I
know I will never doubt the
power of words — never.
It isn't even the slur word that
turns over inside me or the
threats. It is the anonymity.

SHORT TAKES

Gina Hancock
Staff columnist
"This is the new world order
for enforcement known as the
Last Rites."
The Last Rites — is this one
person, two, a group? Are they
young, old? Why rites? The word
refers to a ceremonial act. When
did intimidation and threats require ceremony?
Faceless sentences echo:
"This abomination will not
be tokrated."
- "...watching your every
move."
Some speculate the letter may
have come from the Internet.
They believe the overall context
of the letter was downloaded and
the local information added later.
Form letters for hate. Imagine
templates available for every
hateful occasion — just a few
keystrokes away.

High-tech terrorism comes to
Calloway County and smacks us
in the face. What will be the
fashion plate for high tech hate?
Nifty clip art to print on heavy
stock paper to decorate a message
designed to humiliate and
frighten.
"We feel that it is our rights
as Southerners to take this matter into our own hands if it is
necessary. We would have
made you aware of this earlier,
but we wanted to notify all of
our followers of the situation so
everyone would be ready at a
moments notice."
If they are people born of such
conviction, why do they need the
darkness to deliver their
message?
But who are "we"? Us, them?
Is it "us" when we listen to a
joke or re-tell it? Is it "us" when

we know of discrimination and
do nothing?
The answer is there within all
of us isn't it?
When I first saw the letter, I
read it once and then never
wanted to look at it again.
I soon realized that I needed to
read it again and again so there
would be no denial. I couldn't
pretend somewhere in my heart
that it didn't exist.
Because I decided I didn't
want to forget.
"But not even the police can
protect you from our wrath."
Wrath is an action motivated
by anger. If that is a true definition, then I can feel wrath. It is
welling up inside me threatening
to scorch my desk, the paper.
"The easy way or the hard
way. We prefer the hard
way-Just remember that you
have 30 days and not a moment
longer."
There is heat in my touch now,
enough to burn the paper. I start
to push it down.
But then I remember a quote I
saw in a documentary:
Go without hate.
But not without rage.
Heal the world.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 8 — Star Tribune, Minneapolis, on fixing the IRS:
Millions of Americans have done battle with the 1040 form and
come away muttering, "If only I ran the IRS." Well, a similar
thought has occurred to members of Congress. This fall, as they
consider the most sweeping IRS reform in four decades, lawmakers
will take up legislation to detach the revenue agency from its home
in the Treasury Department and place it under a board of privatesector executives.
This is a bad idea. The IRS has real problems — that justify
some of the four dozen other reforms proposed by a congressional
commission last summer. But turning IRS governance over to the
private sector would compromise functions that belong in the
public realm and compound the very distrust that plagues the
agency now. ...
Sept. 6 — The Gazette, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on Queen Elizabeth's address:
It took just four minutes Friday for Queen Elizabeth II to allay
Britons' concern over Royal Family aloofness and to unify everyone in proper commemoration of Diana, Princess of Wales.
The 71-year-old monarch was magnificent. Her televised address
at Buckingham Palace may have been carefully crafted. But it came
from the heart. ...
Many thought the Royal Family, in seclusion most of the week,
had mishandled the tragedy. The queen quickly dismissed the notion. ...
Elizabeth's speech sent old-timers' memories spinning back to
the war years, when she was a winsome teen-ager enamored of a
handsome young lieutenant fightiing in the Royal Navy, Prince
Philip of Greece. Britons loved her then, loved her when she wed
Philip in 1947 and loved her when she was crowned in 1953. Ever
since, they have loved her as a steadying hand on a wavering monarchy. No wonder. She has always shown honesty, humility, dignity and a strong sense of duty. She showed those qualities again in
calming the nation's spirits prior to Princess Diana's funeral.

Sept. 8 — The Advocate, Baton Rouge, La., on Mother
Teresa:
How does one eulogize a saint?
Mere words can hardly capture the spirit of the frail little nun
from Albania who won worldwide influence and acclaim by the
most unlikely path: Toiling to ease the burdens of the most powerless and anonymous people on Earth.
Her work with the dying and the orphaned in the worst slums of
Calcutta easily could have gone as unnoticed as has the work of
other living saints who toil in obscurity.
But Mother Teresa was destined to become, as much as any one
person can, the conscience of the world.
For those of us who grew up hearing her name as a synonym for
the very highest ideals of humanity, it will be difficult to imagine a
world without her.
Perhaps we can eulogize her best, not by praising her life, but by
trying, in our own way, to emulate it.
Sept. 2 — Chillicothe (Ohio) Gazette, on private prisons:
Many services are better provided by businesses than by government — but running prisons is not one of them.
Missouri found this out recently when it sent 415 non-violent
prisoners to a private correctional institution in Texas because of
overcrowding in its own prisons.
A videotape has surfaced of guards beating prisoners at the Brazoria County Detention Center and letting guard dogs attack the
inmates. The company that runs the private prison is Capital Correctional Resources Inc.
Imprisoning our citizens in not the job of a private business.
Only the government is empowered to accuse and try people for
crimes. Only the government should be in charge of their
incarceration.
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School choice a good choice
The skin-pigmentation monitors
are upset that fewer "minorities"
CAL'S TI OUG1 ITS
have been admitted to California
and Texas universities this fall because of the curtailment of affirmative action in those states. Among
the freshman at the University of
Cal Thomas
Texas are 150 black students, half
last year's number. At the Univer- 'Syndicated coliunutist
sity of California at Berkeley
School of Law,one black is entering
the first-year class. Last year there literacy standards; that across the
were 20 black first-year students. United States 2,000 acts of violence
But instead of lowering admis- occur in schools daily; that Amerisions standards and counting non- can eighth -graders recently placed
white noses, let's devise ways to 28th in the world in math and
qualifications of science skills; that 88 percent of
boost the
children entering Los Angeles
applicants.
President Clinton is pushing for a public schools won't be able to read
national standards test developed in at eighth-grade level when they
Washington. Sen. Paul Coverdell graduate, and only 40 percent of all
(R-Ga.) has a better way: school students will graduate; that almost
one-third of college freshmen rechoice.
Coverdell's proposal was pulled quire remedial instruction. Despite
from the budget agreement follow- this poor performance,the NEA,for
ing a threat by the president to veto political reasons, wants to maintain
the entire measure unless school the nation's largest monopoly and
choice was removed. Such is the doom many children to an inferior
power the National Education Asso- education.
For this the federal government
ciation (NEA) has over this administration. The Clintons and Gores spends $97 billion per year of our
money on more than 760 education
chose to send their children to elite
private schools because they are programs spread over 40 governrich and can afford it They don't ment agencies."This is a system that
want poor and middle-class children is failing morally as well as practically,' Coverdell says.
to have the same opportunity.
He proposes "A-plus Accounts,"
Coverdell notes that 40 percent of
which would allow parents to estaball 10-year-olds can't meet basic
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lish a savings account designated
for their child's (or any child's)
education at any shcool -- public,
private, religious or even home
school -- from kindergarten through
college.
The plan would involve after-tax
dollars, so it would take no money
from government school budgets.
Interest on the savings account
would be tax-free so long as the
money is used for tuition or other
education-related purposes, such as
buying a computer. Grandparents,
businesses or wealthy individuals
would be free to start or add to the
account of a family or non-family
member, making it a perfect vehicle
for charitable and scholarship
efforts.
This could be a hot issue for
Republicans, hotter perhaps than
tax-cutting. The current system has
trapped students and good teachers
in a failed system with little opportunity for improvement. Money is
not,and never has been,the solution

to our education problems. Opening
the system up to competition, would
improve not only the quality of
education but the quality of the
educated.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
says the president has agreed to
meet with him, Coverdell and a
group of parents who want the same
opportunity the Clintons had in
preparing their daughter for Stanford by sending her to the elite
Sidwell Friends school. Surely if the
"fairness" issue was paramount for
the president when it came to tax
cuts, then fairness in education
ought to be just as important.
The NEA opposes anything that
would break its intellectual, political and moral stranglehold on
America's children. It knows that
the only way to maintain its influence is to keep most students and
teachers locked in a failing system.
Coverdell says if $2,000 a year
goes into a child's A-plus account
starting at birth, assuming a 7.5
percent interest rate, that child
would accumulate $14,488 by first
grade, $36,847 by junior high,
$46,732 by high school and $71,355
by college.
Politics is the only reason President Clinton would oppose such a
plan. He's always telling us he cares
for children. The Coverdell proposal gives him a chance to demonstrate how much.
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Paris police seeking owner of possible second car
Investigators
PARIS (AP)
are seeking the owner of a small
Fiat that may have been bumped
by Princess Diana's Mercedes before the luxury car slammed into
a concrete pillar in a Paris tunnel,
a police source said Wednesday.
The revelation came after tests
on pieces of a tail light and car
paint traces found at the scene
showed they didn't come from
the Mercedes, the source said on
condition of anonymity.
Now being tested in a police
laboratory, the evidence is leading investigators to consider the
possibility that a second car was
involved in the Aug. 31 accident
that killed Diana, her companion
Dodi Fayed and driver Henri
Paul.
Investigators have been focusing on Paul, who was legally
drunk and on anti-depressants at

the time of the crash. He also was
believed to have been driving
nearly 120 mph.
Still, investigators have yet to
find a clear cause for the crash
that occurred as the car was
tailed by paparazzi.
Investigators hope by Friday to
question the lone survivor of the
crash, bodyguard Trevor ReesJones, who is now fully conscious. His parents said Wednesday that he walked for the first
time since the accident.
"He can now sit out of bed for
a few hours a day and has taken
his first steps," they said in a
statement issued by the British
Embassy in Paris. "He can communicate with us and we have
begun to share with him the
many letters and cards that have
been flooding in from all over the
world."

The statement made no mention of whether he had spoken yet
about the crash. His parents have
denied all interview requests, and
Rees-Jones' room is guarded
closely by police.
It's not immediately clear how
much Rees-Jones, a bodyguard
for the Fayed family, will remember. The shock of the accident
and large doses of anesthesia
used during extensive facial
surgery may have hindered his
memory.
All along, judicial and police
sources have said another car in
front of the Mercedes may have
blocked its path. But they appeared to give that theory less
weight as the investigation
progressed.
The latest revelations were the
first to mention physical evidence
— the pieces of brake lights and

the traces of paint — supporting
the theory of a second car. Also,
a witness interviewed by police
reported hearing the loud,
screeching noise of a car slamming on its brakes just before the
sound of the crash.
Scientists have determined the
pieces of the tail light belonged
to a Fiat, but have not determined
the year or model, the police
source said.
A judicial source confirmed
pieces of the Mercedes' right
headlight were found in the same
place as the pieces of the Fiat tail
light, several dozen yards behind
the spot where the Mercedes hit
the pillar. The traces of paint
were found on shards of a sideview mirror casing on the Mercedes, the police source said.
Investigating Judge Nerve Stephan has asked police to re-

Nine photographers and a nu)
ton:ycle courier are under formal
investigation for manslaughter
and failure to help people in danger. They haven't been formalls
charged.
Police have ruled out the possi
bility that the second car he
longed to any of the papara/zi.

examine paint found on the wall
inside the tunnel to see if it
matches the Mercedes or another
car, the judicial source added
It was not immediately clear
whether the shards and the paint
on the wall came from the accident, or were already present before the crash.
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Giving birth past 40 helps long life

B•I•N•G•0
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
Perk, a geriatrician at the Beth
NEW YORK (AP) — Women
Israel-Deaconess Medical Center
who give birth in their 40s might
in Boston, and two colleagues
have an especially good chance
there present their findings in
of living to 100, perhaps because
Thursday's issue of the journal
those who manage to get pregnant so late in life have biologi- .Nature. The results do not apply
to women who_ have had kids
cal clocks that run slow.
with the help of fertility experts,
When researchers compared a
he said.
group of female centenarians to
women who had died at 73, they
Childbearing rates drop sharply
found that the older women were
after age 40, although menopause
much more likely to have had a
typically doesn't arrive until arbaby after their 40th birthday.
ound 50. About 70,000 babies
That does not mean that having
were born to women in their 40s
a baby so late will make a woin the United States during 1995,
man live longer, said researcher
the latest year for which complete
Dr. Thomas PerIs. Instead, the
figures are available. That's a
late birth indicates that a wotiny fraction of the 3.9 million
man's body may be aging slowly,
babies born that year.
he said.
The new study included 78 wo"If your reproductive system
men in suburban Boston who had
is aging slowly enough that you
can have a child in your 40s, it lived to be at least 100 and were
probably bodes well for the fact born around 1896. They were
that the rest of you is aging very compared with 54 women who
were born in 1896 and died in
slowly too," he said.

1969, the earliest year for which
researchers could get computerized death records. Information
on these women came from nextof-kin, located through old newspaper obituaries. The study excluded women who had never
married.
About 19 percent of the centenarians had given birth after their
40th birthdays, vs. just 5.5 percent of the other group. The women with the late births were
found to be four times more
likely to live to 100 than 73.
One reason might be estrogen,
the researchers said. The late
births suggest these women delayed menopause, which might
mean their bodies produced estrogen for a longer time and so got
extra protection from heart disease and Alzheimer's, researchers
said.
Dr. Ruth Fretts, an

obstetrician-gynecologist and an
author of the study, said women
who have been unable to have
children past age 40 should not
be discouraged about their
longevity. The problem could be
something that has nothing to do
with -their aging rate, she said.
Caleb Finch, a professor of
neurobiology and gerontology at
the University of South California who didn't participate in the
study, said the proposed link between late childbearing and
slower aging is intriguing and
plaugible but needs more study.
Richard Suzman, director of
the National Institute on Aging's
office of demography, agreed. "I
suspect there may be something
there," he said.
Perls has a personal interest in
his study results: His wife just
gave birth at 40. "I have no
doubt she's going to go on to be
100," he said.

'Bell, Book, and Candle'to open
John Van Druten's "Bell, Book,
and Candle" opens at the Playhouse
in the Park on Oct. 10.
This play tells of two months in
the lives of a bewitching beautiful,
yet bored landlady and her ,handsome second floor tenant. The couple is played by Amy Sykes and
Nathan Hicks, two newcomers to
the theater. They are supported by
Gary Potts, another newcomer, who
plays the mischievous brother and
by seasoned performers Nancy
Christensen and Ed Davis who, as
the play develops, become an unusual couple all their own.
This romantic comedy is a little
different from the usual Halloween
productions. For one thing, it is set
during and right after the Christmas
holidays. For another, the focus is
on the fortunes and misfortunes of
falling in love instead of the fights

Auditions for
Christmas show
set at Playhouse
Auditions for the holiday show,
"The Best Christmas Pageant Ever,"
will be held at the Playhouse in the
Park on Monday, Oct. 6 and Tuesday, Oct. 7, at 7 p.m. Auditions are
open for four males, six females,
eight boys(ages 5-13)and nine girls
(ages 5-12).
Sharon Logsden is the director
for this production which will open
Friday, Dec. 5 and run Dec. 5-6,
12-13 at 8 p.m. and Dec. 7 and 14 at
2 p.m. Come and join the fun at the
auditions on Oct. 6 and 7.

and thrills of ghosts and goblins.
But, despite the change, "Bell,
Book, and Candle" still provides
good family entertainment and is a
show well worth seeing.

The play opens at the Playhouse
on Friday,Oct. 10, with shows Oct.
10-11, 17-18, 24-25 at 8 p.m. A 2
p.m. matinee is planned for Sunday,
Oct. 26. Reservations may be made
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314 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071
(502)-753-7733 Located in Downtown Murray
Servicing Business. Education d Home Since 1983

Computer Special #1

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations tor Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Spinal problems are progressive
and can lead to:
1. Degenerative Spinal arthritis
2. Loss of normal motion
3. Pain and interference to nerve function
Regular chiropractic adjustment can protect you
from these ailments.
1210 Johnson
Blvd.
Murray, KY

Call 759-8000 for an appointment

B. Scott Foster D.C.
MADE IN
THE U.S.A.

Compare The Quality - Compare The Price.
OPEN
Mon -Fn.
7-5

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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BOOK REVIVW
The Law of Our Fathers
by Scott Turow
SPLENDID...EXCELLENT...TUROW'S
BEST SO FAR...Not only a hair-nsing courtroom thriller but also a richly nuanced story of
crime and punishment that is bound with
sinews of generational strife, of the loss of
idealism, and of love lost and won agam...Turow is a thinking man's John Grisham ...Ms[books) are densely plotted, their characters of great psychological complexity, their
themes deep ones of corruption, venality, and
human weakness...Turow executes the task set
for himself with great skills and compassion ...The details all ring with vivid truth. MOREOVER, TL'ROW IS AUDACIOUS. HE
GOES DEEP INTO THE MINDS OF ALL
HIS CHARACTERS, SEEING THINGS
FROM THEIR DISPARATE POINTS OF
VIEW...THATS EMPATHY. THAT'S IMAGINATION. ITS A BRAVURA PER
ANCE."—Chicage Sun-Times

spE-CliAL

tax not Included

Pentium 166MHz Workstation
Intel Pentium 166MHz w/MMX Processor
16 MB of EDO RAM ,2.5 GB Hard Disk
Drive, 24X (up to) CD ROM Drive
16 bit sound card, AC powered speakers
33.6 modem
Software pkg includes:
MS Windows'95,(Software options available), 2 year warranty
14" Monitor
Hewlett Packard DeskJet 670C Printer

System Price: $1,595

tax

elot nCluded

Brought To You Each Week By...

MicroAge Computer Center is this areas oldest computer store offering a
and Component based computer
systems, printers and peripherals

DMOftE

complete line of Compaq, IBM, Hewlett Packard

BOOK-S-CARD 44'

Fall Is In The Air...
(and

Gift

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

BILLS

Pumpkin Patch
Value!
only

Homeowners Only

NATIONW
ENDING CORPORATION
Hours lam
Loans Shoe"
Shown
eased on 11 99% 20 y,
Term at 1239% APR
ORE LIC *01220973
(ADOSe)

Open

at 5iptts

lh.(1 thru Sun

Rooster
Centerpiece

//wy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Christnuts parties
call nowt!

41411

.*
I

502-474-2773

1_800-474-2770

$099

Handmade
Pinecone Tree

CONSOLIDATE

lath
-bad
Aurora, KY

Readmore!)

only $899

half-price 1•00111:

BILLS

at

Plush Guy
Ghost

Clearaince
Sale:

BILLS

$10,000 - $1101mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

Computer Special #2

Pentium 200MHz Workstation
Intel Pentium 200MHz w/MMX Processor
32 MB of EDO RAM ,3.2 GB Hard Disk Drive
24X (up to) CD ROM Drive, 33.6 modem
16 bit sound card, AC powered speakers
Software pkg. includes:
MS Windows '95, Lotus SmartSuite 97,
Corel WordPerfect Suite 7,
Premiere Multimedia Collection 97:
24 qD Titles, 2 year warranty
15" ACER Monitor

System Price: $1,795

through the theater box office by
calling 759-1752.
The production is sponsored by
Boone's Laundry, Cheri Theater,
and Vintage Rose Emporium.

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

I.

hestnut Hills • Murray
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals
William E. Hailey and Oakley( baby
boy, Benton; Mrs. Peggy Jane Parrish,
Dexter; S.J. Waters, Sedalia; Horace
Roberts, Gleason, Tenn.;
Ray Gene Coursey Jr., Melvin L.
Day, Mrs Overa Brandon, Donald
Gene Puckett,
Henry William Hornbuckle, Cameron
T. Dick, Miss Courtney B. Dick, and
Donald R Dernarchi, all of Murray.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Sept. 16, have been released as
follows:
Nowborn admission
Thompson baby girl, mother, Paula
Thompson, Cerulean.

•

•

•

Pageant planned for Hazel Day
The Little Mr. and Miss Hazel Day Pageant will be a part of
Hazel Day Celebration on Saturday, Oct. 4, at 10 a.m. Entry fees are
$10 for one child, and $15 for two children from the same family.
The pageant is for girls ages 0 to 8 years and boys 0 to 5 years old;
however if you were queen or king last year and in the same age
group this year, you will be ineligible to enter. Deadline for all entries is Oct. 1. Entry forms and fee (make check to Hazel Day
Celebration) should be mailed to Sharon Ray, 1320 Mason Lake Rd.,
Puryear, TN 38251. For more information call Ray at
1-901-49$-8312 alter 5 p.m.

•

SUBSCRIBE

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

-olmmine
GREAT CANTERBURY VALUE •
describes this 4 BR,2 bath home on two
lots. Beautifully landscaped back yard
with multi-level deck system overlooking a 18x40 swimming pool and 6x6 hot
tub. Many recent updates to property.
Reduced to S199,000. 43000957

Hazel Celebration scheduled

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Hazel will have its annual celebration on Saturday, Oct. 4. Applications are being accepted for vendor spaces for arts and crafts, flea
markets, etc.. The cost will be $20 per space and $25 with electricity. For information call Jeff. Harris or Terry McKinney at RetroWares, 492-8164.

Holland Motor Sales

KOPPERUD REALTY

St.
753-4461

513 S. 12th

711 Main St. • 753-1222

Pep bus will go to Calloway game
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Anderson

Summer Maternity Wear 75% Off
605 Broadway,
Paducah, KY 42001
(502) 443-8870

The

-

Word
ALUMNI AND ASSOCIATES
Or
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOLS
* MISSION STATEMENT: *
The mission ot the Alumni and Associates of Calloway County
Schools is to enhance the current programs at CCHS through the
involvement of the Alumni and Associates in school related
functions

Ott

Anderson wedding
reception on Sunday
Dr. Philip Anderson and Kristina Todd Anderson will be honored at
a wedding reception on Sunday, Sept. 21, in the Hospitality Room of
University Branch of Peoples First Bank, North 12th Street, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the event from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m. Only out-of-town invitations have been sent.
Kristina Schilling Todd and Philip Edward Anderson M.D. were
married in a double ring ceremony on Tuesday, June 10, 1997, at Cancun, Mexico.
Parents of the couple are Ms. Rosetta Todd and Michael Todd of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Clem Anderson of Paducah.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lillian Robertson and the
late Flavil Robertson and of Mrs. Melba Todd and the late Calvin
Todd.
The new Mrs. Anderson, a former employee of Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, is now attending Paducah Community College..
Dr. Anderson is the grandson of the late Clem Anderson and Mrs.
Willalee Anderson of Paducah.
A graduate of the University of Kentucky College of Medicine, he
is employed by the Jackson Purchase Emergency Room Physicians.

Open House
Sunday, Sept. 21 • 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Crawford's Nursery & Landscaping

* ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS: *
Rejuvenate Homecoming Activities
Sponsor Special Events
Provide Scholarships for CCHS Students
Sponsor Reunion Functions

ALUMNI AND ASSOCIATES
MEMBERSHIP FORM
Membership Type:
Single
Couple
Lifetime Single
Lifetime Couple

+ Refreshments Will Be Served •
Mums • Asters • Pumpkins • Corn Shocks • Straw •
Silk & Dried Flower Arrangements, Special Orders Will
Be Taken For Christmas Arrangements • Antiques &
Collectibles Can Be Found In The Gift Shop • Fall.
Apples Out Of The Orchard • Fresh Cider On Sale.
Crawford, Nursery is now offering to do fall yard displays

Almo Country Store Hwy. 1824 & 464
Open 7 Day Per Week • 753-1934
Owners: Gary & Brenda Crawford

$10 per year
$15 per year
$100
$150

Final Days of Summer

Murray-Calloway County Need Line has listed items needed this
week for the food sacks given to clients. Items needed include dry
cereal, canned tuna, canned meats, canned fruits, and macaroni and
cheese. These may be taken to the Need Line office, located on bottom floor of Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Need Line is United Way
Agency.

Church plans bake sale
Ladies of Lynnville Community Church will sponsor a bake sale
on Saturday, Sept. 20, at 9- a.m. at Murray Wal-Mart. For information call 753-0091.

Thurmans plan fall dance
The annual fall dance by the Thurman School of Dance will be
Saturday, Sept. 20, from 8 p.m. to midnight at the Woodmen Building, South Third and Maple Streets, Murray. The cost will be $12
per person. The public is invited. For more information call
753-5950.
Murray Family YMCA will host a cheerleading clinic on Saturday, SepL 20, from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the. south gym of Carr
Health Building, Murray State University. This will be for 6, 7, and
8-year-old children and is being taught by the MSU cheerleaders
under the guidance of Coach Mike Young. The cost will be $10 and
registration will be at the University YMCA at 1510 Chestnut St.
For information call 753-0228 and ask for Janice.

Bethel Church plans events
Bethel Fellowship Church, located on Highway 94 East, nine
miles from Murray, will have a homecoming revival starting Sunday, Sept. 21. and continuing through Tuesday, Sept. 23. The Rev.
Ruby Jennings will speak at 11 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. services on Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday and Tuesday. Sunday events include
Sunday School at 10 a.m., worship at 11 a.m., special dinenr at
12:30 p.m. and special singing and preaching at 1:30 p.m. The
public is invited.

Wranglers show on Sunday
Wranglers Riding Club will have a club horse show on Sunday,
Sept. 21, at 6 p.m. at 2 p.m. at the riding rink, located 2',' miles east
of Murray on Van Cleve Road off Highway 94 East. For information
call David or Cillia Alexander, 489-6106, or Herman or Junior Carml, 753-1219.

County Fair at Homeplace

Member Information:
Name
Maiden or Middle

First
Address

Need Line lists pantry items

Cheerleading clinic Saturday

Almo Fall Celebration

NOVA

Calloway County Touchdown Club will take a pep bus to the Calloway County High School Lakers and Lone Oak football game on
Friday, Sept. 19 at Lone Oak. The bus will leave from the Calloway
High School gym entrance at 5:45 p.m. There is no charge for riding
the bus. All adults, children and students are welcome to take the
bus to the Laker football game.

Last

„
.
SW1s
Save An EXTRA mi11i% OFF
On All Remaining
Summer Merchandise

Home Phone
Work Place
Work Phone
School Attended

An 1850 County Fair will be Saturday, Sept. 20, from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850, Land Between the Lakes. Featured
will be a cross-cut saw contest, music, livestock demonstreations,
quilting bee, and arts and crafts and exhibits. To eat will be bar-bque, fresh apple cider, homemade apple butter, and homemade desserts. Costs will be $4 for ages 5 to 12, $5.50 for ages 13 and up,
and four and under, free. For more information call 1-502-924-2020.

Now thru Sept. 21st

SUBSCRIBE

Year Graduated
If Applicable
Member Information: (for couple members only)
Name
First
Address

Maiden or Middle

Last

Home Phone
Work Place
Work Phone
School Attended
Year Graduated
If Apptfcable
Names and Ages of Children (optional)

Name

Age

2RIQUTS
of Murray

•••

We are pleased to
announce that Tammy
Washer, bride-elect of
Michael Cothran, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Tammy and Michael
he
married
will
September 20, 1997.

School Attending

RETURN FORM AND DUES TO:

ALUMNI AND ASSOCIATES
CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
2108 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
MURRAY, KY 42071
* All Donations Tax Exempt *
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•
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•• She's So Lovely
•
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Picture Perfect
•
••
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• Fire Down Below
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•
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G.I. Jane
•
••
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•
•
Matinee Shows
•
•
Saturday &
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OPENING 1997
84 Ufterback Rd. • Murray, KY

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

'Me very BEST in Retirement
and Assisted Living
Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)

Mr. and Mrs. Rocky Lucy

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hurd Jr. in 1947

We can

Local couple celebrates Mitchell-Lucy wedding
wedding anniversary vows are said at church
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hurd Jr. of Murray celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary with a dinner hosted by their daughter and family in
Louisville.
They were married Sept. 7, 1947, at Clinton with family and friends
in attendance.
Mrs. Hurd is the former Margaret Kimbell. She was secretary for
First United Methodist Church, Murray, for 14 years.
Mr. Hurd retired from South Central Bell in 1982 after 30 years of
service. He served with the United States Marines for two years in the
South Pacific during World War II.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Rita Winslow, and two grandsons,
Darran Winslow and Brian Winslow, all of Louisville.

CALENDAR
Thursday, Sept 18
North Elementary School PTO Bach
to School Night/6:30-8 p.m. Technology Committee of SBDM Council/7:45
pm
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club of West
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway Public Libray. Info/759-4556.
Murray Elementary School SBDM
Council/5 p.m./school guidance office.
Hazel Woman's Club/7 p.m./Hazel
Community Center.
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club/1:30 p.m./club house.
Health Express of MCCH/Crawford's
Service Station, Lynn Grove/1-3 p.m
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center tor Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Oaks Country Club Ladies Fun
Night/5:30 pm.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak. Center/open 8 a m -4 p m for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodge hall.
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville
West View Nursing Home Fishing/1
p m.; PAWS Pets/3:15 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Shoney's
Memorial Baptist Church directory
pictures/3-9 p.m.; Visitation/7 p.m
First Presbyterian Church Campus
Ministry Board/3 p.m.; Stewardship
Committe/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Experiencing
God Class and Lifestyle Contemporary
Issues Group/6:30 p m
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA 1/7
pm.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a m -4.15 pm
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-7.30 p m.

571

e

Friday, Sept. 19
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 19
Murray Optimist Club tri-star soccer
contest for boys and girls, ages 8-13,
at 5:30 p.m./Bee Creek Soccer
Complex.
Calloway County High School Lakers
play football game at Lone Oak/7:30
p.m. Pep bus will leave from school at
5:45 p.m.
Murray High School Tigers host football game with Russellville/7:30
p.m./Holland Stadium.
Murray Christian Women's Club
luncheon/noon at Seven Seas.
Singles (SOS) .to: Senior Citizen
Dance, Paducah/7.30-11 p m. Into/
Jane, 489-2046 ir Sue, 489-2922.
West View Nursing Home devotion
by the Rev Jim Simmons/11 a.m.;
Bingo/2.30 p m
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-to 2 p.m
for senior citizens activises.
Weaks Center/open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast/8
a.m. and Bridge Club/1 p.m
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building. tnfo/759-9882.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m.-midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited
St. Leo Catholic Church Sunday
Scripture/11 a.m./Gleason Hall.
Memorial Baptist Church College
Luau/5 p.m. at home of Tat and Ruby
Fannin.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8.30 a m.-4:15 p.m
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSLEopen
8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Sherri Mitchell of Murray and Rocky Lucy of Wingo were married
on Wednesday. Aug. 27, 1997, at the New ,Beginning Community
Church, Mayfield'.
Barry Hardison officiated at the unique candlelight ceremony An
Apache wedding blessing was read at the beginning of the ceremony.
Special music was presented by Katrina Dick of Murray. Western at
tire was worn.
The couple's children, .rabitha Sevic, Chris Mohler, Robbye Lucy
and Michael Mohler, stood with the couple at the altar.
Also standing with Mr. Lucy was Robert Arnett and David Sevic.
The flower girl was Mrs. Lucy's granddaughter, Laken Mitchell. The
ring bearer was Mt Lucy's grandson, Chase Sevic.
The couple performed the lighting of the unity candle together during the song, "It's Your Love "
The wedding and reception was directed by Mrs. Tammy Bond.
Music coordination was by Terry Bond. Kela Craig kept the register.
The new Mrs Lucy is employed as office manager for Caen R. Van
Loon M.D. of Benton. Mr. Lucy is technical specialist for IngersollRand of Mayfield.
After a wedding trip to Niagara Falls, Canada, the Lucys are at
home at 767 Hopkins Cemetery Rd., Wingo, KY 42088.

NEW HOME!

Community Resource Fair

Tir

Ire! 1 lips"
111.10••••••••••....-

Trudy (SI, Jun haw bought the charminy 131(;
white farmhouse just past Hof/incurs on flEast.

Plus, we'll finally have our
Tearoom and Bed St, Breakfast

nCliernj flat 'I arm

will open Oct. 1

Meanwhile...."Moving On" 1/2 price sale
now in progress.
(12th St. location

INSURANCE

Harold "Jack" Romaine
401 S. 12th St. • Murray
759.1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

closing Sept.25)

1 ... oil MO

Broadwey, Columbia, MO 66218

.FESTIVAL
Sep/ember 20/1, 1997
South 7th Street from College through Walnut, the widest street in town
Sponsored by
The Mayfield Tourism Commission, Phone (502) 247-6101

September 27

all

101110.4.

SHE

• Antique & Folk Art Dealers • Quality Merchandise
4:00 PM • Food Court
• Entertainment • 8:00 AM

Plan To Attend!

t‘m
ia
",

is moving to a

Ask about Shelter's
HOME, LIFE, FARM, BUSINESSS
coverages too

We'll always be there for you.

The Liberty Boys will be one of the featured groups at the annual
homecoming at Spring Creek Baptist Church on Sunday, Sept. 21. They
are, from left, Darvin Stom, Roy Skinner, Max McGinnis and Harold Anderson. Also featured will be the Gospel Echos and others. Dwane
Jones will be master of ceremonies. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.,
worship at 11 a.m., potluck dinner at noon, and singing at 1:30 p.m.
Donations will be taken for the upkeep of the cemetery; but those unable to attend may send their donations to Billy Joe Pyle, 3727 West
Fork Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Coll toll-free
1-800-ACS-2345

kitchen & home

Bodily Injury Liability
Property Damage Liability
Accidental Death
Medical Payments
Collision
Comprehensive
Uninsured Motorists
Underinsured Motorists
Emergency Road Service

Shelter Ineurenoe Co.., Home tMflete. 1.517

Look for the Sword
AMERICAN
C.ANCER
?SOCIETY

CAR
INSURANCE

Spring Creek homecoming

!MI'S 110111tIli
NKOMO TIAN TM SWIM

1

provide information and coverage for your

4)

407 N. 12th
Murray

k7
llingNillso 753-1725
urser v., .i—Eczo

Large Selection of Fall Flowers
# Mums — Asters -- Pansies — Flowering Kale *
We also have flags, scarecrows, and windchimes
for your fall decorating needs.

We Will Soon Be Moving—
Help us reduce our inventory with many
in store special prices
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5

0
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Christopher Radko
collectible ornaments

•

now on display.

Mt

60 new styles for 1997• Retired
pieces available •pieces from previous
years
Dept. 56 Villages (some with new pieces)

2

XL-es!,
ALPHA MU CHAPTER photo

Pictured at a meeting of Alpha Mu Chapter 14760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International Sorority were, from left, Susan Plunkett, Helen Campbell
and Helen Boughton, hostess. Plans for the benefit fashion show on
Sept. 20 were completed.

•

B ers Choice Carolers
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41b •
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Benefit Saturday

PEP/Y-AUC//EVROttr- CAecf
7-X07;1ust-0
*Special Financing And Leasing
Available Up To 72 Months.
- CARS 1997 Toyota Corolla CE - viite. 12 ass
1997 Buick LeSabre - Mle one owner
1996 Chevrolet Camaro RS Convertible 1996 Toyota Camry -.7..J1Dcwe- .e x rmes
1996 Chrysler Concorde LXi - On .12rio - 'ox
1996 Toyota Paseo '3ax-..es
1995 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LS 1995 Acura Integra - kto-rx
1995 Honda Accord EX otJe Toonroci
1995 Pontiac Bonneville SE - Nce
1995 Chevrolet Beretta - xe ;-ex' aa•
1995 Mercury Cougar XR7 - Eicike•
1994 Mercury Sable 1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme - 4
1994 Pontiac Bonneville SE 1994 Nissan Sentra 1994 Ford Probe - AT AC.
1993 Toyota Camry LE 1993 Mazda 626 - 4.5.w -ges
1992 Cadillac DeVille - an,le
1989 Buick Park Ave.1989 Chrysler Lebaron Convertible -

Stk *9703'
Stk. *9800E'
Stk *976315
Stk *9802E'
Stk. 197S5a
Stk. *975082
Stk. *975161
Stk. *973881
Stk. *975951
Stk. *97262'
St*. *9720C1
*52'.5.2
Stk :52092
S\
Stik *37-42
Stk. *976622
Stk. *962:3
it`.1"
S9,.. ;51961
Stk. *976842
Sir *976211
Stk *976392

$12.943
$17,783
$18,842
$14,999
$17,242
$11,527
$12,903
$14,847
$16,628
$11,229
$8,856
$11,419
$7,668
$8,814
$10,118
$5,994
$88,956
$10,794
$8,931
$10,237
$5.477
$3,469

The annual fashion show for
the benefit of St. Jude's Children
Research Hospital,- Memphis,
Tenn., by Alpha Mu Chapter
•4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority, will be Saturday, Sept. 20, at 2 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park.
Prior to the show, Helen
Boughton, violinist, and Allene
Knight, pianist, will start entertainment at 1:40 p.m. Attendees
may sing-along until the show

drawing for a dinner at Brass
Lantern Restaurant at Aurora will
be sold at $1 each or six for $5.
Many local people have been
able to take advantage of this
children's hospital. Anyone in
need of financial help for gas assistance, motel for parents, and
other needs when having children
at the hospital is also available.
The local sorority has sponsored this annual event for the
hospital for many years.

starts.

Plans for the event were completed at the recent meeting at the
Boughton home with Susan
Plunkett as cohostess. The latter
was winner of the disaster fund
drawing with the prize donated
by Boughton.

Fashions from The Edge will
be shown with Cindy Towery as
narrator. She will also hold a
drawing for guests which she donates at each of her fashion
shows.
Tickets are $5 each and may
purchased in advance by calling
Boughton at 753-0972 or they
may purchased at the door the'
day of the show. Tickets for a

LifeHouse plans event
By KATY WALLS
LifeHouse Writer
LifeHouse Care Center for
Women will host its annual banquet on Saturday, Oct. 18, at 6:30
p.m. at Curris Center, Murray
State University.
This year's theme will be "A
Time To Be Born" taken from
Ecclesiastes 3:1-2. "There is a
time for everything, and a season
for every activity under heaven: a
time to be born and a time to
die..."
Angie Wyatt, LifeHouse director, said this theme was chosen
because of a belief that God - not
man or woman - is in control, of
a person's "Time to be born" as
well as their "Time to die."
The Rev. Andy Merritt will be
the guest speaker. He has assisted
many women in giving their
children "a time to be born" regardless of the circumstances.
The Rev. Merritt founded a crisis pregnancy center in Columbus, Ga., that now sees about
5,000 clients per year.
As parents of 10 children, ages
2 to 21, Rev. Merritt and his
wife, Kathy, know first hand the
joys and difficulties that go along
with pregnancy and parenting.
Andy has many inspiring stories about families he helped
triumph in spite of what seemed
like insurmountable problems.

- TRUCKS 1997 Chevrolet Blazer - 4
1997 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado _
1997 Chevrolet S10 XTD Cab LS 1996 Chevrolet C1500 XTD Cab Silverado - CT
1995 Chevrolet S-10 XTD Cab -LS
1995 Chevrolet 1(1500 Z71 1995 Chevrolet S10 - whiie SC ax rex
1995 Ford Ranger Super Cab XLT -1995 Chevrolet S10 - Tel
1995 Chevrolet 1(1500 Ext. Cab 171 1994 Chevrolet C1500 XTD Cab 1991 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado -

Sir. *98033' $24,629
Sle_ 298007' $18,207
Sit *973712 $12,929
*980151 $18,925
Sk *976241 $10,908
Stk. *980091 $16,748
Stk. *976101
$8.726
Stk. *975302 - $9,835
Ste.. *970781
$7,935
Ste *976311 $18,743
Ste. *975181 $14,458
Ste *976901
58.851

- VANS 1993 Chevrolet Lumina LS Van 1993 Chevrolet 020 Conversion 1993 Dodge Grand Caravan LE 1989 Plymouth Voyager LE-

Ste. *973763
Stk $974811
Stk $976641
Stk *980061

$8.929
$12,683
$9,740
$33,999

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.

Pt Pt
CC:7 2420 E. Wood St., Paris•642-3900
(f)TOYOTA
El-EMMET
1-800-325-3229
GMC:t
'Special financing and leases

Oldsmobile
eaddia-C.
subject to bank approval All prices plus taxes, plate, license

registration.
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Kathie Gentry, president, presided. Kathie Fleming is chairman
of the Fashion Show for Saturday, Sept. 20.
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Rev. Andy Merritt
Today, he travels the country
training others in crisis pregnancy ministry.
Other plans for the banquet include a slide show and client testimonies. The LifeHouse staff say
that these were favorities at last
year's banquet. Ron Beaton of
WPSD-TV will be master of
ceremonies.
The banquet is open to the
public, but reservations are required by Wednesday, Oct. 1. For
reservations or more information
call LifeHouse at 753-0700 or
1 -800-467-7172.
LifeHouse Care Center for
Women is a crisis pregnancy center that offers emotional support
and practical help to families affected by unexpected pregnancy
in addition to an abstinence program for youth and a post-abortion
support group.
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Mr. and Mrs. Mark Malone Bilyeu

Kemp-Bilyeu wedding
vows are said Aug. 16

Hwy

Jaye Lynn Kemp and Mark Malone Bilyeu, both of Hopkinsville,
were married in a private family ceremony on Saturday, Aug. 16,
1997, at 5 p.m. at First Christian Church, Hopkinsville.
The bride is the daughter of Peggy W. Kemp and J. Daniel Kemp,
both of Hopkinsville. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.C.
Kemp of Murray and the great-niece of Ms. Jo Crass of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Bilyeu of Hopkinsville. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Will 0. King of Hopkinsville and the late Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus W. Bilyeu.
Dr. Leonard Boynton performed the ceremony. Music was by Opal
S. Davis, organist.
The bride was given in marriage by her parents and escorted down
the aisle by her father.
She wore a formal silk gown that fit off the shoulders at the neckline and tapered in at the waist. Both the short sleeves and the neckline were finished off with pearls. Similar pearls covered the entire
bodice of the dress. The full skirt merged into a cathedral-length train,
and the hemline was accented in French lace. Accents of pearls were
also placed at random over the surface of the skirt.
Her headpiece was a finger-tip length fountain veil flowing from a
Juliet cap, covedred in silk and decorated with accents of pearls. The
bride's jewelry, a gift from the groom. was a single pearl necklace and
matching earrings in a tear drop setting clustered with diamonds.
The bride carried a French-style bouquet of white roses, white
stock, and white snapdragons accented with lavender butterfly aster.
White satin ribbon, held in place with pearl head pins, was used to
wrap the stems. A covered button bow with two streamers finished the
handle for the bouquet.
Kelly Ann Simpson of Hopkinsville was the bride's maid of honor.
Brian King Bilyeu, Hopkinsville, brother of the groom, was best
man.
Ushers were Joe Daniel Kemp, Hopkinsville, brother of the bride;
Dale Whitcomb Polley Jr., Nashville, Tenn., cousin of the bride; and
Robert Vance Hohn, Lexington, brother-in-law of the bride.
The program attendants were Anne Kemp Hohn, Lexington, and
Nancy Reeves Kemp, Troy, Idaho, both sisters of the bride.
The bride's parents served as hosts for a reception and dinner in the
fellowship hall of First Christian Church.
Assisting were Lucinda Lynn Polley, Birmingham, Ala., cousin of
the bride, and Tammy Keach Bilyeu, Hopkinsville, sister-in-law of the
groom.
Following a wedding trip to Orlando. Fla., the couple is residing in
Murray. Both the bride and groom are students at Murray State
University.
The rehearsal dinner was hosted by the groom's parents at Oakland
Manner. A wedding day brunch for members of the bride's family was
hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Dale Polly of Nashville, Tenn., uncle and aunt
of the bride, at Hokinsville Golf and Country Club.
Prenuptial events included a holiday shower by Jan Faulkner and
Sarah Byars at the Byars' home, Hopkinsville; a kitchen shower by
Mary and Julie Underwood at their home in Hopkinsville; a mother
and daughter brunch by Faye and Martin Mason at their home in
Hopkinsville; and a wine and cheese party hosted by Susan Miles,
Suzi Miles and Betty Stikes at the Miles home, Hokinsville; a bachelor party by Jason Baggett and Brian Bilyeu at Nashville, Tenn.
A welcome home party and open house for the couple was hosted
by Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Bilyeu and Mr. and Mrs. Bnan Bilyeu at
the Red Rock Cafe, Hopkinsville.
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Laundry Special!

Friday,
Sept. 19

Heavy Duty Laundry Pair

Saturday,
Sept. 20

Closeout
Price
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Washer WJXR2080T
Dryer 0VLR223E1

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, Ky.

$379

Large Capacity
2-Cycle Heavy Duty Dryer
•Automatic Dry Control.
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Murray Sewing Center

13
Office

Extra Large Capacity Washer
-2 speeds and 8 wash cycles
including Power Wash.
•Built-in bleach and fabric softener
dispensers.
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• Dickens Village •Snow Village
• North Pole • Snowbabies
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MURRAY APPLIANCE
"Your GE, Jenn Air, & Hot Point Dealer"
212 E. Main St.
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To All Our
Football Teams
Have A Great Season!
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Murray High Tailback Thurman Foster turns on the speed during last week's 56-7 triumph over Reldland.

"Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold"

759-4979

Dixieland Center
On Chestnut St.• Murray, Ky • 759-1141

(S. 12th) Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Murray

VISA •

Murray High (2-1)

MASTERCARD • DISCOVER

VS.

The Essential
Day Spa

Russellville (0-3)
Sept. 19, 1997 — 7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Stadium, Murray

'Murray's 1st Full Service Salon"
•Massage Therapy •Facials
•Hair Care •Nailcare
• Aromatherapy •Sugaring
•AVEDA & OPI Products

Gift Certificates Available
301 N. 12th St. • Murray • 767-0760

Your est
Insurance.., is a good agent! An
independent State Auto
agent is dedicated to servicing the customer. You get
personalized attention to
all your insurance needs.

McNutt Insurance
itormerly Purdorn, Thurman, NIcNutt)

118 S. 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451

Dan McNutt, AM

Greg McNutt

West Kentucky
Properties
Steve Durbin
Principal Broker

Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236
For more than a century,
Woodmen has stood behind its
members, providing insurance
protection and fraternal benefits.
To learn more about Woodmen's 106-year commitment to
its members, contact:

Fisher wants same effort on
offense against Russellville
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Last week's offensive explosion in a 56-7 bashing of
Reidland has left Rick Fisher wanting more.
The Murray High head coach said the Tigers will
have to remain on top of their offensive game to beat
the Russellville Panthers Friday night.
"The first thing we've got to do is have the same type
of offensive production that we had last week," said
Fisher. "Changing some people around on offense really
helped us last week. We're going to try and keep that
same philosophy this week."
Russellville has struggled out of the gates this season
with an 0-3 record. But Fisher said, in the case of the
Panthers, records can be deceiving.
"They're one of the best 0-3 teams we'll ever play,"
said Fisher. "One of the reasons that they are 0-3 is because they've played a tough schedule."
According to Fisher, Russellville will bring to Murray
an athletic team that has a wealth of speed.
"Their strengths are their overall athletic ability and
team speed," Fisher explained. "They have good athletes at every position."
The Panther offense will feature a wishbone attack,
which has given Fisher and the Tiger coaching staff
headaches in the past.
"Russellville is one of the hardest teams to prepare
for because of the things they do on offense," said
Fisher. "It gets your defense out of whack.
"You have to spend hours and hours looking at their
film to figure out what they're doing. Not only do you
have to do that, but you also have to beat their athletes.
We've got to be able to contain them."
One concern for Fisher this season has been the play
of the Tigers' special teams unit.
"The special teams play has to he better," Fisher
noted. "It just absolutely killed us in the first two
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David L. Hudspeth
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-1820

ok Woodmen
of the World

Proudly
supporting
our Tigers
for the
past 69
CAP,

1
PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

I lie Insurance Sot let)
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FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

753-5273

701 Main Street
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Hometown Service
,Hometown Price
Glass k A,_

rçT

Your Automotive Glass Headquarters
Insurance Claims Welcome!
Commercial * Residential Replacements
24 hr. Commercial Emergencies
Free Estimates
717 8. 4th St.
47
753-10

games. Special teams is vital because it's one-third of a
football game."
Depth at quarterback also has Fisher concerned.
During last week's win, backup quarterback Justin
Garland went down with an injury
"That is a Lough loss for us because Justin is a good
kid who was learning and getting better each week. It's
a bad situation for us," said Fisher.
Fisher said the Tigers are looking at Michael Parker
an Jake Thurmond to back starter O'Shea Hudspeth.
13Lt despite some early misfortune. Fisher said the Tigers have shown progress.
"We've been in every game so far, and that's all you
can really ask of your kids," he said. "I really feel good
about this team if we can come out ready to play every

Open Mon.-Thurs. 6:30 a.m.
Close 9:00 p.m.
Fridays open til 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 7:00 a.m. - Close 8:00 p.m.

game. We just have to learn from our mistakes and
move on."

South 12th

041 Super
Shell
Phone 753-9131

GOOD LUCK TIGERS

UNNINGRAM
AUTO
REPAIR
02 Mnie
Office
7ri•993r,
Home
75j-1W

"The oldest
Independent
repair shop In Murray"

619 South 4th • 753-6831
Compliments ot

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

"DON'T DRINK
6 DRIVE!"

Ruthie s
University BP
Let us keep your

car running
smooth!

GO LAKERS &TIGERS
Keep Your Batteries
Charged Up This Season!
Mon Sat 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Five Points • Murray • 753 5782
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Racers anxious for OVC opener with SEMO
II Johnson seeks leaders
as 1-2 Racers try to recover
from stunning loss at SIU
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Murray State's "second season" begins this weekend, and it
couldn't come soon enough.
The Racers, 1-2 after starting
the season with three nonconference games, open Ohio
Valley Conference play Saturday
night, hosting Southeast Missouri
(1-1) at 7.
Murray State is trying to get
past a bitter 24-20 loss at Southern Illinois last week, a contest in
which it led 20-3 after three quarters before a disastrous fourth
period saw MSU's offense, defense and special -teams take a
downward spiral.

"There's a lot of frustration on
this team right now," Racer coach
Denver Johnson said at Monday's
weekly press conference. "We
don't have a dissention problem,
we've just got to take the frustration we're feeling and manifest it
in a positive way."
Johnson said he is looking for
some leaders to step forth and
push the team to right itself,
something he says he hasn't seen
enough of yet.
"When you've had the kind of
success this team has had the last
two years and you've had the
kind of players like Mike Cherry
and (Donald) Hitson and some of
those guys, it's easy to look for
them to make things happen," he
said. "That's the way it was when
I was coaching at Oklahoma
State with Barry Sanders, then after he left, our players were still
looking for somebody else to

Yankees close to
within four games
of Orioles in East
Baltimore not
worried as yet
The Associated Press
The New York Yankees are the
least of the Baltimore Orioles'
problems.
"I'm not concerned with the
Yankees. I'm concerned with
how we're playing," Baltimore
manager Davey Johnson said
Wednesday night after an 8-3
loss to Milwaukee at Camden
Yards.
New York beat Detroit 6-2 at
Yankee Stadium to cut the Orioles' once-formidable lead to
four games. Both teams have 11
games left, with the Orioles owning the tiebreaker because they
won the season series.
"We know we're going to be
in the postseason, but we've got
to pick it up a little bit," said
Lenny Webster, who homered for
Baltimore. "If we finish strong,
we'll win the division. It's that
simple. We can't worry about the
Yankees; you just have to take
care of your own house."
In other AL games Wednesday
night, Texas beat Seattle 5-4,
Cleveland defeated Minnesota
7-6, Boston edged Toronto 4-3,

Chicago beat Kansas City 8-4,
and Anaheim defeated Oakland
8-4.
Milwaukee's Jeromy Burnitz
had three hits and three RBIs and
Jeff D'Amico (9-6) pitched five
innings for the victory. Baltimore's Scott Erickson (16-7) allowed six runs in 4 1-3 innings.
While the Orioles lost for the
sixth time in nine games and 13th
in 20, Jorge Posada hit a two-run
homer and had a career-high four
RBIs in New York's victory. The
Yankees have won five straight
to reduce their magic number for
qualifying for the postseason to
two over Anaheim.
"We want to do first things
first," Nei) York manager Joe
Torre said. "But we're still basically five games back. ... Sure,
we'd like to win the division.
We'd like to win every game."
Chad Curtis was 4-for-4 and
scored three runs, and Yankees
starter Ramiro Mendoza (7-6)
limited Detroit to five hits in six
innings.
Brian Moehler (11-11) took the
loss.
Bobby Higginson hit his
career-high 27th homer for the

Swinton suspended for SEMO game
Staff Raport
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State wide receiver Reginald Swinton will not play in
Saturday's game against Southeast Missouri because of disciplinary
reasons, Racer head football coach Denver Johnson announced
Thursday.
"Reggie has been suspended indefinitely and will not play in Saturday's game due to violations of team rules and policies," said
Johnson."Reggie did not commit a crime or violate an NCAA mit
and I will sit down with him on Monday and reevaluate the
situation?'
Swinton, a 6-2 180-pound senior from Little Rock, Ark., is Murray -State's all-time reception yardage leader with 1,928 career
yards. A first-team All-Ohio Valley Conference selection a year
ago. SWifk1011 started on MSU's conference championship teams of
1995 and *96.
make the play.
"Now the guys we have here
have got to step up and make
plays," he said. "This team has to

learn how to win differently.
Sometimes we get to looking around for guys to make those
plays, and if we're going to win a

game now, it has to be more of a good attitude."
Johnson said the mistakes in
team win."
Sophomore receiver Brandon the loss at SIU, which facilitated
Warfield, who caught seven pas- its drop from the Division I-AA
ses for 117 yards and a touch- national poll, are correctable.
"If we could have just exedown against SIU, said the team
met without coaches earlier this cuted a couple of plays and made
week to discuss its current a couple of catches," he said.
"But you can if, and, and but it to
situation.
"We're going to start working death and it won't do you any
together more," he said. "This is good. We lost our composure and
a whole new season now with the came apart. It was a gutOVC starting, and we're going to wrenching loss, one that can
pull together and play as one. shake your confidence, but there
Now we've got the non - were still a lot of positives from
conference part of our schedule some players."
Johnson said the Racers' deout of the way and it's time to
fensive pass rush also disapput it behind.
"We know we should have peared in the fourth quarter, but
won Saturday, and really, we've that wasn't entirely to blame for
beat ourselves two times (SIU the loss.
"It's never as good in the
and Western Kentucky)," Warfield added. "So now we're be- fourth quarter as it is early in the
ginning to do things right and
practice right, and we still have a II See Page 11
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Thirteen-month-old Octavia Farris seems to fit right in while sitting quietly on an equipment table during Murray State football practice
Wednesday afternoon at Roy Stewart Stadium.

end the season playing each
out (the wild card)," manager
other."
Bobby Cox said. "We're thinking about the division. We're goElsewhere in the NL, Houston
ing to keep pushing."
beat Pittsburgh 8-4, Montreal
Barry Bonds hit a two-run
downed Cincinnati 4-1 and San
homer and Kirk Rueter pitched
Diego defeated Colorado 5-4.
seven strong innings as the
Philadelphia beat Florida 5-2 in
Giants defeated the Dodgers 2-1
the opener of a doubleheader,
at San Francisco to tighten the
then lost the nightcap by the
NL West race.
same score.
The teams faced each other
Giants 2, Dodgers 1
again today in their final meeting
Bonds won it with his 34th
of the year. After that game, each
homer of the season, a 426-foot
team will have nine games left.
"It will come down to the
end," Dodgers manager Bill Rus• See Page 11
sell said. "It's too bad we don't

Realignment squabble continues
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Baseball
owners, unable to come up with a
realignment plan they all can support, are blaming each other for
the impasse.
San Francisco owner Peter Magowan said Wednesday it was
Arizona's fault, and Diamondbacks owner Jerry Colangelo said
it was the American League's
problem,
Magowan, trying to prevent
owners from putting the Oakland
Athletics in the National League,

said all the problems could be
solved if the Diamondbacks were
shifted to the AL.
Colangelo said no one had
asked him to move, and that none
of the plans he had seen would
move his team out of the NL.
"I understand his argument
why the National League is preferable to the American League,
but really he could be very successful in the American League
West, too, and it would solve a
lot of baseball's scheduling problems," Magowan said, adding
that the Dianiondbacks "arc go
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Ill See Page 11

previous career high of 52 set last
year with Oakland. "If I get
there, I get there. If I don't, I've
still had a pretty good year."
The Braves became the first
major league team to clinch six
straight postseason appearances
by beating the New York Mets
10-2.
Atlanta is guaranteed at least a
wild-card spot, and its magic
number to win the NL East title
is down to six. The Braves hold a
six-game lead over the Florida
Marlins, who split a doubleheader
with Philadelphia.
"We're really not thinking ab-

•sei

NO, SHE'S REAL

Braves secure playoff spot UK's Couch not
The Associated Press
The Atlanta Braves clinched a
record sixth straight playoff
berth, Mark McGwire moved
closer to Roger Mans' home run
record, and the San Francisco
Giants pulled within a game of
the Los Angeles Dodgers in the
NL West.
McGwire hit his 53rd home
run of the season Wednesday as
the St. Louis Cardinals defeated
the Chicago Cubs 12-9. He has
11 games left to break Mans' record of 61 homers in 1961.
"It's a longshot right now,"
said McGwire, who topped his
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ing to be sold out no matter
what."
Colangelo had lobbied to be
placed in the NL West, where his
team hopes to develop rivalries
with Colorado, Los Angeles and
San Diego.
"They did the right thing," he
said of his team's division assignment. "Why change it? Because someone else is ... complaining? That's not a reason to
do anything."
Magowan, citing a provision in
the NL Constitution that gives
him exclusive NI rights to aieas

within 10 miles of the San Francisco city limits, has threatened
to sue if owners try to move Oakland into his league. The A's
ballpark is about seven miles
from the city line
When owners met last January
to decide where to put the expansion teams, the original plan was
to put Arizona in the NI_ West
lampa 130 in the At East, shift
Detroit to the AL Central and
Kansas City to the AL West.
Because of the debate, owners
have been unable to issue a 1998
schedule

chasing personal
accomplishments
32-of-84 passes for 276 yards
By MIKE EMBRY
and one touchdown.
AP Sports Writer
Even Couch was somewhat
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -surprised
by his impressive staThe problem for Kentucky's
this
season.
tistics
Tim Couch isn't completing
"We knew we were going to
passes, or breaking school refootball
cords, or even being mentioned be a good offensive
just
didn't
he
said.
"We
team,"
as a Heisman Trophy contender.
know how long it would take.
The hard part is building on
his early success while trying to We came out of the gate pretty
keep his impressive numbers hot this year in the first two
through two games ,in games."
Couch passed for a schoolperspective.
record
398 yards and four
"I really wasn't expecting it
touchdowns
in the Wildcats'
to come this quick, but it's
38-24 victory
season-opening
something I've prepared myself
for, and it's a situation I do over Louisville. He followed
want to be in," the sophomore that performance by tying the
SEC mark with 39 completions
quarterback said Wednesday.
"If you want to be the best at and topping the UK record with
your position, it's something 61 attempts in passing for 349
yard and four scores in a 35-27
you're going to have to go
through," he said. "I just try to loss at Mississippi State.
Couch has benefited from a
prepare myself for what's going
change in offensive philosophy
to happen"
After two games this season, under new coach Hal Mumme.
With Coach Bill Curly last sea
Couch leads the Southeastern
Conteience in passing yardage son. the Wildcats ran the op(747) and total offense (341.5 tion, a pattern for which Couch,
yards a game). In seven games
last season, he completed just • See Page 11
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who is a ciropback passer, was
ill-suited.
Mumme's new offense has
been dubbed "Air Raid '97,"
and that says it all. The Wildcats have been passing the ball
70 percent of the time.
"It's what a quarterback who
likes to throw the football lives
for," Couch said. "There's not
a quarterback in the country
who wouldn't like to be in this
offense. It's really fun to go out
there and do all those audibles
at the line of scrimmage and
throw the ball around."
As a comparison, Tennessee's Peyton Manning, a leading candidate for the Heisman,
has completed 54-of-87 passes
for 651 yards to Couch's
75-of-111 for 747.
Manning, however, is a
player for whom Couch has
great admiration.

I

"He really drives himself
toward perfection, and 1 like
that about him," said Couch,
who said he admires John Elway and Troy Aikman in the
NFL ranks. "I know Peyton
pretty good as a person, and
he's a good guy and works
hard."
Couch was named the country's top high school player in
1995 after setting national records at Leslie County High
School for career completions
(872), yardage (12,104) and
touchdowns (133).
Couch believes the attention
he received in high school will
help him handle similar situations at Kentucky. He's a longshot for winning the Heisman
this year, but he knows it's
good to lay the groundwork
early in a college career.

SCOREBOARD
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
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American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet. GB
y-Baltmore
92 59 .609 —
Mew York
563 4
66 63
74 77 .490 16
Dimon
74 78 .487 183
Boston
71
103 .470 21
Toronto
Centisi Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cleveland
81
68 .544 —
74 75 .497 7
lAteraultee
74 77 .490 8
Chicago
61
88 .409 20
Kansas City
lAnaeada
61
89 .407 203
Wont Division
W
L Pet. GB
Seattle
84 68
553 —
Maheim
79 73 .520 5
Texas
72 SO .474 12
Ind
61
91
.401 23
y-cInched postimason berth
Thursday's Gamma
Oakland it Anaheim 505 p.m.
Toronto at Boon. 606 p.m
Detroit at N.Y. Yankees, 6:35 p.m
Iitimultais at Baltimore, 635 p.m.
Cirretand at liannesda, 7:05 p.m
Chicago While Sox at Kansas C.My. 706 p.m.
Semite at Texas, 7:35 pm.
Rider's Garnets
Cleveland (Colon 3-6 and Anderson 3-1) at Kansas City (Belcher 12-12 and Busch 5-9), 2, 5.05
P.m
Chicago White Sox (Sirotka 2-0) at Boston
(Henry 7-2), 6706 p.m
Toronto (Deaf 1-2) at N.Y. Yankees (Goodin
111-4), 835 p.m.
Detroit (HIP 16-7) at Belmont (Kamieniedti
9-6), 635 p.m.
tAtriauke•(Mercedes 6-101 at Minnesota (Sentra 2-0), 7706 p.m
Anaheim (1-11 7-12) at Texas (Witt 11.11), 735
p.m
Seattle (Moyer 16-4) at Oakland (Haynes 3-4),
935 p.m.
!sturdily's Genies
Detroit at Baltimore, 1215 p.m
Toronto at N.Y Yankees, 1235 pm.
Seattle M Oaidend, 306 pm.
Chicago White Sox at Boston, 4:05 p.m.
Mkirsultee at Mimosa& 7 05 p.m.
Cleveland at Kansas City, 705 pot
Anaheim at Texas, 7:35 pm

FROM PAGE 10
shot into the upper deck in right
field.
Rueter (13-6), who did not allow a hit until Raul Mondesi hit
his 27th homer with one out in
the fifth, gave up one run on four
hits. He has won four straight and
is 8-2 in his last 13 starts.
Roberto Hernandez pitched the
final two innings for his third

save.
Cardinals 12, Cubs 9
McGwire's leadoff homer in
the third inning at Wrigley Field
gave him the highest total in the
majors since 1961, when Mans
broke Babe Ruth's record and
Yankees teammate Mickey
Mantle hit 54.
Royce Clayton hit a two-run
homer in a five-run first, Gary

•Yankees...
FROM PAGE 10
Tigers.
Rangers 5, Mariners 4
At Arlington, Lee Stevens hit
Norm Charlton's first pitch off
the wall for a two-out, two-run
double, capping Texas' three-run,
ninth-inning rally.
Charlton blew his 10th save of
the season for Seattle, which has
a five-game lead over Anaheim
in the AL West.
Seattle's Ken Griffey Jr. failed
to keep pace with Mark McGwire
in the home run race, but had two
hits and his major league-leading
140th RBI. McGwire hit his 53rd

FROM PAGE 10

Mitionsl League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
y -Mama
94 57
623 —
Flood&
MI 63 .511.3 6
Nen York
82 70 .539 123
Montreal
75 76
497 19
Philadelphia
62 90
408 323
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
77 74
510 —
PIlleburgh
73 79
480 43
St. Louis
70 81
.463 7
Cincinnati
69 82
457 8
Chicago
64 88
421 133
West Division
W
I. Pct. GB
Los Angeles
84 68 .553 —
San Francisco
83 69 .546 1
Coiorado
78 74
513 6
San Diego
72 60 .474 12
Thursday's Games
St Louis at Chicago Cube. 120 pro
Los Angeles at San Francisoz, 235 p.m.
Philaphia it Florida, 3.35 pro
Colorado at San Diego, 4.05 pm
Houston at Pitteturgh, 605 pm
Montreal at Cincinnati. 635 p m
N.Y. halts at Atlanta, 640 pm
Friday's Game,
Philadelphia (Green 5-4) at Chicago Cube (Clerk
13-7), 220 p.m.
N.Y. Meat (MIldti 8-11) at Florida (Leiter 9-9),
606 p.m.
St Louis (Ayber 2-4) at Pittsburgh (Cooke 9-14).
6705 p.m.
Houston (Holt 8-10) at Cincinnati (Biota 9-10),
635 p.m.
Montreal (C.Penu 12-11) at Atlanta (Srnoltz
14-12), 6:40 p.m.
Colorado (Attack> 11-9) at Los Angeles (Norno
13-11), 905 p.m.
San Frandsco (Dentin 0-2) at San Diego (i-larnitton 10-6), 9:06 pm.
Saturday's Genies
Houston at Cincinnat, 1205 p.m.
N.Y. Mats at Florida, 12.15 pm
Philadelphia at Chicago Cubs, 305 pm.
San Francisco at San Diego, 305 p.m
Colorado at Los Angeles. 305 pm
St. Late at Pittsburgh, 605 p
Montreal at Aloft., 610 pro

game," he said. "There were a
couple of poor calls, with a lot of
holding going on, but we still
gave a pretty good effort. I'm not
sure it cost us the game because
their quarterback didn't hold the
ball long, and he hit stuff that we
defended for three quarters.
"It kind of drives you nuts because we had defended it correctly for three quarters and now
we get into the fourth and we
start not executing," Johnson
added. "We had some missed
tackles in the linebacking corps
too. We were there, we just weren't making the tackle."
Sophomore strong safety Gary
Wheeler, who recorded five tackles at SIU, including an 8-yard
sack, said the Racer coaches told
the defense to take the SIU game
as a learning experience.
"Sometimes during the game
we weren't gelling together and
playing as a team," he said. "We
have a lot of young guys on the
defense, and all we can do is
learn from our mistakes and keep
our focus for four quarters.
"We know now what the
coaches mean when they say
you've got `to keep playing
through all four quarters,"
Wheeler added. "Tired or not,
you've got to lay it on the line."
Warfield added that the oppo-

Gaetti added a three-run double
in the seventh, and Mike Difelice
had a two-run homer in the ninth
for St. Louis.
Braves 10, Meta 2
At Atlanta, the Braves set a
major league record with their
2th grand slam of the season.

'the
homer Wednesday in St. Louis'
victory at Chicago.
Danny Patterson (10-6) pitched
a perfect ninth for the victory.
Seattle reliever Heathcliff Slocumb (0-9) took the loss.
Red Sox 4, Blue Jays 3
At Boston, Mo Vaughn responded to the boos of the crowd
with a two-run homer in the
eighth to lead the Red Sox past
Toronto.
Vaughn was booed during introductions and during his first
three at-bats in response to his
comments Monday that he did
not want to return to the Red Sox
next season.

•Racers...

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES

11

•Braves...

•Couch...
FROM PAGE 10
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Ryan Klesko's grand slam was
part of a nine-run first inning for
Atlanta. -Jeff Blauser added a
three-run homer and Greg Maddux picked up his 19th victory
for the Braves, who have been in
the playoffs after every completed season since 1991.

Peal Seascr

orr

RACERS
vs.
SEMO
Stewart
Stadium
7:00 PM

Ftoples First presents
nent for Saturday's game wasn't
so much the team's concern as
just getting back on the field to'
make amends for the loss to SIU.
"We were anxious to get back
to this field to get our confidence
back," he said. "We just want to
get the last two games out of the
way and prove to ourselves that
we still have it. We've got a lot
of talent on this team and we just
have to put what happened last
Saturday behind."

CHURCH YOUTH NIGHT
Your church youth group or
ve, other organization can have
a great night out and raise
funds in the process by
selling general admission
tickets to the Racers game!
Call the MSU Ticket Office at 762-4895 for details. AND...
dc Talk's band,ZILCH, performs free in Tent City at 5 PM.
Food, games,fun, fellowship and more at the pre-game.

Wheeler said that the Racers
still have a respect for SEMO,
which is also coming off a frustrating loss, 41-7 to Eastern
Illinois.
"They're a real fine team with
some good athletes, and it will be
a big challenge for us," he said.
"But we're ready to step up and
play our game. We wanted to win
all of our first three games, but
we look at them like a preseason,
and we've been getting ready for
the OVC in practice this week.
We're ready to go out and play."

RACERS
cf Hc[r)er,)cweri

Call 762-4895 for Tickets

SEARS

Rake In The

MURRAY, KY.

.d.VALLJ ES

Take

1995
.,„Tahoe LT 4x47
1996 Chev.
Blazer LS

Leather - All PWR
Remote Entry
49,xxx miles

1996 Ford
Explorer XLT

"Glad To Help"
Opal Hart

4x4 - PWR WindowsPWR Locks
29,xxx miles

4x4 - PWR Windows
- PWR Locks
41,xxx miles

On all home appliances
and home electronics*
when you use your Sears Card

CHECK OUT THESE USED CAR VALUES!
Igo

1996 Cadillac Sedan Deville

1995 Geo Prizm

Leather - All PWR - Remote Entry
35,xxx miles

Automatic - Air - AM/FM Radio
32,xxx miles

1994 Cadillac Sedan Deville

1994 GMC Extended Cab, SLE

Leather - All PWR - Remote Entry
49,xxx miles

4x4 - All PWR - Cass. w/Eq.
73,xxx miles

1995 Chev. Corsica

1995 Pontiac Grand Prix SE

4 Dr - PWR Windows - PWR locks
31,xxx miles

PWR Windows - PWR Locks - Cassette
35,xxx miles

"Come See us..
Jackie
Rogers

...even sale prices
Thursday, Friday & Saturday only!
Through 9/20/97
Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart

Bel-Air Center Murray
PH: 753-2310

No Reasonable Offer Refused!

HRS: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12-5

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Olds-Pontiac-Buick-Cadillac
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
Murray, KY

753-5315

"Ready To Serve
Rex Paschall

Applyt tor a Sears Card and you also get 10% oftThis adveMsement Includes many reductions, special purchases and Items at
our low regular prices. 'Excludes outlet stores. 'Excludes Bose products.
tRapld Credit requires major bankcard and positive ID.
"When you apply and use your Sears Card take 10% off your purchase
during the event 9,18-920.

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES
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Banking
On Laker
Pride!

LAKER
FOOTBALL

Tackle A Pizza
At Gatti's.
Stop by before
or after the
game for our
All-You -Can-Est
Pizza & Pasta
Buffet'

$225 pox

Tu.sdo,

753-6656

Chestnut St.

GOOD LUCK LAKERS

A $2.00 lei
any cnanl

4SIRLOMI

asrolite

"Cooked The Way You'd Cook it"

Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

GOOD LUCK LAKERS

e
Eastsid
r-L7EIE. lz

am AutoCare
Center
llIII

4210.101*MARK YOUNG/Ledger .1 Times photo
Calloway County wide receiver Justin Morton tries to break free from a HopkinsvIlle defender during the Lakers' 45-29
loss last Friday at Jack Rose Stadium.

WIN

UNNINGHAM A
AUTO
W REPAIR

ak,

Calloway County (2-1)

"The oldest
independent
repair shop in Murray"

at

619 South 4th • 753-6831
Don't let the
competition Buy you!
Good Luck This Season!

Lone Oak (2-1)

Lakers hope to stay on track
against Lone Oak after loss

E FllrK1.1.
mmwmm
S
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL Cu
1604 Hwy 121\ • Murray • 751-4)433

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Despite last Friday's derailment at the hands of the
Hopkinsville Tigers, Calloway County Laker head
coach Joe Stonecipher believes his team is still on the
right track.
"We feel good about where we are right now,"
Stonecipher said. "The players are still very positive.
They believe in what we're trying to do. I think we're
pretty much right on schedule."
Calloway County trailed just 18-14 at halftime of the
Hopkinsville game, but the Tigers outscored the Lakers
27-15 in the second half for a 45-29 win.
Tailback Artose Pinner led the Tiger offense with 289
yards on 36 carries and scored a whopping six
touchdowns. -

J

-

Ink
•
'
•
_

1300 N.
12th St.
753-4424

-Self Service -Full Service
-Major Brand Oils
•gc Card Masco Creor' Cards & Arnencar Express Accepted
'Qualay Service at Competitive Prices'
South 12th • lAurray • Monk Stallons, Mgr.. 753-1615

Except for the the running of Pinner, Stonecipher was
pleased with the Lakers' effort.
"I believe our team played well," he said. "Obviously, Pinner had a big night. He's going to get his
yards no matter what. But except for about three of his
runs, we pretty much held him in check.
"We feel like we're going to have to play this team
again in order to move on in the playoffs. But we've got
some business to take care of before that," Stonecipher
added.
Some of that unfinished business will come in the
form of the Lone Oak Purple Flash Friday night.
Lone Oak started the season with wins over Reidland
and Heath, but stumbled in a defeat to Madisonville last
week.
According to Stonecipher, the Lakers will see a good
offense from an improving Lone Oak squad.
"They are an improved football team," he explained.
"They're getting better every game. But we're still going to try and control the clock and play good defense
against them."
In order to be successful against the Purple Flash,

Woodmen offers a wide variety
of life insurance plans which
provide flexibility on insurance
protection and tax-deferred interest features. To find the plan
that meets your needs, contact:

(1-•Yi,fte

Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 69
years.

Howard D. Hughes
Woodmen Bldg
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-4339

Woodmen
ot the Vt orld
I

III

III•111 ,1 fl(

St it

PARKER
-MERCURY
LINCOLN
FORD

it

I..ao..4..4

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

753-5273

701 Main Street

Fill up with us before
YOU go to the big game!
Full Service &
Self Service
Have A Great Year!
119 E. Main • Murray
753-6266

Imm

Sept. 19, 1997 — 7:30 p.m.
Purple Flash Stadium, Paducah

milf
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GO!
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Stonecipher said the Lakers will have to put to good use
an improved passing game.
"We've improved tremendously on offense," he
noted. "One thing that has helped is that we're getting
the ball to (wide receiver) Justin Morton. He's just too
good of a player to only touch the ball three or four
times a game.
"Madisonville beat them in the air because Lone Oak
stopped their running game. That forced Lone Oak to do
some'things that they didn't want to do. We would like
to pass more, but each opponent will probably dictate
how much we throw the ball."
Stonecipher said his team will be prepared for Lone
Oak.
"We've had a good week of practice," he said. "The
kids are still working hard and still have a smile on
their faces. The seniors come to practice and get down
to business. We're fortunate to have that
(commitment)."

NURSING
INSURA
Available Thr
Our most co
sive policy
Skilled, Intern
Custodial Cal
Medicates ni
lines for con
Nursing Hon'
ance is more
than ever

For h
lnlormatIo

Jerry Mc(
Insurai
753-41
'free local clar

ALTERAIION:
See & Sew. 71

AVON- I am t
your Avon need
you are intereel
log,selling or ji
look through a I
what Avon otter
call (502)436-61
Tonya. ind/alsir

OFF
00
$2.
Full Service
Reg Price $21.95

102 South 12th St. Murray I

759-3278
We Feature

•

PEOPLE WHO KNOW
USE VALVOLINE.

LURE I

ad< to ( 00 Specha
Systems
$1999.00 Complete
starting at

Complete Multimedla
S'stem

$1499 00 All
systems have a

200MMX

3-‘ear parts and

1 — SVGA Monitor

labor NAarrantv
and include
a 1 hour

32MB RAM
24X CD-ROm
And much more
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training session.

HAWKINS

Trackless
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RESEARCH

20 ounce

COMPUTER STORE & TRAINING CENTER
1304 Chestnut Street Ste E Murray KY 42071
cam
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Co

Vinyl Flo

Co

D8D
PLUMBING

LAMB'S SMALL ENGINE

Residential • Commercial
•Service Repair

GO TEAMS

-Cub Cadet
-Grasshopper
'Holland Grills

-Toro Wheel Horse

MOW DOWN THE
COMPETITION
Mon-Fri 8-5; Sat 8-1
101 Industrial Rd. • 753-2925

Darren Howard

Tele/Fax 753-4736

FREE SERVICES
•45 7,.ar
Cab•13
•L c,ca Pore Ca, s
•Svprrrrng Pool

•Ret,ge•aru,s1.4c•owayes

•Extenderd Comp Breektast
•Jacuzzi Rooms
-Work Zone Rooms
'All TVs 25" Remote Controi

Pasch
111
n

BURI4

AVAI
No F
If you are
no to • few

Ruthie s
University BP

In Murray The Best Motel Value

The Best Value Under The Sun.
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"A cut above the rest"

"Specializing in Quality Work"
David Ryan

1/2 in. 6]

Let us keep your
car running
smooth!

toned rates
rams at
age 50
age
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65

age

70
age 75

GO LAKERS & TIGERS

4480 A 1400 2

Keep Your Batteries
Charged Up This Season!

DAYS INN QUALITY ASSURANCE
* TOP-RATED 5 SUNBURSTS *
753-6706
Toll Fre• Reservations 1 -800-DAYS-INN
517 S 12th • (Hwy 641 Si • Murry

Mon-Sat 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Five Points • Murray • 753-5782

yt
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11
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121,1PLay Acil

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.25 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3rd Run,
co .1 Ace Must Run Wei 4Doy Pidoct)
$2.25 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Card of
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
........Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
090 .
Position Wanted
100
Business Opportunity
110
Instruction
120
Computers
130...... ....... For Sale Or Trade

010
020
025
040
050....
060

Reader Adt
30C per word, $6.00 minimum
I st day.6* pot word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) 62.00 extra for
blind box ads.
Yard Sole $7.50 Preacid
A $2.00 tee wIN be requited to make
any changes to ad gem deadttne.

020

020
Notice

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehen,sive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare:s new guidelines tor confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever.

For free
Information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree local claim service'
ALTERAIIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981.
AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or lust want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers; give me a
call (502)4366026, ask for
Tonya. ind/sls/rep.

COVER LETTER PROBLEMS? This educator will
organize it for you in under
an hour, $15.00. $28.00
write/type. 767-9195
lam-7pm
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.

Last
And Found

LOST 2 female Lab puppies. 1 black, 1 brown. In
Croppie Hollow area.
Children's pet. Reward offered. Ca/I 436-6045.

Deli help needed
i.Apericni pruterrcd
hot not HUI. C`0,11

CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors has a position
available for an agent who
is a self- starter and
energetic. You provide the
energy and we provide direction and management
support. Real Estate classes start soon. Call
753-1492, ask for Ten.

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS
10th & Arcadia • 753-0921

$5.99

Berber Carpet............
Compare at $13.99 yd.

yd.

Trackless & Sculpture $5.99 yd.
Compare at $9.99 yd.
$3.99 yd.
20 ounce Commercial
Compare at $6.99 yd.

$2.88
Vinyl Flooring
Compare at $4.95 yd.

yd.

$1.49 sq. yd.

The name you know.
The prices you remember.
The quality you trust.

Paschall's Floor Covering
1/1 in lie from HaZel
on Hwy. 641 South
498-6299

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few quesbons you may qualify for pretotted rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different apes for $4000 Policy

14 18

FEMALE
89 20
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
17 50
21 76
27 31
3877

Fl

i%\

pt I ',MI
I

stud

1407 NN.

nsn

1309
1554
1933
2618

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-600-455-4199

CABLE TV company is
seeking an energetic, hardworking individual to fill a
Chief Technician position in
the Murray and Mayfield
areas. Minimum 5 years
experience as a technician
in the cable industry. Technician courses preferably in
electronics, administration
and business management. Supervisory, microwave and satellite/ earthstation experience preferred. Must have valid
drivers license with good
driving record and ability to
climb poles. We offer competitive salary/ benefit pkg.
Drug test required of successful applicant. Send resume to: PO Box 1040-L,
Murray, KY 42071. EOE/M/
FN/D.
CABLEVISION has the following opening PARTTIME TELEMARKETER.
Monday -Thursday
3pm-8pm. Desired candidate will have previous telephone or direct sales experience in •CUS10619f relations or service
environment. Excellent oral
and listening communication skills. The ability to
read and write. Cablevision
offers paid training, hese
salary plus commission.
Qualified candidates may
apply during normal business hours at the following
address,(or submit resume
by mail/ tax) to Stephanie
Gray, Fax 527-0813, 90
Main St, Benton, KY 42025.
CARRIER
OPPORTUNITY- Established Kentucky company
seeks a prticular type of
person who wants unlimited earning potential, stools
options; health benefits;
paid vacation Cat Bob
Taylor, 606-299-7656,
Monday thru Friday for personal interview
COOKS & waitresses
wanted Anna-'s Farm
house Restaurant, Aurora
No phone calls please

Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• Deadlines aro 2 days
in advancel

060

060

Ho)p
Wanted

Help
Wanted

PRODUCE CLERK/
MANAGER
Experience preferred
but not necessary.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 Z
Murray, Ky. 42071

DRIVERS- Company
drivers/owner operators.
$500-$1000 sign on bonus!
Van,flatbed, dedicated singles or teams. No experience? No problem. Training available! Builders
Transport. 800-762-1819.

EXPERIENCED iron
workers/ welders Fulltime, some travel required
in Western Kentucky area
753-0085 between
7am-3.30pm.

MURRAY manufacturer is
looking for a Draftsman or
Engineer experienced in
sheet metal design. Must
be AutoCad proficient Will
consider an experienced
student part time. Send resume to Sportable Scoreboards, P.O.Box 1480,
Murray, KY 42071 or phone
502-759-1600 for an
int6fVoeVi.

NOTARY- Must have not
ary oertificate. Willing to
travel to borrowers home
for signing loan documents
Call 800-500-0610 ext 307,
leave message.

DRIVERS- Experienced
DAYTIME help needed OTR company drivers &
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus owner operator, guaranCafeteria. 753-2334.
teed 10K miles! Great benefits & more! Call Pam at
DRIVER,PAY RAISE- Start Westway Express
at up to 28t a mile and earn
8 00 - 390 - 8 66 8
up to 32* a mile. Drive
late-model, air-ride con- WWW.WW0X0f0SS.0001.
ventionals for America's *1 DRIVERS, MILES ADD UP
refrigerated carrier. Satel- WITH HORNADY! Start up
lite communications and to 32:4 a mile, tarp pay,
great benefits. Students bonuses, raises up to 360 a
welcome. All AmeriTruck mile. Assigned conventiontoday at 800-745-4155.
ale, benefits, more! HorTruck Line. SU 1-3,
DRIVERS- Arctic Express nady
7-5
CST
an Ohio based company is WK
135
800-648-9664
ext.
ET
seeking company/regional
& OTR tractor-trailer driv- DRIVERS NEEDED!
ers. Pay up to 35 cents per $600-$800 per week, plus
mile plus benefit package. benefits Assistance in obMust have Class A CDL taining your CDL with lodgwith hezmat Call Dave Of ing included. For more inLisa at 800-927-0431. formation
call
EOE.
800-467-3806.

INSIDE SALES

a-DRIVERS, OTR- Singles
and lawns needed. Competitive pay, medical benefits, assigned conventionWs. Minimum 22,6 months
T/T experience. Call Roadrunner Distribution today!
800-790-1888.

,
OFFICE HOURS-

Help
Wanted

ATTENTION, TRUCK DRIVER/OTR- Make
DRIVERS!- No experi- $3,300 a month- .33 cprn
ence? No problem! Get (including tarp pay), drive
hired, trained -Earn '94-97 Kenworth equip$645.00 a week! No con- ment, 72" sleepers, full
tract required,one call does benefits, airride, paid holi- EXPERIENCED night cook
it all. It's your future. Call days, good miles, earn mo- wanted. Ann's Country
800-616-5055.
ney
Call today! Kitchen, Hazel, KY. Apply
a-ATTENTION OWNER 800-635-8669, ext. K1107. in person.
OPERATORS- 100%
owner operator fleet, get
home most weekends, average 2200-2600 miles a
week,start 79c, 1300 after 6
months loaded or empty.
Jenell
Contract
Must be able to work most Saturdays
800-362-6128. Interstate
days per week)
(5
Express, Igc.
aDRIVER- OTR Covenant
Transport it's not what you
make CPM. It's what you
bring home. Family security, full benefits, top -pay
and miles, experienced
drivers and 0/0 teams call
888-MORE-PAY or
800-441-4394, graduate
students 800-338-6428.

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Lulits Vehicles
sed Cars
Vans
I. sed [nicks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

Help
Wanted

*

Fri., Sept 19 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., Sept 20 • 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

MALE
$11 61

II)!

Happy Birthday
lot Sale or Lease 470
365
370 Commercial Property for Sale 480
380
Pets & Supplies 485
390
Livestock & Supplies 490
400....
Yard Sale 495
410
Public Sale 500
420 ...
Home Loans 510
430..............Real Estate 520
435
Lake Property 530
Lots For Sale 550
440 .
450
Farms For Sale -560
Homes For Sale 570
460

Advertisers are requested
to check he flat Insertion
of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will
be responsible tor only ono
Incorrect insertion. Any ortor should be reported Immediately so corrections
can be made.

Help
Wanted

Immediate Opening

• Tins
• Storage Bins
• Fixtures
• Stainless Steel Sinks
• Coffee
• Hard Candy
-Chocolate, Cookies &
Other Specialty Food

age 60
110 65
age 70
aco• 75

Help
Wanted

ADMINISTRATIVE Assistant for physicians office
Position will include reception, insurance filing & other CHRISTMAS AROUND
duties. Experience pre- THE WORLD- Home
ferred. Benefits package based party plan opportunoffered. Apply by resume ity. Ideal second income.
with references: Richard Commission plus bonuses.
Crouch MD, 300 S Elth St, Free training. No investSuite 301-E, Murray, KY ment. Serious calls. Also
booking
parties!
42071
.
WARNING. No tresspass800-264-2166.
ing or hunting on the prop- AMAZING NEW MONEY
erty of Speight Williams MAKER- Earn to $1100 to COLORTYME now hiring
and James C. Mitchell, lo- $2700 weekly. Leads/ manager trainee's and encated on Stateline Rd, training provided. Not try level positions. Must be
Hazel, without permission. MLM! Organizational/ enthusiastic and self motivated. Apply at 408 N 12th
management skills helpful.
St No phone calls please.
Flexible P/T hours.
EOE.
050
800-297-1382, 24 hours.

(Rain or Shine)

age 50
age 56

Ofin

060

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 10 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mons, wo•
mens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kinsey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Ca/I
489-2243 Of 753-6981.

Parking Lot Sale

1.12 in. 6 lb. Pad

In Memory
240
Miscellaneous
260 .Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 ..
Mobile Homes For Sale
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 .. Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290.........
And Cooling
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
. Houses For Rent
For Rent Or Lease
360

Help
Wanted

Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

CALL 753-1916

Thanks
Want To Buy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
160 ...... ....... Home Furnishings
165 ...... ........ ........ Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Lawn & Garden
180
190......... ..... ...Farm Equipment
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
Firewood
210
Musical
220

060

ADJUSTMENTS

* Some lifting /driving fork lift
* Must have good personality, be neat, on
time & love people. You must have your
own transportation. If you're clean & sober
we offer: vacation/holidays & etc. Salary
plus commission.
"No Phone Calls"
Send Resume To:

Carpet World

P.O. Box 232
Paris, TN 38242
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions for our Mattel-Murray facility on the
following shifts:
4:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m.
Tues.-Fri.
(10 hour shift)
Sat., Sun., Mon.
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
(11.5 hour shift)
2-3-2 Schedule
Noon to Midnight
(11.5 hour shift)
2-3-2 Schedule
Midnight to Noon
(11.5 hour shift)
Starting pay rate is $6.39/hour with a top rate
of 59.11/hour after 24 months. Individuals
would be full benefits eligible after a 90 day
probationary period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the
world's best toymakers, apply in person or
call the

Murray Employment Agency
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-2150
Mattel is an EOE hVFN/D

PRODUCT INTEGRITY ENGINEER
Mattel, Inc. the world's leading play company
has an opening for a Product Integrity Engineer at its Murray, Kentucky facility. Qualifications include a Bachelors Degree in Engineering with 3-5 years experience in a manufacturing environment. This position requires
knowledge and experience in a quality assurance function where the primary responsibility
is defect prevention. Qualified candidates will
be knowledgeable in manufacturing process
control, reliability principles, and have strong
engineering, human relations, and communications skills. A.S.O.C. certification is required. Preference given to expertise and
experience in plastics molding, textiles, and
metallurgy. Interested persons should mail or
fax resume to:
Mattel, Inc.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road E.
Murray, Kentucky 42071-9564

Fax (502) 767-1304
Mattel is an Equal Opportunity Employer
M/FN/D

FRIENDLY TOYS &
GIFTS- Has immediate
openings in your area
Number one in party plan
Toys, gifts, Christmas,
home decor. Free catalog
and
information
1300-488-4875.
FULL time employment w/
starting wage of $5 75/hr
Position is for full service
gas station attendant. Ph
753-1323, Mon-Fri, 7-430,
or pick up application at
Pocket's Shell Food Mart
on 4th St in Murray
IMMEDIATE openings
available for light industrial
work in the Murray, Calloway County and Marshall
County areas. Please apply
in person at People Lease,
1406 N 121h, Murray The
Village Office Complex
next to Gains Dodge.

Seaboard Farms of Kentucky
Has an opening in the Medical Services
Department. The ideal candidate will
be an EMT or Licensed Nurse with 1-3
years ofexperience in emergency room,
critical care unit, or ambulance service. Industrial experience is preferred. This position is on the afternoon
shift.
We offer competitive income, paid holidays, medical and life insurance, paid
vacation, retirement.

INEXPERIENCED- Free
DRIVERS, OTR- Drivers CDL training, we-hired by
needed immediately! company. Guaranteed job
Home most weekends, top if qualified, based out of
rates, top benefit package, your area, $500-$700
year round riders, 401K weekly, benefits package,
plus pension, bonuses, no 800-455-4682, then dial
west coast. Cardinal 200.
Freight, owner operator/
company drivers.
800-346-1542, Joe. CDLA, EOE, M/F.

Send resume to:
Employment Manager
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky
P.O. Box 116
Hickory, Kentucky 42051

DRIVERS- OVER THE
ROAD, 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model canyontiona/s. 3 years experience
Start 30c-33c a mile + benefits. Cali 800-444-6648.
DRIVERS/OWNER
OPERATORS- CFS needs
good 0/OP's/drivers who
would like to be 0/0, no
money down, lease or
purchase, regional divisions, freight year round.
Call 800-826-1402.
DRIVERS- WANT RESPECT?- Start up to.32c a
mat, per diem = 8, .03it a
mile. More take home pay!
CDL training available. TSL
800 - 5 27 - 9568 .
www.transstates.com
EOE.

EARLY Int•rvention
Program ConsultantMaster's in Early
Childhood/ Special Education desired. Must have
knowledge and experience
with Kentucky early intervention services, resources, and regulations. Must
have experience in interagency collaboration and
have background in family
focused intervention.
Travel required Qualified
applicant will assist in implementation of a temporary university based regional technical assistance
grant. Send letter of application, vita, transcnpts. and
three letters of recommendation to Moira Fallon,
PhD., Department of Special Education, Murray
Stale University, Murray,
KY 42071. Applications accepted until position is
filled Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
IVES
HAROLD
TRUCKING- Is hiring drivers Training available Experience pay up to 28€ per
mile Now biking owner operators 804 loaded or
empty Call 888-367-4837
HELP Wanted Painter
Needs 5yrs experience, references required
502-354-6264

E.0.E. M/FH

Freedom Fest
Fall
City-wide
Yard Sale
Saturday, September 207 a.m. - 3 p.m.
100+ yard sales all over town!
Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions of items to
be sold are available for SI in the Murray Tourism Commission office at the Commerce Centre in front of the new
Wal-Mart Supercenter on September 19 from 7:30 a.m. 4:30 pm. and on September 20 from 6 am.- noon
For more information, call 759-2199 or 1400-715-5004.

DRIVER- Up to 350 a mile
to start plus up to $700 a
week orientation pay! Great
hometime and assigned, all
conventional fleet. 0/0's
welcome. Boyd Bros.
800-543-8923. EOE.
DRIVE TO OWNI- Class
A/CDL $0 down, 800 all
miles. Average 10,000+
miles a month. Company
drivers. newer equipment.
Competitive pay and benefits. New Apple Lines
800 - 8 4 3 - 8 308 .
800-843-3384

NOW hiring morning/opening help Apply in person at
Arby's Restaurant after
2pm No phone calls
piease

rp-

YEW
SALE
EVENT
i-.CONTEST

Clean out your garage, closets, basement & attic and clean up with
cash with a Yard Sale. You might just win some great prizes, too! In
conjunction with the City Wide Yard Sale, we are sponsoring a

Yard Sale Ad Raffle
Three winners will be chosen via random drawing on Monday 9/22
from all Yard Sale ads placed to run the week of 9/15-9/20.

$50 FREE Classified Advertising

$25 FREE Classified

Advertising

FREE 1.x2 Yard Sale For 3 Days!

YARD SALE AD RATES
1:2
25-30 Word Max.
$7.50
$12.50
$15.00

1 Day
2 Days
3 Days

2x2
70 Word Max.
1 Day
$14.00
2 Days
$19.00
$23.00
3 Days

To enter bring your ad to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray Ledger & Times
Last chance to enter is Friday, 11 am. for Saturday publication.

For more information call the Classified Dept. at 753-1916.
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Hole
Wanted
INVENTORY COORDINATOR. National Service
company seeks individual
for management of riven
tory control program This
position is available in Mayfield Candidates must be
organized, detail oriented
and have word processing
and spreadsheet generation experience Duties will
include data entry, expediting shipping & receiving
and customer service, 20
hours per week- $16 00 per
hour Please submit resume to PO Box 1040-A.
Murray, KY 42071

PHEONIX
TRANSPORTATION- 16
hiring Seam drivers, operate
from our new facility in
Georgetown KY Dedicated routes averaging
4000 miles per week, spirt
334 per mile to start %troth
dean mvr and two years
experience with pay increases to 355 alter six
months Stop pay Also,
enjoy (2) weeks paid vacation holiday pay, health
and life insurance, dental
reimbursement, 401K,
yearly safety bonus. Call
800-860-0889

LOCAL insurance agency
seeking part-tome secretarial help Computer know
ledge, ability to work with
people 8 phone skills es
sential Could lead to fulltime employment Send resume to PO Box 509, Murray, KY 42071.

PROGRAMMER Mohon
International has immediate opening for Programmer Knowledge of a Network PC environment and
thaosoft Visual Basic a
must Prefer candidate to
hold degree in Programming or related field. This
position is available for immediate employment
Send resume and salary
history to. Mohon International, PO Box 550, Paris,
TN 38242, Attn: Personnel
Director

MATURE, honest, dependable person to work in
lottery/ convenience store
Nights required Apply at
Chek -Mart, Hazel.
NOW taking applications
for service station attendant. Apply at 641 Shell
516 S 12th.

PTIFT position available
with Tupperware Flexible
schedule_ $15-$25 per
OWNER OPERATORS- hour Quick advancement,
Attention owner operators! company car. For interview
Trip pay! Advanced Distri- call 502-354-8412
bution System has immediate opening for owner oper- SHOPPERS needed to
ator in our van division. evaluate services . at local
Non-forced dispatch sys- stores 8 restaurants. Parttem Flatbed opportunities time. 1-800-876-1110.
available. SMALL local company
also
E00-646-3438, ext. 1007. needing OTR drivers 8
For more
POSTAL JOBS Positions owner operators.
call
available Full benefits, no information,
502-489-2472, after 7pm
experience necessary. Application 8 information, call 502-767-9525.
800-866-9311 ext 6083
POSTAL Jobs No experience necessary, for application & information,: call
Sun-Fri 1-818-757-3141
ext 3064

WORK FROM HOME PT/
FT $785-$5600imo FREE
INFORMATION BOOKLET 1-800-959-7714 or
Wvalw youcanworkfromhom

STATE ASSOCIATION
SEEKS WEB MASTER To
maintain and update web
site 20 hours per week
Flexible schedule Newspaper experience a plus
Some Mac-based troubleshooting required Send
resume to David Thompson. Kentucky Press Association, 101 Consumer
Lane Frankfort KY 40601
TRUCK drivers with at least
Class B CDL Call
753-3355 for into
TWO way Radio Technician position available Excellent salary, working conditions, and benefits (Including health insurance)
Send resume to West Ten
nessee Communications,
107 Memorial Dr, Pans, TN
call
or
38242
1-800-615-8718 from
8am-5pm Monday-Friday
070
Domestic
& Ceidcars
AT home morn with 6yr old
and 24 yr old, will sit in my
home in town (Murray)
Prefer newborn and toddler
3 to 4yrs old. Ph anytime
559-2549. References
CHRISTIAN Nanny Housekeeper lookig for
position with 1 family in the
Calloway Co. area, 23yr5
experience Mary Jo Hamilton 753-3465.
HOUSECLEANING, experienced, dependable
service References provided Call 436-2102 for
free estimate. Ask for Julie
or leave message.
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning. Call Lon
474-8340
WILL do house cleaning or
baby sitting nights. Call
Betty 474-2131.
WILL sit with sick or elderly.
Call 753-4590 for
information.

8 COT.

100

/ ALPINE
)ockratIrosqati,

A
$

Tapes

clarion
41C. /SLIM

/11%. 11.-P Ce

CDs
Car Audio

41:::10

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-:113

Center

WANTED
Standing Timber
Paying Top Prices

Mathis Bros. Lumber
Dover, TN

Telephone Day 615-232-8466
Nights & Weekends 615-232-6872
or 615-232-7879

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing In

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
What the mind can cavils
The mind can cure.

BE YOUR OWN BOSSPotential $2500 part-time,
$8,000 full-time processing
insurance claims for healthcare providers. Software
purchase required. No experience necessary. Financing available. Call
800-722-SAMS.
GREAT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 14 Year
strong carpet cleaning business for sale Truck unit
mounted and portable, van
with logo, and several
clients already established.
Call Doug 759-5251.
GREAT Business Opportunity!! NATURE'S
BOUNTY, Dixieland Center
(next to MSU campus).
Murray. Well established
business with great customer base! OWNER RELOCATING Serious Inquires Only Phone
753-9506, after 6pm.
RAISE your family, raise
your income iv/discovery
toys. Fun, flexible. Home
Based business representative needed. Call Danya
502-889-0763.
WORK from home. My
supervisor made $15,000
per month after 1 year. Will
train. Free information
booklet. 1-800-235-9291.

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

$3
On

DAYLILIES, HOSTA

Want
To Buy

ANTIQUES- piece or
tates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418.
es-

CASH paid for good, used
nffes, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
WANTED 1968-1973 Mustang, good body No motor
needed Must fit 302-351
Windsor engine Call
(502)753-0337 if no answer
leave message os
machine
WANTED Riding mowers
that need work 436-2867

Lining Out Sale
Pre dg elle ready far fall planting.'
DON'T MISS THIS SALE
Special Hours 9-6 Wed.-Sal.
6'X12' TANDEM axle trailer
with brakes 767-0310

Bethel Gardens
91 Emit 2 milm; follow signs. 753-2993
,
4
'441

%Fr
r
0
.11

ANTIQUE PHOTO RESTORATION
it Mitt

h

11 I Thlt

!

200

Spore
Equipriert

BICYCLE, Mongoose DECADE GT, chrome molly
Same, pegs, white meg
wheels, excellent condiINTERNET television, tion, $120. 474-8001
Web TV by Philips MagnoGUNS, buy, sell, trade
vox No computer or com436-5650
puter equipment is needed
Just $19 95/mo for unlim240
ited internet use Local access phone number proIllecelewaue
vided There are no toll
charges Call 753-4801.
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELADIES clothing size 6,14, UGHT OLD-FASHIONED
8 18. Dresses, suits, coats, WEDDING- Smoky Mounsweaters, etc. Sae 18 Hal- ters near Gatenburg, overloween costume, full looking river, horse-drawn
length, gold dress w/teal carnage, cabins, jacuzzi,
cape, like new. Call ordained ministers. No
tests or waiting Heartland
753-6165.
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
LOG HOMES- Standard
models available or design A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL/
your own. Free brochure CHURCH CHRISTIAN
Honest Abe Log Homes, WEDDING- Gadinsburg's
3855 Clay County High- original (since 1980).
way, Dept CK, Tennessee Photography, music, flowers, linos, jacuzzi suites,
38575_ 800-231-3695.
fireplaces. Love Walk
MATTRESSES. Smith Brick. Rev, Ed Taylor
Mattress Factory. 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 - 2 7 7 9 .
5024351-3160
he)i/vnvw .gad i nburgchap
PONY saddles. 1 black. 1 els.com.
tan. Good condition. See at GET MARRIED- Smoky
Crass Furniture, ask for Mountains, areas most
Debbie.
beautiful chapels, Christian
PRESSURE CLEANERS!- services, complete arNew 2000 PSI $379, 2500 rangements, honeymoon &
PSI $599. 3200 PSI $879, family cabins, jacuzzi,
4000 PSI $999. Free turbo breathtaking views. WedChapels
nozzle! CAN for free catalog ding
800-786-9274 (24 hours). 800-893-7274, Vacation
Lodging 800-634-5814.
ROYAL Blue Pageant httpwww vic.com ishoplin
dress w/sequins, e/chapel/chapel.htm.
Sweetheart neckline, floor
length. Perfect for Prom or PANAMA CITY BEACH?a special occasion. Size 8, Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
$200 obo. 759-9824. after Resort, $39 (1-4 persons)
Restaurant, 3 pools (1 in400.
tub.
hot
door),
SEE us for your barn or roof 8 0 0 - 4 8 8 - 8 8 2 8 .
metal. Cut to length Cov- vnvw.sandpiperbeacon.co
ers 36 inches. many colors. m.
Economy Metal 8 Supply
ROMANTIC CANDLECo. 489-2722.
LIGHT WEDDINGS- LaSTEEL BUILDINGS SALE- vishley decorated, elegant
30x40x10, $4,323, full service chapel, call for
40x60x14, $7,786; weekly specials. Honey50x75x14, $10,591, moon cabins, fireplaces,ia50x100x16, $14,240; cuzzis, stay three nights
60x100x16, $16,707. Mini- fourth tree. Gatlinburg,
storage buildings, 30x160, Tennessee 800-033-7464,
32 units,$13,944. Free bro- 800-WED-RING.
chures. Sentinel Buildings,
800-327-0790, extension WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wed79.
ding chapel offering everySTRAW for sale $1,75/
Special otter:
bate 489-2436, if no an- thing kirks's.
ceremony, pictures, video,
message
leave
swer
flowers, $110. Give us a
TAN & oak sofa & loveseat call 800-922-2062.
with oak butler table/ end
table, oak & glass lamp
table, matching recliner
Hunter green formal couch
with matching green 8 rose
wing chairs. Brass glass & COUNTRY living at Bethel
cane table. Like new micro- Estates. Mobile home lots
for sale. Financing availwave. 759-5411.
able to qualified buyers.
WOLFF TANNING BED- Call 767-9435, 742-4435.
Ten at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial or MOBILE home lots for sate.
home units from $199.00 5 miles north of town.
Low monthly payments 767-9435, 742-4435.
Free color catalog. Call to- MOBILE home lots, starting
day E03-842-1310.
at $5,000. North area.
753-0873

Apodaca**

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

UglyPuck
Laidw" Rental and Sales

pi

PRIVACY HEDGE- Will
mature MID privacy Cedar/
Arborvitae, 3-4' bush
$1095 each, 12 tree minimum Guaranteed Free
delivery Buy direct Die
count Tree Farm
900-889-8238-

ELECTRIC treadmill Car
dioglide Exerciser Macintosh Classic computer with
printer 753-7687 after
5pm

ite

502-436-2438

85,000 BTU Warm Morning gas stove 2yrs old
753-1582
ALL STEEL BUILDINGSFinal summer closeout
Butler style Al! saw save
thousands Hurry for best
selection 30x40's from
$3990 50x100's from
$11 790.freight/tax Must
sell 900 606 8424
ALL STEEL BUILDINGS
24X30 was 55990 sells
$3.390 36X60 was
$12,859 sell $8 959
60X123 was $34.372 sell
S23,372 Must Sell!
1-800-379-3754

Mobile
Nome For Saki
12X60 2BR, 14 bath, central h/a, front porch. $44100
obo. 759-4889.

A Large LP Gas Tank Call
753-7050

HALEY'S

'

DELI cooler, meal slicer 8
scales metal shelving Call
437 4132

JOHN DEERE mower tractor STX 38 & trailer
759-1 tO7

270

FREE CONSULTATION

dr II

COUCH 8 matching redoer round oak dining
table Girls bike All in excellent condition
753-5395

140

Don Hellkamp 759-6000

$2Price
1k Your
$l'i(

Business
Opportunity

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress train & veil Laced
wipearis size 8 $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 400

160
Nome
heatless
10PC antique walnut ding
room suit, $950 436-5784
or 436-5335
QUEEN size waterbed
Complete, $75. Jenny Lind
chest of drawers, $75. Call
753-0954

1965 10X52 MOBILE
Home Must be moved
$800 obo 753-7521 after
4pm
1982 14X70 2BR, 2 bath in
goosl condition Includes all
appliances, central a/c, gas
heat, front 8 rear decks
$6,500. 489-2944.

1982 PATRIOT 14X70, reSOFA $22, loveseat $35, frigerator, stove, dishwasher, central air condisingle waterbed $50
492-6205, leave message tioner, gas furnace, newty
remodeled. 502-527-2324.
165
Antique
ANTIQUE SHOW- Septernber 27, 10-5, September 28, 12-4. Located on
ground floor of Community
Methodist Hospital, 1305
N Elm, Henderson, KY.
Over 25 outstanding dealers. Admission $300
180
Ulten

Garden
CLAY Pots- large & small,
plain & decorative. strawberry pots, clay window
boxes, azalea pots, con
crele planters, bad baths &
more Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping
Center
STEPPING Stones, land
scope retaining wall blocks,
patio stones Assorted
saes and colors Also, pot
brig soil, top soil, peat 8
cow manure Play sand.
mulch 8 spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast
Hardware Central Shop
ping Center

1991 14X60 CLAYTON
Phone 767-9614 13-16 Fox
Meadows Dr.
1993 14X70 MOBILE
Home set up at G-5 Coach
Estate Drive in Murray. 2br,
2 baths, out building
753-0379

tin

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Houses
For Rent

MUST Sell 1969 Manott,
12'X65' $2,500 obo Partly
furnished 502-354-9587

28R, 1 bath gas hes
stove 8 refrigerator turn
shed, $325/mo, 1 month
No pets
deposit
753-2905, 753-7536

280
Mobile
Nome For Reid
2BR 753-6012
2BR trailer, No pets Refer
ences needed Call
753-9866
JONATHAN Creek, 2br,
central h/a, private lot,
$295/mo. 436-5560.

28R, 1 bath, central he,
stove, dishwasher, refrioes
Mos new carpet, paint &
wallpaper 753-8943
28R houses in Murray 8
Lynngrove, lease 8 deposit
required. 753-4109

285

3BR, 14 bath, family
room, carport, w/c1 hookup,
$475/mo, deposit, ref no
pets. 474-2333.

Noble
Hoes tate Per NSIll

38R brick, $395/mo
pets. 753-6931

LOT north
759-0873

of town

300
Buena
Renee

641 Storage
All Sites
.1‘

753-5585
FOR rent: Business building, over 3700sq .ft, high
traffic area. Tourist season,
near Land Between Lakes
entrance, $650 deposit &
references, 474-2333.
LARGE fireproof building,
excellent location. Four
overhead doors, natural
gas, office, plenty of parking, car wash pit, three
phase power, extra storage. Available 8-1-97 or
sooner. $375/mo rent,
$375 deposit 404-I N 4th
St. Phone 753-3018 to
have call returned.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
SMALL business or office
space. Utilities paid
753-6106 or 753-3258.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853

2314 Brinn Rd.
Formerly N16 Ext Put Sullivisn's Golf Course
on tight

Thur., Fri., Sat.
7 a.m.-7 p.m.
16 horse wing taw mower, motor washer truck tool box, 110
as conditioner. 3 biding cots, Isbie & chairs, kerosene healer,
large trailer, mobile C.B. (new), base station C B., 8 new
antenna, clothe and lots more.

No

3BR dose to hospital Deposit required No pets
753-3300.
38R house Call 759-3489
38R. No pets. $400/mo
$400 deposit. 753-89E51
38R w/gas heat, low Willies, nice home. 605 Sycamore, $450/mo plus dep.
759-4696.

City Wide Yard Sale
September 20, 1997
Look for us in our usual spot...first
place on the left at the entrance to the
City Park parking.
We will have baked goods, coffee, cold
drinks and assorted yard sale items.
Calloway County Association
of Concerned Citizens

3 OFt 4B61 house, 1 bath,
w/basement, central h/a,
newly decorated, $700/mo.
1 Month deposit, no pets
753-2906 or 763-7636.
4BR,2 bath. 1006 Main St
Call Mur-Cal Realty
-4444753

Garage Sale

Beanie Babies
Old-New-Retired
1

FOR rent: Rustic cabin
near Ky Lake, Aurora.
Furnished, $350, deposit,
ref. no pets. 474-2333.

mile west of Hazel on Highway 893. Turn at
caution light at Hazel. (615 State Line Road)

Frl. 8 a.
Sat. 8 a
105 Flee
Riviera
Lots of $k
You don'
miss this

21
Garag
Fri. I
Sept. 1
7
1413 Di
Men &
clothes,
items,fabr
curtains.
for everyc

'lard
1013
Thum &
Sat. Ur
Large hand
treadmill, S
oral antiqu
linens &

chine, bed:

and much more.

IMMEDIATE Occupancy!
3yr old house with 3br, 2
baths, kitchen dining
combo, living room, den,
fenced backyard. 573 Wiswell Rd.$600/mo. Call Rich
at Kopperud 753-1222.

Book Sale & Other Good Things
The Green Door,2681 Irvin Cobb Rd. from Murray 94 East - 5 miles, turn on
732 go 2.7 miles.

LARGE 3br, 2 bath brick
house. Formal living room,
references & deposit required. No pets. 753-0859,
753-5214

Five
Yard

machine, ft

Saturday - Sept 20
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

FURNISH 2br house in
Hazel, dean,central heat 8
air, washer 8 dryer, bath 8
shower. $300 a month.
$300 deposit. No pets. Call
753-9086, ask for Joe
Morgan.

Rain or Shine

of houses

Miscellaneous items, clothing, Christmas decorations

books,. gc
tools & mi

YARD SALE

Thurs., Sept. 18 thtu Sept. 30
Open Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Books - old, new, children's, adults, gift,
poetry, collector, fiction, mystery, Disney, etc.
436-2929

360

Blg Mol
2572 U.S
S., 1 mil
pass Dw
Chev.
Sept.
Fri. 8 a
Sat. 8 a
Women's,
baby dolt
baby fumi
everythint

For Real
Or tame
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call
Coleman Reeky 753-9898.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
2BR, 1 bath, all appliances
including washer & dryer.
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-444428R, 1 bath
with garage,
garba
rn

k- up.
1 y r lease.
or 492-6200.

2BR apt at 908 Hillwood Dr
in Northwood, $325/mo.
759-4406

Pets
& &wiles

28R upstairs apt, 4 miles
on 121 S. $285/mo plus
deposit. 489-2296.

AKC. tri-colored male
puppy, shots 8 wormed.
$100. 753-4545.

AVAILABLE immediately.
1BR, handicap accessible
unit. Call 759-4984 or come
by Mut Cal Apts,902 Northwood Or, Equal Housing
Opportunity.

ALL NEW HAPPY JACK
LIQUI-VICT 2X- Combines
safety, efficiency & convenience for monthly prevention of internal parasites in
dogs. Available at Southern
Stales.

NICE 2br duplex, appliances, gas heat. deck
No pets, lease, references,
$450/mo. 753-7457.
NOW taking applications
for 1,2 8 3 bedroom apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Or,
Murray, KY 759-4984.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

4s,tree.

S
'
C.C.

Sign Service

Garag

Fri.
8 a.m
N. 641 Ec
Limits.
New A. a
speakerst
cle - 10 si
door,
trees, c
clothing, I

Custom reflective addresses
Enable 911 emergency, delivery services, family
& friends to locate your home day or night.

Chris Cox (901) 247-5294

4F
Yard

380

ADOPTIONS needed for
adorable, cuddly kittens.
Kittens are half Siamese,
half neighborhood visitors.
Call 759-9215.

NICE 1-2_ & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer
dryer, furnished, near
WU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

t44'
r

4
GOOD commercial lot at
Midway,270'on highway. 1
Acre $25,000, 1'4 acres
$37,000, 2 acres $45,000.
Tel, 759-1345, 759-1301,
489-2808.

2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, central h/a.
Available now. Coleman
RE 753-9898.

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Weedy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income.628 Wes or handicap 8 disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.

GETIOSOLD

NORTHWOOD storage
presendy.has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536.

BALL Python with 3'by 1%'
aquarium, ceramic heat
light 8 heat rock, $100.
759-4221.

West Ky.
Seamless Gutters

FULL Blooded mate Doberman pup, no papers $50
Call 753-9736 after 7pm
SIBERIAN Husky pups,
AKC Reg. 759-0687.
390

1300-A I

Fri.
Sept
7 a.m

'Competitive Prices
'Gutters
'Free Estimates
'Gutter Supplies
Maintenance
'Gutter

Call 953-0278

0101 BOAR&AGIArl

DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858

Monthly Rentals

Car
Sz

Sat.,
71
1717-A
D&B pui
brand cl
tains, bli
TV, firepl

No sales 1

436-5075

Garac

Junction of Hwy. 94E & 280

Fit

Open
2016

Leaser*
Staples
5YR old Arbian mare with
papers. Sorrell with flax
maine & tail, blaze face,
white feet. Syr old white
Gelding, very gentle
753-7122 leave message
or call after Spin.

ARABIAN HORSES- Immediate sale. 30 Russian
bred to
SPACIOUS modern 2br Bred Mares
Russian Stalduplex apt on Northwood Champion
and Span1984 FLEETWOOD
Dr. Garage, central h/a, lion. Pure Polish
14X80, 3br, 2 baths, central
kitchen appliances, carpet ish mares. Stallions, Geldair 8 appliances Extra No pets. Lease & deposit ings, beautiful foals. Fabulnice 1985 Fleetwood
ousdiscounts.
required. 753-5092.
14X70, 2br. 1 bath, central
606-362-7600
air 8 appliances 753-9866
VERY nice 1 & 2br apartments with central h/a, w/d,
dishwasher, trash pica-up
1997 FLEETWOOD 8 lawn care provided 11
14X70, 3br, 2 bath *irides from Murray toward
759-0329
Mayfieid on 121, lbr starts
2BR at lot 0165 Riviera at $315/mo No pets Deposit 8 references required
Courts
$4,000
762-4483 8am-4pm,
901-479-3449
345-2748 after 5pm
MOBILE HOME LOANS
5% down, refinancing, VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duequity loan Free seders plex with garage, all appackage, land or home pliances including wid,can
loans Green Tree Finan- tral gas h/a Lease & depocial, 800 221-8204 or sit No pets $575 904-A N
20th 753-3119
800-554-8717

1994 16X76 CHAMPION
$24.900 753-0342 or
489-2827

Giant Yard Sale

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

IX-Timber

Trails Subdivision

Now Selling Lots
Located on corner orJohnny Robertson Rd.
& Squire Rd, Murray, Ky.
Lots for 1500 sq It. homes or larger. All toy
utilities within 1 mile of city limits. Lots
starting at $15,000 & up. Curbed & paved
roads will be completed before Oct. 1st For
more Info call:
753-9950•7-4 p.m.,759-1828•5 p.m.-9 p.m.
or 762-0009 • 5 p.m.•9 p.m.

Fall 8 we
ladies siz
also plus
fixtures, Is
footstools,
lion, Chris
lions, jew
many cithi

CHI

YC
A

Ammtioik.
Trim lay

idahv

- A Wondettur Ackirrss
1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

to

check the
of ads tor a
Murray Led
wal be(ow
ONE INC(
SE RIION
should be ri
dmiely SOCA
be made C
AD careful'
The Ciassi
cng Decors,tr
aiely fl cms4

753-

MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

400

I.

.110
afar,
new

Five Family
Yard Sale
Fri. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat. 8 an.-2 p.m.
105 Fleetwood Dr.
Riviera Courts
Lots of stuff „cheap!!!
You don't want to
miss this one!

2 Party
Garage Sale

Irst
he

old
71S.

Fri. & Sat.
Sept 19 & 20
7 8.M.
1413 Dudley Dr.
Men & women's
clothes, household
items,fabric for crafts,
curtains. Something
for everyone.
Yard Sale
1013 Sharpe
Thurs. & Fri. All Day
Sat Until Noon

I at
td)

ions

d. on

gift
etc.

94

Large hand braided rug,
treadmill, Singer sewing
machine, furniture, several antiques including
linens & treadle machine, bedspreads, lots
ol housewares, many
books,, good clothes,
tools & much more.

Big Moving Sale
2572 U.S. Hwy. 641
S., 1 mile on right
pass Dwain Taylor
Chev.
Sept. 19 & 20
Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Women's,
men's,
baby clothes, dishes,
baby furniture, little of
everything.

Sept. 19 & 20
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Carport
Sales
Sat, Sept 20
7 a.m.-?
1717-A OakhIll Dr.
D&B purses, name
brand clothes, curtains, blinds, tools,
TV, fireplace set.
No sales before 7 a.m.

Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat
Open 7 a.m.
2016 Carol Dr.
Fall & winter clothing,
ladies sizes 12-14-16,
also plus sizes, light
fixtures, brick paneling,
footstools, owl collection, Christmas decorations, jewelry, shoes,
many other items.

CHECK
YOUR
AD

tion

786

Fri., Sat. & Sun.
116 Lovers Lane
7 mi. No. on 641, left
to Ingram Lane, left
on Lovers Lane.
Nice children's clothes,
tools, plumbing, elecincal, much more!!!

Yard Sale

Advertisers aro requested
to check the first insertion
of ads for any error The
Murray ledger S Times
will be responsible for only
ONE INCORRECT IN
Any error
SERIION
should be reported Immo
diateIy so corrections can
be mad* CHECK YOUR
AD carefully and notify
The Classified Adverts
ing Department immedi
ately in case of an error

753-1916

2014 College Farm
Rd., across from Expo
Friday
9 a.m.-?
Country Items, bedspreads, detains, doors, refrigerator, stove, doffs,
toys, bicycle, clothes, magazines, dishes,quilt chest
of drawers, desk & chair,
comforter, luggage,
flamers, jewelry & much
more

Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-Noon
94E to Hwy. 732 about 11/2 mi., look for
sign.

1514 Canterbury
& Sat
Sept 19-20
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Lots of kids toys, bikes,
games, handmade doll
furniture,
Nintendo,
skates, ride on toys, lots
of kids clothes, lots of
household items too.

Bativ boy & girls clothes to
size 21, ladies clothes
small to 2X, wicker table, a
large Coke collection, pan
of a doll collection, Angle
bowling beNs, Christmas
terns, misc.

Moving Sale

Yard Sale

1713 Wiswell Rd.
7 a.m.-7
Fri. & Sat
Washer/dryer, bedroom
set, furniture, TV,
kitchen items, toys,
clothes, toys, clothes,
decor, '85 Ford LTD,
Christmas/holiday.

5 Party
Yard Sale
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Fri. & Sat
Hwy. 121 at Coldwater
Clothes - Sm. maternity,girl
size& to size 12, boys 0-18
mos., baby items, men &
women's clothing, queen
size waterbed sheets, dishes, glasses, Corelle ware,
toys, stuffed animals.

1608 Kirkwood
Sept 19-20
am.-?
Clothes - women's
Maurices, Limited,
Express; children's
girls size 0-8; men's
large, x-large; some
toys,
househokf
items.

Fri. & Sat

KY

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Dr.

30

Yard
sale

& Sat
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
N. 641 Edge of City
Limits see signs.
New A. audio stereo
speakers w/box, bicycle - 10 speed, storm
Christmas
door,
trees, decorations,
clothing, lots misc.

4 Family
Yard Sale

430

Yard
Sale

Garage Sale

1300-A Peggy Ann

1•11
,

400

400
Yard
Sale

Yard Sale
Old Almo
2nd Street
(down from Post
Office)
Sept 19-20
8 am.-4 p.m.
Kitchen appliances,_
clothes, furniture, etc.

Fri., Sept 19
Sat., Sept. 20
8 am.-?
310 South 13th St
Wrought iron glider (like
new), used countertop
stove & hood, dishwasher, many household items, purses,
shoes, full figure ladies
clothes & coats.

Yard Sale
2396 Poor
Farm Rd.
Fri.
10 a.m.-?
Sat.
9 a.m.-?

100% Home
Ownership
Loans No
down payment
required, 30
year fixed interest rate.

EXTENDED'
OFFICE
HOURS:
5:00-7:00 p.m.
THURSDAY,
SEPT. 18, 1997
(502) 753-1781
To see If you
are eligible

Yard Sale
Friday
8 a.m.-?
600 Olive
Beautiful 65 to 70 year
old dining table & 6
chairs, one chair with
arms, table has 5 legs.
Bar stooks, wrought iron
dressing table & seat, 6
panel folding screen and
more.

Garage Sale
• Fri. & Sat
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
5th house on left

In
Candlelit, Estates, 5
miles N. of Murray.
Watch for signs.
Entertainment center,
bedspreads, drapes, pillows, country items, pictures, rugs, clothes for
women size 4-10,shoes
5l/6

435
tits
Properly
FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres,5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Mature trees, private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40,000 firm. Will not
divide. Serious inquiries
only please. Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message.

CASH
FOR
HOMEOWNERS-Credit
problems/bad credit OK.
No application fees.
888-244-9908. Direct Kentucky Lender/Not broker.
Debt Consolidations, home
Improvements, land contracts. IMC Mortgage.
CASH-Immediate $$ for
structured settlements and
deferred insurance claims.
Wentworth
J.G.
888-231-5375.
CASH NOW!- We purchase mortgages, annuities,
and business notes. Since
1984 highest prices paid.
Free estimates, prompt
professional service. Colonial
Financial
800-969-1200 extension
58.
REFINANCE 8 SAVE
$100S EACH MONTHWith today's low mortgage
rates. Consolidate debt,improve your home or get
needed cash with Fairbank
Mortgage. 24-hour preapprovals, quick closings,
competitive rates. Custom
programs for every need.
Good and problem credit
No-income verification,
self-employed, bankruptcy,
125% equity financing. We
bend over backwards to
approve your loan Fairbank
Mortgage,
888-567-LOAN ext 671 KY
Lic. 11638.
430

Rost
Estate
2 8 3 ACRE building lots
within 2 miles north of city
limits 753-3785 or
489-2183, Ben or John W
Nix
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

BUY Now 8 Pick Out Your
Carpet 8 Interior Colors!!
New 3 large bedrooms in
Mathis Farms Subdivision
on 1 acre lot Large LR with
gas log fireplace, hardwood
foyer, pantry, mud room,
ceiling fans throughout, oak
cabinets, 2 car garage,
large covered deck 8 patio,
natural gas central hie
489-2671, after 5pm.
BY Owner, 3br, 1A bath
newly remodeled, vinyl siding, central air & gas heat,
ceiling tans, all new appliances, oak kitchen cabinets Upper 550's.
753-5592

CALL TODAY to see this
4br, IA bath home in
Hazel. Nice lot across from
the park. If you need a lot of
room, this could be exactly
what you have been waiting
for. Only $59,000. Don't let
Y. ACRE lots for sale. 6 this one get away from you.
miles North of Murray. Call Mary Jane at Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
753-2502.
MLS13000961.
FOUR 'A acre residential
COUNTRY
as they come,
building lots for sale,
$6000/ea. 5 kites north- 3br, 2 bath, 2 story, double
west of Murray. 753-5628. garage with 40'X50' workshop on 1.45 acres. A must
JUST Recluosdi Lot with see! Call Bob Perrin at
gas, water & electric avail- Grey's Properties,
able, very attractive rural 759-2001. MLS13500215.
setting. CaN Kopperud ReEXTRA nice 2-3br brick in
753 - 1 2 2 2 .
alty
quiet rural subdivision. ReMLS1300104I.
duced to $66,500
LARGE wooded lot at 1306 753-1940
Fleetwood Dr in Campbell
FIRST time on the market.
Estates. Ideal for house
A well maintained one
with walk-out basement.
owner, custom built 3br
Cal 753-3003.
brick, central h/a, 1A
LOTS! We have the loca- baths, 12X24 living room
tion, price 8 size to fit your with dining area, eat-in
lifestyle. All w/city utilities. kitchen, den with woodContact Kenny or Valerie burning stove. Carport, at753-9950 AM or 762-0009 tached 2car garage. Lots of
shade. 2 miles from city of
PM.
Murray, 94 East in East-Y
Subdivision. $94,500.
450
753-0444.
Forme
For &els
GREAT location for this 3br
2BR brick house on 80 brick home with hardwood
acres. Big block barn for floors, new roof 8 central
workshop or livestock. Lo- h/a in 1996. Cal Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.
cated on Browns Grove Rd
Will sell all or separatly. MLS03001087.
474-8384.
IF LOCATION IS IMPOR38, ACRES of land 1%
miles east of Murray on
Clayton Creek Rd. For
more information call
753-4657.
NEW Concord area. 22
acres, house & 2 barns.
436-2916, after 5pm.

USDA
RURAL
DEVELOPMENT

Used
Cars

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

1993 FORD Tempo GL
$3,000 obo Call 489-6119
after 5 30pm

Visa and Master Card

490

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-el price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Mein St.

480
Home
Fat Sabi
2100SOft3br,2bath,2car
garge, 1500 sq ft shop
759-9835.

TANT TO YOU, then this
3br, 2 bath home could be
just what you have been
looking for. Located in
Southwest Villa featuring
cathedral ceilings in LR,
beautiful oak cabinets in
kitchen, dining room, &
central gas heat. Ideal location & priced to 'sell at
$126,500. What more
could you want? Call Mary
Jane at Kopperud Realty
753-1222. MLSS3000981.

LISTED at $10,000 below
apprised value. This in28R, 1 bath brick, central credible value is a 4br, 3
tile, all appliances, de- bath home in Southwest
tached workshop.- Villa. Bonus areas & features include large rec
753-7137 or 753-5263.
room, study/ computer
2BR A-Frame in Almo, area, ceramic tiled kitchen
washer/dryer hook-up, and baths 8 much, much
stove & refrigerator furn- more. Priced at $163,900.
ished. City water, large MLS*3000933. Call Kopyard. $300 a month plus perud Realty at 753-1222,
deposit. 436-4035.
ask fix Frankie.
313R, 2 bath home. Less LOG Home 3800 sq', 13
than lyr old. 6 miles North acres, fenced with pond,
of Murray. Has jacuzzi in 30'X60 workshop, 4 barns.
master bath. Vendess fire- 753-7687.
place in living room.
Kitchen 8 dining room. Plus MAKE AN OFFER- Save
breakfast nook. Al kitchen the owners of this 4br, 2
appliances included. 2 car bath home with 2 lots in
garage. On % acre. Priced Southwest district. Large
to sell at only $92,000. master bedroom, family
room with fireplace in fin753-2592.
ished walk-outlbasement.
All appliances 8 many updates.
$90,000 for house &
3BR, 2 bath home on 17
$80,000 for
partly wooded acres, just both lots or
house 8 1 lot. 2400 sq ft
10 minutes from Murray,
lot of room is
Beautiful kitchen/ dining living area. If a
what you need, take a look
all
new
remodel
8
with
area
appliances 3yrs ago. Sun- at this bargain. Owner is
room with adjoining deck, also a licenses real estate
agent in Kentucky. Call
new windows, roof only 4
years old. Central air & gas Mary Jane at Kopperud Re7 5 3 - 1 2 2 2.
alty
heat, ceiling fans. Just minutes from Kentucky Lake, MLS#3000761.
$80,000. 436-2241.
MAKE an offer!! Must sell!
3BR, 2 bath, 2'A acres, 3BR, 2 bath brick home on
shady lot just around the
satellite 8 shed $38,000
corner from Southwest
436-2114
Elementary. Wonderful
38, gas heat, well built neighborhood. New cenolder home, big corner lot tral, septic, and paint. Block
605 Sycamore. $44,900. shop on 2nd lot. 753-8064.
759-4696.
NEW 3br, 2 bath in nice
38R in town, dose to uni- area, 3 miles north of town.
versity, shaded lot with re- Vaulted ceilings, 2 car garcent updates. 753-4359 age, deck, in the 80's Call
serious inquires only.
527-4747 days, 759-9381
evenings.
full
3br,
2
ST,
9TH
S
418
to
bathe, large yard, close
NEW 4br, 2A baths in
hospital, $55,000. Spring Creek Oaks Would
753-1954.
trade for other property.
Built by contractor.
4BR, 2 bath, office, execuafter 4pm.
753-3672,
tive brick home in Canterbury area. Additonal NEW home with 14 acres
acreage available, pond, Call Kopperud- Amos
barn. Lease- purchase con- McCarty 753-1222
sidered. 753-8859
NEWLY decorated 3or 4br
ATTRACTIVE residence at house, I bath, suenroorn,
1555 Oxford, Canterbury fireplace, large wooded lot.
Estates. Features 4 bed- Extra acreage, great loce
rooms, 3A baths, formal lion, $75,000 Call
living room, formal dining 753-2935 or 753-7536.
room, family room, GrandPRICE REDUCED TO
mother's quarters, eat-in
GREAT
SELL!
kitchen, double garage,
LOCATION- 804 S 16th St.
plus boat room. Screened
105X250 beeutifOl wooded
porch, beautiful wooded lot.
lot 2,850 sq ft (with possiAmenities throughout
bilities for more) Bonus
Contact Kopperud Realty,
room up- 40X12 walk-in
753-1222 MLS03001022
attic 3br, 24 bath, 6
BEST buy! $2000 sq ft, closets, 10 rooms, central
brick 3br, 2 bath, double H/AC, LR, Dine, den garage, beautiful sun kitchen combo with apporch Built in 1987 (aid- pliances, fireplace, drapes,
prox) Only $96,000. Call shutters, utility with cabs,
Bob Perrin at Grey's Prop- sun room, patio & 2 car
attached garage Call
erties, 759-2001
759 0700
MLS413500235

PRICE REDUCED! 5br,
34 bath home on a comer
lot in Woodgete Subdivision. Featuring eat-in
kitchen, with bay window,
pantry, OR, LR, FR, hardwood floors. Many more
amenities. If a lot of room is
what you want, this could
be the home for you
$166,000. Call Mary Jane
at Kopperud Realty
753-1222. M1S43001038
QUIET country neighborhood,4br,2full baths, large
closets, formal dining. 3
miles from town. By appointment only- 759-9909
or (502)254-5011.
REDUCED! BY Owner2117 Brookhaven Dr. offers
3br, 2 bath, numerous updates. Central gas h/e, new
roof (both '96). Call
753-9512.

1993 Hyundai Excel, air,
tinted windows, ultra
wheels, 4sp $2300 obo
437-4125_
1993 PONTIAC Grand Am,
red, 2dr, auto, 44 XXX
miles $6,700 753-4038
1995 COUGAR XR7,
loaded, V-8, leather, all
power, 46,XXX $11,500
Cal 489-2479 after Spat
1995 GRAND Prix SE,
white, sun/ moon roof, cd
player, loaded, clear,
49,XXX miles Call
753-2121
195

'fame

1986 FORD van,4 captains
REDUCED to $123,900 chairs, 1 owner, 43,7XX
may
Owner
Make an offer.
actual miles, extra nice.
help finance. 8yr old brick,3 Cal 753-4575, after 7pm
large bedroom, 2'A baths,
30X16' LR, Lg 2 car gar;00
age, security system,
Used
fenced yard at 1566 MockTrucks
ingbird. 759-5499.
1979 FORD F100, 59,XXX
RELOCATING. Beautiful actual miles, 3sp, swb.
3br, 2 bath plus bonus room $1500 obo. 759-3769.
or 4th bedroom. Finished
1980 CHEVROLET truck,
garage, covered porch,
years old, like new, bonus $2200 firm. Runs good.
room less than 1 month old. 492-6205, leave message.
Gorgeous crown molding 1984 CHEVY
Suburban
throughout. Hardwood, Special Edition with
Chattaceramic tile, cream carpet, nooga custom
package,
and vinyl. Established aluminum wheels, Michelin
neighborhood. A Must Seel bres, rebuilt 350
eng., garCaN 759-5251.
age kept, local vehicle
$6500 obo. 753-4871.

VISA

1984 200 HONDA Big Red
3 wheeler, shaft, electric
start, reverse, good condition. 489-2208 after 6pm.
1992 POLARIS 250 4X4,
auto. $3,000 obo.
753-5382, after 6pm.
1997 HONDA CR 250,
used less than 2hrs.
7595339 Serious Inquires
Only!
ATTENTION HUNTERS!
Save $1300 over new
4-whee4er. 1996 Yamaha
Kodiac 400 4X4, fiberglass
gun scabbard, rack extender, only 15X miles. Show
room new,$5100. Call after
5pm 753-4519.
FOR Sale: Yamaha Y280
dirt bike, excellent condition. Call 759-1983 M-F or
759-4967 after 5pm.

1993 GRAND Cherokee
Laredo 4x4, white, auto,
62xxx miles, $14,850.
753-2479.
1994 CHEVY S-10 Blazer
4X4, 4.3 V6, green, Tahoe,
hitch
$14,500
502-753-7581

1966 PONTIAC Tempist
red 8 white, 2dr, convertible, original interior, excellent condition, $6,500.
1990 Chevrolet Lumina,
4dr, V6, $3200. Call
753-7238 or 435-4020.
1978 FORD LTD, 1 owner,
low mileage, in good condition. Cad 759-3073 and
make offer.
1985 BUICK Riviera, V8,
p/s, p/b, good condition.
$2,500. 435-4533.
1985 FORD LTD, very low
mileage, 6cyl, good condition. $900 obo. 489-2199.
1986 DODGE Aries Stationwagon, much recent
work, dean, no air. Great
work car. $1200. 753-5470
1987 MAZDA 323, very
good condition, $2500.
436-2874.
1988 CAMARO, I 23,XXX
miles, automatic, female
used. $2,800 762-2549
1989 NISSAN Rear, one
owner, low mileage, 5sp,
good condition Call after
6pm 753-7857

SOLD
1990 MITSUBISHI Sigma,
113,XXX moles, air, new
tires, electric windows, am/
fm tape, leather uph, needs
alternator work Will sell for
bank payoff $2400
759-4480 after 5pm.
1991 MAZDA Protege,
86,XXX miles, blue, Sap,
$4,000 obo 435-4035
1991 PONTIAC Bonneville,
like new, well taken care of,
a/c $4,900. 753-2479
1992 FIREBIRD, white,
V-8, auto, t- tops, local
753-7842 after 5pm or
753-t85
1992 PONTIAC Letifens,
red, air, 4dr, automatic,
38.XXX miles $4500
759-9714
1996 CAMARO RS conver
We, white 436-2269

753-1916

Call Us Today!

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 20, 1997 • 10 a.m.
Paris, TN - 215 Dudley St Grove Football Field
Henry Co. Board of Education Surplus Auction
PARTIAL LISTING
(2) 1988 Ford, 66 passenger school buses +
(5)1986 Chevy,66 passenger school buses +
(4) 1985 Ford, 66 passenger school buses +
(2) 1985 GMC,66 passenger school buses +
1983,66 passenger school bus + 1975 Chevy,
22 passenger school bus + 1986 Bonneville,4
door + 200 tires, 900 x 20thru 1100 x 22.5 + 12
window AC units + 9 water coolers + (2) 38"
Craftsman lawn mowers + 3 vent fans + 72'
Squealer Bush Hog + 12" Craftsman bench
saw + lots of light fixtures + lots of school desks
+ gas furnace + port. air compressor + 2
upright freezers + slicer + 2 cash registers +
steam table + washer + washer and dryer
combination + bakers table + deep fat fryer +
Hobart mixers + Hobart dishwasher + much,
much more.
This is only a partial listing. For more information contact Lynn Brown 642-5523 or Bobby
Owen 642-3530.

470

1979 HONDA 500, custom
$700 obo. 1982 Honda
900, very fast, $975 obo.
436-2102, ask for Ben
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1990 FORD Ranger, 4cyl,
Sap, 97,XXX miles. $4500
obo 753-3484

Doug Taylor
AUCTION SERVICE
PURYEAR, TENNESSEE
(901) 247-3784

LIC. KY & TN #2027
FIRM #1787
'TAYLOR MADE AUCTIONS ARE BETTER'

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 20th, 1997 at 10 a.m. at 1001 Poplar St. next to
hospital, Murray, Ky. The home of Mrs. Myrtle E. Futrell.
Old doll high chair - other doll furniture - sleepy eyed doll other old dolls - old wood rocky horse - nice old baby cradle wood high chair old baby stroller - 2 Cupid dolls - old hats bird cage - old picture & frames - large lot of good clean hand
stitched quilts - old kerosene lamps - beautiful old wall mirror other old mirrors - (2) sets of nice old vanity lamps - hand
painted table lamps - nice old lamp tables - nice old mantel
vases - floor lamp - coo coo clock - Regency china - lace
milkglass - other fine china - old Fiesta pieces - stem pieces old press cut glass - pickle dishes - Blue Ridge pieces - covered
dishes - old Shaker set w/greasejar - old meat platters- mixing
bowls - old tomato pitcher & cups - nice tea set - pink
depression pieces - beautiful punch bowl set - old electric
kitchen wall clock - cake plate - old tea glasses - old dough
roller - W.R. flatware - old costume jewelry - blue fruit jars bird figurines - cast iron pieces - metal kitchen stool - straight
chairs - old white sewing machine - old cow bell -bookends - old
bayonet & holster - old foot locker - very old & good love seat antique 3 piece bedroom suite -(2)other 3 piece bedroom suitq_
- wool rug -'nice Duncan Phyfe table, 2 leaves & 6 chairs w/
matching china cabinet - nice couch & chair - coffee & end
tables - recliner - foot stool - old stereo - platform rocker - color
t.v. - magazine rack - fireplace set - drapes - 2200 air
conditioner - electric cook stove - frost free ref. - microwave chest freezer - small kitchen appliances - breakfast set - nice
bedspreads, tablecloths - bed linens - feather pillows - new
bathroom set - wrought iron furniture - other yard furniture step ladder - hand & yard tools - and much more.
Lunch available. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or
shine. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller & Darrell Beane - Auctioneers
Tenn. #1281 & 2493 Firm #2333
Terry Paschall - Ky. Auctioneer
Watch next week's paper for a good auction. Farm equipment,
shop tools & good furniture, 121 South of Murray, Ky.

A

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 27, 1997 - 10:00 a.m.
814A Coldwater Rd. - Murray, KY
just NW of 5 points
After many successful years in the construction industry,
the Geurin's have moved to a new retirement home & will
sell at auction this partial list of items:
Shoo a COMItTNCii011 Craftsman 6" joiner, blueprint copying machine,
jackhammer bits, air compressor, metal concrete molds, conic a longs of
all sizes, bench grinder w/single phase heavy duty 14 a 2" wheels,
Torchweld cutting torch w/gauges, threaders, universal rigid & Rigid
Super Six w/2 1/2" pipe reaMCM, rebar cuuer & bender, large C clamps,
concrete finishing tools, 22 cal. ramset. B&D hammer, house jack, 1/2"
metal workbench wivise, pipe elevation w/wooden & metal tripods,
several bins of hardware, vac* rollers, heavy duty castors, mercury
pressure gauge,pulleys,chain hoist, block & tackle, metal shelving,shop
vac, lots of hand tools, large dust collector system w/cyclone blower,
large Buffalo turbo blower, Parks 12" planer w/5 hp 3 ph motor,
Craftsman 12" band saw, many more power hand tools.
Service Station liens leak detectors, vent caps, signs, union couplings,
impact valves,stainless steel flex fits, fiberglass & metal pressure fittings,
old Shell copper oil dispenser, bulk oil qt. jar w/spout,old gas & kerosene
cans.
Railroad Items 1CRR alcohol heater, RR mule,RR jack, spike puller, RR
lanterns.
Antiques & Collectibles Coors Bros. cooler, wooden water barrels, cedar
shake shingle, metal smudge pots, wooden file cabinet, antique seeder,
army officer's field desk, wooden shipping crate, Bulova store clock,
lemon squeezer from old Stubblefield's drug store, 1880s rocking chair
saddle, leather club bag, kerosene lanterns, buck saw, stoneware crock,
foot powered grinding wheel, english spurs, harness & brass hames,
wooden milk pail, ship augers, driving-curb & overcheck horse bits,
buggy wrenches, tobacco knives & pegs, blacksmith tools, brass scales,
Pluto 512 cast iron stove, covered wicker rum ration jug, cant hook,
scythe, ox yoke, hone drawn farm implements,cast iron spirit level, CS
calvary wooden surrups, english calvary stirrups, log spike w/8' handle,
broad ax,sheep shearers,draw knife, plumbers lead pot,set of beech wood
planers, porcelain pedestal sink, cast iron tub w/claw feet, 1890's saw,
joiner & mortise machine w/5 hp 3 ph motor — and much more.
Terms: Complete settlement day of sale

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris - CAI

and

Richard Farris - Auctioneers

"The Sound of Selling"
(502) 492-8796
Hazel, KY
Nsiroureasair /sr ansinn Aimmusnomen è riga, sde pretedate for al 'roan nolinds

P.O. Box 149
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1990 JEEP Cherokee
Sport 4X4 Intro) 6, auto,
2dr, black with gray interior,
new paint, good Michelin
tires. exce&ent condition,
act For more info Call
5
(502)759-9865
1991 FORD % tin, 4wd,
white, good condition
753-9503.
1991 SUBURBAN, 77,XXX
miles, $10,500 obo. Cell
759-4930, after 7prn.311 N
7th St, Vincent CostaMa.
1992 CHEVY, customized,
43,XXX miles. V6, a/c, tilt
cruise. Must See! $8,500
753-8764.
1992 DODGE Dakota Ckib
Cab LE, 1 owner, V-8,extra
nice. 43,XXX miles.
247-1773.

CONCRETE RESURFACING SYSTEMS! Don't tear
out your old concrete, resurface it into a decorative
product such as brick pavers, cobblestone or tile
Free estimates by
Schroeder Construction
767-9474

K-N-K
Home Improvements
Specializing In
Remodels &
Trailer Homes
Plumbing, Electrical
& Construction

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing, decking, roofing & electrical
489-2832

CaN

502474-8345
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade.
ronertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-91335

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds,carports Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shaer

1992 DODGE Dakota, Sap,
56,XXX miles, excellent BIBLE Message 759-5177
condition $7500. Leave
message at 759-3920.
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
1996 CHEVY truck ext. All work guaranteed. Free
cab, white, loaded, auto- estimates. 753-113,4,
matic, low mileage, extra 492-85134.
clean. Call 759-8061 or BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING.
753-0987, leave message. Tree removal, shrub trimming, clean-up, mulch, etc,
RED 1994 c/k
En Chevy etc. Insured, Free estiextended cab, 6ft bed, run- mates. 759-5353.
ning boards, matching topper. 38,XXX miles, 1
owner $16,800. 753-0814. CARPET CLEANING
Serving Murray for over
25yrs Certified techni510
cians_ Carpets, upholstery
Free estimates Lee's CarCampers
pet Cleaning 7534827.
SCOTTY camper, extra
nice, 16ft, stove, refrigera- CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
tor, $1,000. 436-2497.
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protec520
tion, high quality, excellent
Beals
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
& kletots
1988 LASER with a 1904 COLSON Home Repairs
Johnson, 120hp, $5,000 Additions, garages, decks,
CaM 492-6204 after 5pm. remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience.
753-5592.
530

FACTORY DIRECT
(Licensed) Sales
& Installation

iY
Mj

•

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Call Toll Free
1-888-783-1030
382-2844
3-0 DOZING, backhoe,
sepbc, & gravel hauling.
Driveways, foundations.
502-437-4969.
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying,.hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. nal
Lamb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262..
A-1 Tree professionals.
- Stump removal, tree spraytrig, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.

c

'
I-

'
dr

24 Hr Service
H edge Tramming
Tree Spraying
1
Tres a S11/14,0
itr-lor. Removal

CAN!!

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8066
APPLIANCE REPAIR. AI
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works. 753-2455.
ASPHALT Driveway
Sealing Driveways parking lots discounts to churches Free estimates Call
Travis Asphalt Sealing,
753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

Tree Tilt...um
Clecuutp Service
Frin LOW of
Equipment
e

Ceramic Tile •Dry Wall • Pltunbing • Electrical Repairs

ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS. Inside or
out. No job too small.
502-759-9906.

ALL types of wort Mulch,
rock, gutters, outbuildings,
brush clearing, tree trirnming, home repairs, junk
hauled, etc. Reliable and
reasonable. City & county.
753-2092.

NED WALKER

759-0337

Over 20 years experience
Specializing in Bathroom Repairs

LAMB BROS

ROOFING
Large or Small Jobs

(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytime
800-821-6907
Why Pay Monthly Security System 1111
Monitoring Charges?
Let Ls Install Our High Tech DSC Or Linear Security
System and Yoe Get A Free 4 Number Auto-Phone
Dialer That Calls With Your Personal Message If
System Is Activated!
Basic System Pricing Starts At $399
Coll Today For Free Horne Secunty SurveyiErturiate'

Let Starks Custom Homes/Cronin Engineering
502-492-8238
•Auto-Dtaler Offer Good Through October 31. 1997
•Firtancing Available

Guaranteed Auto Loans
*
*
*
*
*

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding.
free estimates. 436-2269

NEED A NEW ROOF or
improving the look of your
home? Gutters, siding &
small repairs FLe our specialty Free emanates available by 'T-'...itrneder Construct°
, .07-9474.

THE Guitar Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
75Q-4690.

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358
METAL ROOFS= Quality
and style. STOCKWELL
METAL ROOFING= Best
in Tn-State area. Get your
house covered with siding
and NEW Windows!Call br
a FREE estimate
753-6596.
MICHAEL'S Transmissions. Complete overhaul
on late model, domestic,
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmissions. Call 753-0152.
MIKE'S Gutter Peening.
Fall is coming, Call Now!
Free
estimates.
502-382-2440.

NEP: r'ERT1UZER OR
UME SPREAD? No job
too large or small Call
436-6026.
PLUMBING repairs, test
service 436-5255
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with lull
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or nigtit,
753-5484.
TELEPHONE SALES
AND SERVICE COMMERCIAL_ AND RESIDENTIAL
PHONE SYSTEMS. NEW
AND USED BUSINESS
SYSTEMS. ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION SPECIAL IS TS . MURRAY
TELEPHONE AND ELECTRONICS 753-7567.

"Financing For Every One"
Bad Credit
* Charge Offs
No Credit
* Tax Liens
Bankrupt
* 1st Time Buyers
Repossessions
* Medical Bills
* Divorced
Slow Pays
WE CAN HELP!
1-800-4574866 • Call Shawn
Or

24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used We've Got One For You!

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

'97 MODEL
CLOSE-OUT
SPECIAL APR'S
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WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves. NEW
HOURS' Mon-F-ri, 1-5:30.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530.
560

ha*

"

FREE cats & kittens to good
homes. 753-5406.

On All '97 Metro, Prizm, Cavalier,
Camaro, Lumina, Monte Carlo,
510, Blazer, Tracker, Venture 3D,
G Van Conversion, Astro In Stock.
Venture 4D & Olds 88 *2.9% APR
Up to 48 Mos.

'Women in Art' title
of exhibit in Mayfield

FENCING: Midway Fence
Co. Chain link & vinyl
tenc• at reasonable
prices. 759-1519.

LICENSED a INSURED Free Estimates

The

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214.

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC. New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair. Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001,
cella 519-1592.

Tree Service

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing. concrete & masonry. And home repairs.
Free estimates. 767-8007,
Elite Building.

Services
Offered

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

502-.430-5•74-ES
1-8011,-.54513-5.20.2

MA Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.

Services
Offered

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning' vinyl sid
ing, homes, mobile homes, MOODY'S Mower Repair.
boats, brick driveways, Pickup and delivery.
parking lots, all exterior 753-5668.
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Say
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

mb Brothers

f
„

c

Sim kis
Offered

'Women in Art' is the title of the
exhibit co-sponsored by the Mayfield Chapter of the Association of
University Women and the MayGARDEN tilling, grader field/Graves County Art Guild in
blade work, bushhogging, The Ice House at 120 North 8th
mulch hauling. Gerald Car- Street in Mayfield between Sept. 21
roll, 492-6159.
and Oct. 18.
The women of the'Women in Art'
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing. theme are a cross section of profesCustom design. Affordable sional and amateur artists from
rates. 753-7860.
throughout the Jackson Purchase. In
addition to representing different
cities within the Purchase,the artists
also represent a variety of art forms
and styles. A wide selection of
-""(paintings as well as hand-crafted
PS
works and photographs will be on
display during the four week exhiCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
bit..
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Mayfield artists included are DarAll Types Of:
leen
Phipps, Adele Marano, Carla
Custom Woodworking
Green, Carol Couric Tribou, Joyce
Keeling, Nell Tuck, Anna MiserenKitchen & Bath Cabinets
dino, Barbara Frank, Patricia Vin• Drop by and see our showroom
cent, and Dana Heath along with
4oe SUNBURY • MURRAY 113.e.nd Bunny Bread!
former Mayfield resident Dorothy
753-594C
Spahr. Eva King of Farmington,
Lana Copeland of Wingo, Helen
LaFrance of North Graves County,

Services
Offered

Vinyl Windows &

530

530

530

Services
Oltenia

tiervkis
Offered

Used
Trucks

and Ginger Anderson from the
Hickory area represent Graves
County.
Regional representatives include
Lisa Yates of Murray, Patricia
Young of Paducah, and Eva Kelley
of Kevil. Guest artists from outside
the region include Nikki Lorenz and
Irene Mastick.
The University Women will be
hosting a reception on Sunday,
Sept. 21,from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. to
honor the artists. The public is
cordially invited to attend the reception and meet the artists as well as
talk with the members of the
AAUW about the goals and activities of that group.
Regular hours for the'Women in
Art' exhibit will be 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.Tuesday through Friday and 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturdays. The Art
Guild Gallery is accessible to individuals with disabilities and all
interested persons are encouraged
to participate in guild events. For
more information about this exhibit
or any other art guild activities,
contact the guild office at 502-2476971.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

true. Tonight: Relish Friday night..
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You are drawn to new
people and differentscenarios.You'll
need to bounce oversome rough spots
as you adapt. The excitement intrigues you and aids you in seeing
the panoramic view. You might be
touched by another'sindulgent ways.
Tonight: It's your call.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** One-to-one relating is exciting and dynamic. But a loved one
mightturn in another direction when
you least expect it. You might be a
bit self-indulgent, but also loving.
Apologize ifyou unintentionally hurt
another's feelings. Be more understanding. Tonight: Enjoy a hot date!

HAPPY BIRTHDAYfor Friday,Sept.
19, 1997:
The extraordinary can happen this
year,ifyou work with the unpredictable. Understanding takes you in a
new direction. There are many possibilities, both professionally and
emotionally. Touch base with what
you want,and make it happen.Ifyc u
are single,romance is likely to start
at the office; you might choose not to
mix business and pleasure. Still,
another pulls at your heartstrings.
At any rate, a major relationship
presents itself in 1998. If attached,
the two of you become much closer
than you have been in previous years.
TAURUS adores you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Deferring to another brings
The Stars Show the Kind of Day a
whole new point of view. You learn
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; a lot
as a result. You shed light on
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
what previously was incomprehensible. Your inner light comes out
ARLES(March 21-April 19)
when dealing with a family member.
*** Expansion is indicated,though You are
it happens unexpectedly. Roll with night: unusually magnetic. ToDon't be alone!
the punches. Communications conSAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
cerning money are important. Your *** Stay
level
with
your dealings.
friendship means a lot to another. An
Get together with others, and make a element of the unexpected plays
role. It feels as though extremes
time for fun and relaxation.Tonight:
mark your emotional choices. Talks
Make a "must" appearance.
open doors and allow you to underTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Regroup this morning. A stand someone better. Reveal your
partner offers a multitude of possi- fears at this point. Tonight: Run
bilities. You see things differently errands on the way home.
from before. A heart-to-heart talk CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
opens a door.Considertaking a semi- ***** Your caring nature is key
nar or perhaps traveling. Mentally, to friends. Creativity and flirtation
you need to expand. Good news fol- add sparkle to a relationship. What
is beginning could become imporlows you. Tonight: As you like it.
tant to you. Indulging a loved one
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Take a back seat when your assumes top priority.Share a dream
life turns into a roller coaster. You with someone you care about. Toare best off not reacting; remain night: Show your spunky side.
mellow. A partner sheds light on AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
what is going on. Discussions are *** You have a vision of what
open and vibrant; reveal your inner could be, especially at home. You
thoughts. Recognize what is going feel you have been given a second
chance or a new beginning. Others
on. Tonight: Take a night off.
find your behavior a bit erratic. Make
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Go for what you want. Hop choices for yourself. A partner offers
you important feedback. Tonight:
over an obstacle; don't keep running The party is at your place.
into a brick wall. Creativity surges, PISCES (Feb. 19-March
if you are open to different ways and ***** Discussions are 20)
animated.
styles. A partner has a great money- Listen to an
associate
who
means a
but
think_before you
making idea,
lot to you. You have an unexpected
leap. Openly express your thoughts
Your ability to express what
to those who care about you. To- insight.
is happening on an inner level helps
night: Be with your friends.
foster closeness. A caller from a disLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
tance is the
of good news.
**** Unexpected behavior from Tonight: Go tobearer
a favorite spot
others forces you to take on responsibilities and a leadership role. You BORN TODAY
are overly indulgent with a family Actor Jeremy Irons (1948),
actressmember. You want him to feel good, model Twiggy (1949),
singer-comabout
spending.
A
but be realistic
poser Paul Williams(1940)
business idea seems too good to be
,I,

On All '97 - Two-Wheel Drive
Full Size Pickups
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."

2420 E. Wood St., Paris•642-3900
1-800-325-3229
(ED TOYOTA

EHEVRIMET
Geo

-001dsmoblle

'Special APR's subject to credit approval from GMAC. Special APR's in lieu of
factory incentives and rebates

CATHY
"OUR CHECK'S
FINALLY
READY, CATHY.
ru, MAIL
ir TODA4.

Peppers
()
TOYOTA
'97 Ruck-Close-out
'97 Tacoma 4x4's

FOR BE

*$2,500 Off MSRP

LucK

oNLy NNE F

ef'11-k BUT,
HE-'8 IN -ToN,
LIZ fNN' I NE
MISS
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Only

2
Left

'97 T100 Xtra Cab 4x4 SR5
141000 Off MSRP
GARFIE

Only
4
Left

Now Accepting
Deposits on
Inbound '98

Camry,
Corolla

.
if to Choose From

f3AFFiE '
13(.rr you

4 to Choose From

_

s'ritAtzT t3
Uf.1,1 Abe

OCATIA71111L-___

4Runner

3 to Choose From

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."

iotp,40 ,ecc
2420 E. Wood St., Paris •642-3900
1-800-325-3229
(i)TOYOTA
CHEVROLET
Geo

Oldsmobile

*Prices do not Includes taxes, plate, registration
to dealer Incentives

License Dealer retains all factory

L.WICK MAR
PENCIL AND

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Fire destroyed a barn and 1V2
acres of tobacco belonging to
Randy Stone of KirksEy.Sept. 16,
and a barn and 1,000 sticks of tobacco belonging to Frank Coles
near Hazel Sept. 15.
Bronda Parker scored her first
hole-in-one using a seven wood
to eagle the eighth hole at Oaks
Country Club Sept. 10. She was
playing with Isabel Parks, Shirley
Wade and Polly Seale.
Births reported include a boy
to Lisa and Harold Hill, Sept. 11;
a boy to Felecia and Larry Gipson, a boy to Rebecca and Kristopher True, a girl to Melissa and
Bob Houghton, and a girl to Belinda and Michael Vaughn, Sept.
12.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Electric System
recently took over the operation
of a substation and hooked into a
161,000 volt electrical delivery
line from the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Doris Rowland, secretary to
Peoples Bank President William
Boyd, has earned the coveted rating of Certified Professional Secretary (CPS) after taking the twoday, six-part exam.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Zane Cunningham,
and a girl to Artie and Annette
Haneline, Sept. 2.
Thirty years ago
Dana Taylor Johnson, 10, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Johnson,
died Sept., 17 from injuries sustained in a mini-bike and car accident on U.S. Highway 68, one

mile west of Aurora.
Robert Brelsford, Jimmy Ray
Jarrett, Karen Alexander, LaRhea
Miller, Lyn Dunn, Libby Sims,
Kim Puckett and Janet Kelso of
Calloway County 4-H Club were
named project champions at
Purchase Area Junior 4-H
Achievement meeting at
Mayfield.
Forty years ago
Residents of Calloway County
received $426,583 in August
under Kentucky's four public assistance programs — Old Age
Assistance, Aid to Dependent
Children, Aid to Needy Blind,
and Totally Disabled, according
to Commissioner of Economic
Security V.E. Barnes.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Dumas, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Albert Ragsdale, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Joe Driver, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Phillips, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ortis Guthrie.
Fifty years ago
Mrs. B Melugin retired this
week as executive secretary of
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross. She has
served for 15 years.
-Published- 1rr]1ctuYet Mrs.

John Ryan, Mrs. S.V. Foy and
Mrs. 011ie Brown preparing the
Calloway County Homemakers'
Garden Club Exhibit at the Calloway County Fair in progress here.
Marelle Clendenon and John
Ned Nance were married Aug. 15
at First Methodist Church parsonage, Mayfield.

64. Singer Jimmie Rodgers is 64. Senator Robert Bennett, R-Utah, is
64. Actor Fred Willard is 58. Singer Frankie Avalon is 57. Rock musician Kerry Livgen (Kansas) is 48. Rock musician Dee Dee Ramone is
45. Baseball player Ryne Sandberg is 38. Singer Joanne Catherall
(Human League) i 35: Actress Holly RobinsonTeete is 33. Rhythmand-blues singer Ricky Bell (Bell Biv Devoe and New Edition) is 30.
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DEAR ABBY: I must respond to
your answer to "Catfused in Canada." Unless you have cats, you have
no right.to tell•-the reader to "
.keep
the cats in a separate room' with

The Truth Rises to the Surface

HIS NAME IS
DAG WOOD
BUMSTEAD

'IOUR CHECK'S
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READY, CATHY.
I'LL MAIL
IT ToDA4.

DEAR ABBY My husband quit
drinking five years ago, and he
hasn't made love to me since. The
only time he put his arms around
me after he quit was when his
father died.
don't think he is having an
affair; I think he can't show his feelings unless he's had a drink. I sleep
in another bedroom because he
snores and reads the paper in bed,
but he could come to my bed for sex
if he wanted to.
I suggested counseling once, but
he said I was the one who needed
help. Now it seems I'm only attractive to him when he's had a drink or
two.
Abby, I need to be held, and
made to feel like a woman once in a
while. Life is too short to live like
this, but I still love him. What can I
do to get him to be affectionate
again'?
FEELING UNLOVED
IN ST. CLOUD, MINN.

DEAR FEELING UNLOVED:
There is little you can do, unless
treaty banning medium- and shorter-range nuclear missiles.
your husband admits there's a
Five years ago: Ross Perot's name was submitted for the.50th state
problem that needs to be
ballot — Arizona — on the same day that Perot hinted on NBC's
resolved.
If he is content with the mar"Today" show that he might throw his hat into the presidential ring,
riage and is unwilling to seek
after all.
counseling with you,go without
One year ago: Republican presidential nominee Bob Dole fell off a
him. The kind of rejection you
rally
in
Chico, Calif., after a railing gave
stage during a campaign
describe can be devastating to
way; he was not seriously hurt. The O.J. Simpson civil trial opened in
one's self-esteem. With profesSanta-Monica-,-Calif-The Food-and-Drug-Administration declared the- s-kid-at-help you will be able to
French abortion pill RU-486 safe and effective, but withheld final aprebuild it — and also decide
proval until later.
what you want to do about this
marriage.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Jack Warden is 77. Actor Robert Blake is
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DEAR ABBY

Today is Thursday. Sept. 18, the 261st day of 1997. There are 104
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Sept. 18, 1947, the National Security Act, which
unified the Army. Navy and newly formed Air Force into a National
Military Establishment, went into effect.
On this date:
In 1759, the French formally surrendered Quebec to the British.
In 1793, President Washington laid the cornerstone of the U.S.
Capitol.
In 1810, Chile declared its independence from Spain.
In 1850, Congress passed the Fugitive Slave Act, which allowed
slaveowners to reclaim slaves who had escaped to other states.
In 1851, the first edition of The New York Times was published.
In 1927, the Columbia Phonograph Broadcasting System (later
CBS) made its debut with a basic network of 16 radio stations.
In 1961, United Nations Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold was
killed in a plane crash in northern Rhodesia (now Zambia).
In 1970, rock star Jimi Hendrix died in London at age 27.'
In 1989, Hurricane Hugo reached Puerto Rico, causing extensive
damage as it continued to barrel toward the U.S. mainland.
In 1990, the city of Atlanta was named the site of the 1996 Summer
Olympics.
Ten years ago: President Reagan announced that he and Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev would meet later in the year to sign a
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food and IA
e\ cry cat lovnr
knoiA, pvilpit) don't ow()
cat,
10, ii people'
Since ‘isitors know that their
friend has cats, if they are allergic
Iii them, or dislike them. hey
should not come to visit.
I have two wonderfully spoiled
"children" of m Avii. and I choose •
not to have some people over
and.
some Ch011,:e 110t ti) (Mlle WI their
OW11 — hetatle t
klio1% how
freely my cats are allowed to roam
the 'house. They are exclusively
indoor cats, so to confine them to
one room, even if only temporarily.
is not right.
Cats are family members,Just as
people are. Abby, what would you
have told "Catfused" if he or she
had a child that the neighbors
didn't like? Keep the child in a separate room with food and water?
Be careful how you respond to
cat lovers.
CAT LOVER IN GEORGIA

DEAR
GEORGIA
CAT
LOVER: Since that letter
appeared in my column, the fur
has been flying from cat lovers
nationwide. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I would like to
respond to the advice yon gave
"Catfused in Canada." The reader
asked what to do with her three
&clawed cats_ when her neighbor ._
ieaTarid-asKid her to remove the
cats from the room. You told the
hostess she should put her cats in
another room with food and water.
In my opinion, "Catfused" should
leave the cats where they are. The
neighbor should respect the fact
that the cats live there, and the
hostess.shotild tell her the cats are
free to roam as they Please because
it's their home. If the neighbor
doesn't agree. she can call instead of
dropping over.
A CAT LOVER IN
NEW ORLEANS

DEAR CAT LOVER: I doubt
that a few minutes in another
South dealer.
spade lead in dummy and, since a room would traumatize "CatNorth-South vulnerable.
heart finesse had to be taken in any fused's" pets. It's common courNORTH
event, led the queen and let it ride, tesy to make a guest coMfort+A K5
able in your home. Denying
losing to West's king.
Q 104
Declarer won the spade return pets free run of the house occa•K 82
with the queen, and the remaining sionally for a short time is not,
4 K Q 103
tricks were all his if he could score in my opinion, too great a sacriWEST
EAST
four club tricks. But when he next fice to make in the interest of
* J 10 9 72+83
led a club to the king, East smoothly hospitality.
K 96 3
75 2
played the eight. East's purpose was
* 10 7 5
•J 9 6 4
to try to persuade South that he
For Abby's favorite family recipes.
4
J 86 5
might have a singleton club,and had send a long. self-addressed envelope. plus
SOUTH
declarer next led a low club to the check or money order for S.3.95 1S4.50 in
+ Q64
ace, he would have gone down one. Canada( to: Dear Abby, Cookbooklet No.
I. P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054A J8
But South had seen many (447.
(Postage is included.)
•A Q 3
falsecards before, so instead of comA972
mitting himself in the club suit at
The bidding:
DR. GOTT
this point, he decided to first find out
South West
North East
more about the adverse distribu1 NT
Pass
6 NT
All Pass tion. At trick five he cashed dummy's By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Opening lead — jack of spades.
high spade, East discarding a heart
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is homeopathy a
There are times when a falsecard and disclosing that West had started
by a defender may lead declarer with five spades. Next came the A-J valid medical discipline?
DEAR READER: This form of alterdown the garden path to disaster of hearts, and when East discarded
because he has no way of knowing a diamond,West was proven to have native medicine dates back to the late
itith-eent_urv_Stibseribing tote theowhether.the card played was a true started with four hearts.
- card or not. In many of these cases
Three rounds of diamonds, West ry that "like cures like" ithe -law of
declarer can only hope he has his following to each,completed the pic- similars"i, homeopaths continue to
best guessing shoes on.
ture — West's original 13 cards con- treat patients' symptoms with subBut there are also times when tained precisely one club. South's stances that cause similar symptoms
declarer can positively confirm course was now clear, so at trick 11, in a healthy person. For example.
whether the defender's play was or he cashed the club queen, then took chopped red onion causes watery eyes
was not an honest one. In such a a finesse against East'sjack to make and a runny nose; it is one of the
homeopathic -medicines" used to
case, declarer has only himself to the slam.
treat Allergies.
blame if he misreads the falsecard.
East made a good try, but, unforMost medical authorities believe
Consider this deal where South tunately, South had come equipped
that homeopathy loses credibility
was in six notrump. He won the with a lie detector.
because-it- goes one ste-p further.
During a process called "potentization," these practitioners serially
dilute an active agent hundreds of
times until the final product has no
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Senate rejects bid to kill
National Endowment for Arts
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
drama worthy of some of the
programs it funds, the National
Endowment for the Arts appears
to have escaped, for the moment,
yet another close encounter with
its own demise.
The Senate, long a champion
of the federal arts agency, on
Wednesday rejected three attempts to kill the NEA.
Left for today was another
amendment that would reduce
NEA control over its budget by
requiring it to give more money
directly to states.
And ahead is a battle with the
House, which by a one-vote margin voted to strip the NEA of its
proposed $100 million budget.
That budget is part of a $13.7
billion bill to fund Interior Department and Indian programs in
fiscal 1998. The administration
has threatened a presidential veto
of the entire bill if the NEA
budget is eliminated.
Conservatives, particularly in
the House, have for years tried to
kill the NEA, citing objectionable
art it funded and complaining of
bureaucratic waste and politicalcorrectness in choosing programs.
"They have made very, very
poor funding decisions, they have
funded programs that are arcane,
bureaucratic, bizarre and often
just plain silly," said Sen. Jeff
Sessions, R-Ala., who joined Sen.
Tim Hutchinson, R-Ark., in pushing for an amendment that would
have killed the NEA and turned
the $100 million over to states in
the form of block grants.
The NEA's defenders, including moderate Republicans, said
tighter controls have weeded out
problematic funding and that the
NEA is crucial to attracting the
corporate sponsorship needed to
bringing music, theater and exhibits to millions of Americans not
ordinarily exposed to art.

"There are large numbers of
people in the United States who
believe passionately in the mission of the NEA. There are millions more who benefit from it
directly or indirectly," said Sen.
Slade Gorton, R-Wash.
Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, said
that since the NEA was founded
in 1965 there have been only about 40 grants, out of 112,000,
that have caused people
problems.
In the main vote of the day, the
Senate by 77-23 defeated a proposal by Sens. Jesse Helms,
R-N.C., and John Ashcroft,
R-Mo., to kill the NEA.
That was followed by a 73-26
vote to defeat a proposal by Sen.
Spencer Abraham, R-Mich., to
privatize the NEA over three
years and a 62-37 vote to defeat
the Sessions-Hutchinson block
grant idea.
The administration scored
another victory in the bill when
the Senate accepted a milder version of language, opposed by environmental groups, that would
restrict the Interior Department's
ability to revise environmental
regulations governing hardrock
mining on federal land.
Environmentalists suffered a
narrow loss when the Senate
voted 51-49 against an amendment by Sen. Richard Bryan, DNev., that would have cut by $10
million the $47 million program
to build roads for logging companies that win contracts to log on
federal forests.
Several Western senators
joined in branding the amendment as a first step toward ending
all logging on federal lands.
The House and Senate also
moved on other spending fronts
as the Oct. 1 deadline approached
for the beginning of the new fiscal year.
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Tulon A. Turnbow

Joseph Elmer English
Joseph Elmer English, 83, Benton, died Tuesday, Sept. 16, 1997, at
Long Term Care Center of Marshall County Hospital.
A retired carpenter, he was a member of Oak Valley Church of
Christ. Born June 2, 1914, he was the son of the late William and
Gustin English. One sister, Mrs. Myrtle Phillips, and six brothers,
Lex, Luther, Clyde, Floyd, Roy, and Lowell English, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Geneva English; one sister, Mrs.
Lucille Lofton, Benton; four sisters-in-law, Mrs. Mae Elkins and husband, Lestel, and Mrs. Nellie Lewis, Murray, Mrs. Shirley Caylor and
husband, Jim, Springville, Tenn., and Mrs. Edna Geurin, Lakeland,
Fla.; four brothers-in-law, Ralph Geurin and wife, Elsie, Hamilton,
Ohio, Fred Geurin and wife, Farrell, Holbert, Okla., and Bobby
Geurin and wife, Martha, and Walter Paschall, Memphis, Tenn.;
numerous nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. C.C. Brasher and Lake Riley will officiate.
Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).

Tulon A. Turnbow, 80, Columbus, Ohio, formerly of Murray, died
Wednesday, Sept. 17, 1997, at his home.
He was the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Tom Turnbow of Murray.
He was a member of the Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Katherine Brinn Turnbow; one
daughter, Mrs. Julia Wiseman and husband, Frank, Reynoldsburg,
Ohio; one son, Charles Turnbow and wife, Cindy, Portland, Ore.; four
grandchildren, Meloni Simpson and Michael Simpson, Reynoldsburg,
Ohio, and Ben Turnbow and Jennifer Olson, Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the Forest Lawn Memorial Gardens Chapel, 5600 East Broad St., Columbus, Ohio.

THE WAIT IS OVER
The Cords Are Here!
at...

CORN-AUSTIN®

James Noel(Buck) Smith
Services for James Noel (Buck) Smith were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham
and the Rev. Warren Sykes officiated. Music was by Billy Buchanan,
soloist, and Mrs. Oneida White, pianist.
Pallbearers were Calvin Hall, Marvin Cole, Thomas Lax, Russell
Moss, Mitchell Moss, and Greg Williams. Burial was in McCuiston
Cemetery.
Mr. Smith, 79, Winchester Road, New Concord, died Tuesday,
Sept. 16, 1997, at 4:55 a.m. at his home.
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Stock Market Report

Prom mom faces
murder charge
FREEHOLD, N.J. (AP) — A
19-year-old woman who hid her
pregnancy, then secretly gave
birth in a bathroom during her senior prom was charged with murder and released on bond.
Melissa Drexler was to be arraigned Oct. 27 on the indictment
handed up Wednesday.
Monmouth County Prosecutor
John Kaye reiterated at a hearing
that he will not seek the death
penalty, in consideration of Drexler's age, emotional distress and
lack of a prior criminal record.
She was freed on $50,000
bond. If convicted of murder, she
would be sentenced to a mandat-
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r

a
ep

ory minimum of 30 years in
prison without parole.
Drexler, of Forked River, was
charged with murder June 24 and
pleaded innocent.
Authorities say Drexler gave
birth to a boy June 6 in a bathroom stall at a catering hall in
Aberdeen Township during the
Lacey Township High School
prom, then went back to the
party, leaving the bathroom stall
and floor spattered with blood.
A janitor found the baby's
body in a trash bag. An autopsy
determined the baby breathed on
his own before he was strangled
and suffocated.
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Local businesses offer winterizing tips
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Many Murray and Calloway
County residents will soon begin securing their homes for
. the winter months.
Closing off open areas,
caulking windows and sealing
decks are just some of the duties that await, home owners
this fall.
To help with those winterizing chores, a wealth of local
business provide services and
supplies to residents each year.
One of those many services
is provided by Steele and Allbritten Plumbing and Electric
Company.
Charles Reed, owner of
Steele and Allbritten, said his
business provides winterizing
services for many city and

county residents.
"The biggest thing that we
do, as far as preventative measures, is winterizing lake cottages," Reed said.
According to Reed, closing
off open areas in a house's
foundation is the most important thing when preparing a residence for the winter.
"The two things that most
people forget to do is close
ventilators and crawl hole
doors," he explained. "If you
go ahead and do these things,
444.halte...
1
you're not goirtt/
lems heating your house or
worrying about frozen pipes."
In addition to lake cottages,
Steele and Allbritten also assist in winterizing county
wells and real estate property.
"Out in the county, wells
cause us the most problem,"

Reed noted. "The problems
occur when there is no bulb or
electric heater in the well.
"We also do a lot of winterizing for real estate agencies.
Any home that is left unoccupied needs to be checked out.
The most common problems
we find are frozen pipes."
Rick Burgess of Murray.
Home and Auto agreed that
frozen pipes occur more frequently than other winter
problems.
"The main thing is to be
sure and seal off the bottom of
your house," Burgess said. "It
doesn't take long at all for
your pipes to freeze if this is
not done.
"If the pipes do freeze, the
best thing to do is turn the water on and let them thaw on

their own. If that doesn't
work, you're better off finding
someone who knows what
they're doing. Because everything you have to do to unthaw them involves heat," he
added.
For those painting the exterior of their houses before
winter, Derek Tracy, manager
Of the paint department at
Terry's Decorating Center,
suggests using latex paint.
"You need to use the right
,type of paint so you won't
have a lot of cracks," said
Tracy. "If water gets into
those cracks, the water will
expand and crack the paint or
cause damage to the wood
underneath."
Tracy said many people
start preparing for winter dur-

ing this time of year.
"We mostly see an upswing
in sales as we get into the fall
months," he said. "A lot of
people try to protect their
decks with enamels or stains."
Owen Norsworthy, owner of
Norsworthy Building Supply,
said most of his customers
have trouble with keeping
their windows clear during the
winter.
"Condensation inside the
house will make the windows
sweat," Norsworthy explained.
"The newer homes are built so
air tight that they are not given
enough room to breath.
"Even though people have
insulated glass, they think that
the windows shouldn't sweat.
That's not true. The easiest
thing to do to prevent that is
get a dehumidifier or crack the
windows a little bit."

Fall is best time of year to perk up a tired lawn
If the heat of summer has
turned your lush, luxuriant lawn
to a tired, wounded warrior - take
heart Fall is the best time to get
your lawn back into shape, according to horticultural experts.
"Fall is absolutely the perfect
time to reseed or to overseed a
lawn." said Niles Kinerk, president of Gardens Alive!, a mailcompany.
order gardening
"Sowing the seeds in the fall

gives the grass a chance to
become established before the
winter freeze. Come springtime,
these new grass plants will be
growing before the annual weeds
get started."
For lawns that have thinned
and need fuller plant coverage,
overseeding is the easiest and
least expensive option. Use a
heavy garden rake to scratch the
soil . Then use a drop spreader to

evenly spread the seed over your
lawn. It's a good idea to go over
your lawn again using a garden
rake to make sure the new seeds
get down into the soil.
Where your lawn has been
scrubbed bare by children's bike
tires or too much foot traffic,
remove any weeds and rake the
bare spots to loosen the soil.
Then prepare a "seed bed" mix of
two parts topsoil to one part peat

Randy Thornton Co., Inc,
COOLING • HEATING • SHEET METAL
"Murray's Original Trane Dealer"
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It's Hord To Stop A RaneMember TVA Quality
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Cleaners & Humidifiers
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Gas & Electric Systems
Custom Sheet Metal
All Brands Repaired

Residential • Commercial
Industrial • Spec & Design
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• FREE ESTIMATES
"Celebrating Our
60th Year."

Phone: (302) 733-8181
Fax:(502) 753-2130
802 Chestnut St., Murray
Financing Available • Visa, MC Welcome
Ky. License 1M00158

moss. Spread this mixture over
the bald spots, using a rake to stir
it gently into the existing soil.
Then add your grass seed. Use as
many as 20 seeds per square
inch.
Kinerk has an easy four-step
system for sowing grass seed.
First, use new seed to increase
the percentage of germinating
seeds. Second, use enough seed
to be certain that you won't have
to go back and overse,ed a second
time. Third, use high-quality
seed because cheap seed is no
bargain in the long run. Fourth,
water well and keep the seeds
moist. Like any seed,grass needs

warm soil and plenty of water to
germinate. It's best to cover seed
with a thin layer of hay or straw.
High-quality grass seed, allnatural lawn food, beneficial nematodes for grub control, weedcontrol products made from corn
gluten and other products for a
healthy lawn are available via
mail order from the Gardens
Alive! catalog. (Gardens Alive!
specializes in environmentally
responsible organic products for
lawns and gardens, and its catalog is a treasure trove of gardening information!)
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Research pays off in window shopping
Whether constructing a new
home or remodeling an older
residence, one of the decisions a
homeowner ultimately faces involves the selection of windows.
There are many styles and manufacturers from which'to choose,
each offering a variety of construction features. To some extent, personal style and aesthetics
will drive the decision.Price and
energy efficiency also are considerations. While you may be
tempted to defer to the recommendations of your builder or
remodeler there are several questions every consumer should ask
before making any window buying decision.
Is The Manufacturer
Certified?
A sure sign of a well-constructed, quality unit is the certification label either etched in the
glass or printed on the spacers
between the lites of glass.
Windows can earn one of
three designations — C, CB or
CBA — depending on how they
perform in the tests. The CBA
level is the highest rating and
means that a window has passed
through three levels of simulated
weatherization testing without
showing signs of condensation
or fogging.
Does The Window
Manufacturer Offer A
Warranty?
A well-constructed, dual pane
unit should last a minimum of 10
years. However, many manufacturers offer only a one-year war-

Swiggle® Seal, offers window
manufacturers a warranty on
their producL
What Is The U-Value Of
The Window?
Window manufacturers use
U-values to measure thermal performance. U-values measure
heat transfer. They describe the
overall thermal performance of a
window unit, taking into account
such aspects of the unit's construction as window type, frame
material, glass coatings and
spacer materials. When determining a window's energy-efficiency, the lower the U-value,
the better. A U-value of .40 is
considered excellent; .60 is
good; while .80 or higher indicates poor thermal performance.
Is The Window Constructed

With Conventional Or WarmEdge Spacers?
Dual and triple pane windows
are constructed with edge spacers designed to reduce heat loss
around the windows' edges. The
materials used to construct these
edge spacers can mean the difference between a drafty window
edge and one that is well insulated against the cold.
Some window manufacturers
use conventional, tubular aluminum spacers filled with desiccant, a moisture-absorbing material that aids in preventing
condensation from building up
between the panes. However,
because metal conducts heat,
• See Page 15

NDRUS
CONSTRUCTION
Jeff Andrus
A little research will aid a consumer when shopping for the right
windows.
drafts or allowing condensation
ranty.
If you are considering purto form between the panes, will
chasing a dual pane, sealed winthe manufacturer replace it?
Also, inquire as to whether
dow unit, ask your contractor
about the manufacturer's warany of the window components
ranty that accompanies the winare covered. For instance,
dow. If the window system fails
Tremco, the manufacturer of the
in five years, causing excessive
insulating glass edge spacer,
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Consumers ask remodeling questions
From finding the right design
professional to cutting costs,
here are some frequently asked
questions consumers may have
when beginning their kitchen or
bathroom remodeling project.
Q: How much will it cost to
remodel my kitchen or bathroom?
A: According to the National

Kitchen & Bath Association,
there are three factors that will
affect the price of your new
kitchen or bathroom: (1) where
you buy it; (2) what features it
will include; and (3) what
brands/models you select.
For kitchens, prices can range
from $5,000 (if you do some of
the work yourself) to as much as

Q: What makes a kitchen/
bathroom project more or less
expensive?
A: Cabinets account for more
than half the total cost of a
kitchen project. Quality, type of
material from which they are
made, and whether they are custom (designed and made specifically for your kitchen) or stock
(ready made in specific sizes)
will affect the price.Other materials, such as cOunter tops and
flooring, as well as appliances
brands, also account for variations in price.
In the bathroom, although cabinetry is one of the biggest parts
of the budget, fixtures and fittings account for a high cost
percentage. These expenses will
depend upon brand and type of
materials used.
Installation accounts for
nearly one-quarter of the total
cost. Bathroom installation work
tends to be very intricate (tile
setting, for example). If you're
looking to cut corners, this may
not be the place to do it.

$150,000 and higher. On average, a project will cost $15,000$21,000, including design, products and installation. Bathroom
projects will average between
$6,500 and $9,000 if you replace
everything.
Costs,of course, will be lower
or higher depending upon what
you're looking for.

•
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$3Off

Q: What can I do myself to
help cut costs?
A: How much you do or
should attempt depends upon
your ability and knowledge of
remodeling. You can tear out old
cabinets (be careful not to damage walls or beams), take up old
vinyl flooring and handle trash
and debris removal. You may
also want to paint and wallpaper
on your own. But when it comes
to plumbing and appliance hook
ups, it's better to let the professionals handle it. If you try it on
your own, you may be violating
building codes and risking injury

Per Gal.

Moor Glo
MoorGard
Moor Life
Moore's House Paint

$2 Off

Per Gal.

All Exterior Stains
Includin9
Deck Stain

VTI
t

Home theatre a perfect
project for home owner

$2Off Double Roll
Wallpaper

Give your home
long-lasting beauty with weather
resistant MoorGard Low-Lustre
Latex House Paint Choose from
over 1600 custom
and readymixed colors.
n
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PAINTS

to yourself. And let a professional installer put your new
cabinets in so that they look their
best.
Q: How can I pay for a new
kitchen or bathroom?
A: Like any other purchase
you make, you should only
spend what you can afford. This
means setting a budget and sticking to it. If you work with a
professional designer, he/she
will be able to make the.mostof it
— and respect the budget you've
set.
As for payment, there are
several options. Some homeowners tap into personal savings
and get the kitchen of their
dreams. Others take out home
equity loans. Some kitchen/bath
firms work with a lending institution to offer financing options. If
you're buying a home and know
the kitchen or bathroom will
need to be remodeled, you may
be able to incorporate those costs
into your mortgage.
Q: Where can I find a kitchen/
bathroom design professional?
A: There are thousands of
companies that offer kitchen/
bath design and installation services, many of which belong to
NKBA.
There are also thousands of
individuals certified by NKBA
as Certified Kitchen Designers
and Certified Bathroom Designers. If you'd like to find a
professional in your area, call
at 800-401-NKBA
NKBA
(800-401-6522), ext. 810 for a
free listing of members.
For more information on remodeling your kitchen or bathroom, visit NKBA's Web site at
www.nkba.org.

Need A Cold Weather Project?
Design A Home Theater
If you're in the process of
constructing a new home or are
turning an unfinished basement
into a usable space, you may
want to do what a growing
number of Americans are doing,
creating a media room.

2u„
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$
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Graber Mini Blinds
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While this project can be an
exciting one, designing a home
theater isn't a job to do alone. It's
important for you and your builder to enlist the help of specialists who understand such things
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Painting floors, doors can save money
Armed with paint brushes and
home fashion magazines, do-ityourselfers are rushing to reclaim the most banged-up and
scuffed-up surfaces in their
homes.
Why the sudden interest in
helping rejuvenate age-old
doors, wont floors and faded
furniture?
One reason may be that adding
a little color and protection to
these surfaces can help homeowners save a small fortune.
"Paint costs about $16 a gallon, whereas carpeting can cost
you $16 a square foot," says
Linda Feldman, a paint brand
manager. "And given the expense for new cabinets or furniture, you can see why people are
eager to spruce up what they
already have."
But saving money is just part
of the equation. It seems there's a
little Picasso in most homeimprovement buffs. The fact is,a
great many of them view porches, floors and other well-worn
places as proving grounds to
showcase their artistic sides.
Adding Artistic Touches
"Some people are content to
just paint a surface a solid color,
but there's a growing number of
do-it-yourselfers who are willing
to experiment with a mixture of
colors, style and designs," Feldman says.
Wood floors, in particular,
have become the latest canvas for
talented
do-it-yourselfers.
Whether it's a simple, painted
border design or an elaborate
paint technique, homeowners are
putting brush to wood so that
their floors stand out.
One of the most popular
targets for budding artists is
furniture. Old dressers and chests
have long been favorites for
those looking to create an original touch to an everyday item.
Bookcases, rocking chairs and
tables also look great when
painted.

kaaa•a•aallaJler

oinguals
PAKTUM

104 N.
13th Street

.
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financial benefits of painting these areas," she says.
If the press has made this the
home-improvement project du
jour, it's because it makes for a
good story. In it, people are
finding an alternative to buying
• See Page 15
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ture, the question remains: who's
responsible for this surge in
painting these surfaces?
According to Feldman, it's the
media that have been touting this
latest fashion rage.
"You can't pick up a shelter
magazine or watch a homeimprovement show without seeing something on the artistic and

UM
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For a porch or patio, a colored
floor can complement a house's
overall exterior and trim. It can
also help accent the porch's furniture and neighboring landscape.
Painting's Full-Court Press
With more and more people
adding design statements and
colorful looks to floors and furni-

I

753-8823
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And cabinets, which endure
the most constant jarring
throughout the day, can be improved dramatically with a little
paint and a lot of imagination.
"Not only are these paint projects rewarding, but they sure
cost a lot less than buying antiques or new pieces," says Feldman.
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Lighting fixtures have designer look
Do-it-yourselfers are discovering how low voltage outdoor
lighting can add a dramatic new
look around their homes, no
matter what the season.
These innovative systems,
which use 12-volt current that's
safe for children and pets, can be
quickly and easily installed with
just a few tools. In addition, the
lights can be moved at any time
and new fixtures can be added as
the need arises.
Most homeowners are familiar
with the traditional black plastic

,posm

fixtures that have graced yards,
gardens and decks for many
years, but now there's a new
generation of durable aluminum
fixtures available. They're being
introduced by Intermatic, the
world's leading manufacturer of
low voltage systems, under the
popular Malibu brand name
"The five fixtures feature designer styling that will satisfy
tastes ranging from traditional to
avant garde," says Malibu Marketing Manager Phil Kinzer.
"Their attractive black finish

Ask
ageat our

Specials

stio020% oFF
Selected Papers & Borders

Florals and Gifts Now on Sale
Selected
Gift
Items

29%-35% OFF

Wall aper 44-f
MURRAY
Next to Days Inn • 519 S 12th St
753-7575
M-F 9-5 Sa 9-3

New walklights lets light sparkle through a clear globe, creating a unique display In gardens, terraces,
walkways and other outdoor settings.
makes them the perfect accompaniment in outdoor applications
ranging from gardens, terraces
and walkways to patios, ponds
and other settings."
The new choices include:
•Glass Tulip Walklight — Internationally appealing, this

traditionally styled fixture has a
frosted glass tulip globe that
creates beautiful accents along
walkways,in flower gardens and
around patios.
-Adjustable Pyramid Walklight — Unique, bold and versatile describe this contemporary

Jerry Humphreys
Heating & Air Conditioning
Serving Murray & Callmeay County For 28 Years
Quality Heating & Cooling
Systems For The Entire Home
*Installations
*Sales
*Service •Free Estimates

402 Pine St. Jerry Humphreys & Jamie Vance

753-0112

The
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"Being Perfect Angels"
Is Available Now!

"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
301 N. 12th • Murray • 759-1019

at:op Mon.-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9-4

looking fixture with a tilting
metal shade that provides convenient light direction control to
highlight flowers and shrubs
nestled along walkways.
•Adjustable Moon Beam
Walklight — The beauty of the
half-globe moon beam is enhanced by its adjustable shade
that directs deliberate highlights
on desired objects.
•Crystal Flare Walklight —
Gracefully designed with the
elegant look of hand blown glass,
this fixture lets light sparkle
through its clear globe,creating a
dazzling light display on surrounding surfaces.
•Floodlight 7- An adjustable
head on this fixture permits the
user to accurately aim the light
beam and control illumination on
landscape foliage and architectural surfaces.
All of the metal fixtures except
the floodlight utilize a powerful
18-watt bulb. The floodlight has
a 20-watt halogen bulb for added
light output.
The new Malibu metal fixtures
are offered individually or as part
of complete lighting sets containing several fixtures, low voltage Cable and a power pack.
They feature a five-year limited
warranty and are available al
most full-service retailers, hardware stores, home centers, discount outlets, and lawn and garden supply retailers.
To help homeowners design,
select and install their low voltage lighting systems, Intermatic
Malibu offers an informative
52-page booklet titled "Light Up
Your Life." To obtain your copy,
send a check or money order for
$1.75 to: Lighting Booklet, Intermatic Malibu, Department
SSC, Spring Grove, IL 600819698.
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Cleaner indoor air a relief for allergy sufferers
Allergy season is upon us,and
many allergy sufferers are fleeing indoors to shut out those
aggravating allergens. But what
many don't realize is that pollen,
mold and pet dander may be
trapped indoors, making their
home one of the worst places to
be.
How can you avoid irritating
airborne particles? According to
the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America, the best way
for reducing indoor allergy
symptoms is avoiding or lessening your contact with allergens
— some simple, effective ways
include: keeping your windows
closed and using air conditioning; using air filters or air purifiers; showering and washing
your hair before bed; and drying
laundry inside, rather than on an
outdoor clothesline.
Dr. Walt Lyons, the nation's
leading indoor meteorologist and
member of the National Council
of Industrial Meteorologists,
adds, "In today's airtight buildings, airborne allergens like pollen and dust get trapped and recirculated indoors, which can
severely aggravate your allergy
symptoms. Allergy sufferers
can't completely get rid of their
affliction, but they can improve t.
the air quality in their homes."
While people with allergies
depend on air cleaners for relief,
there are a number of other
situations where an air cleaning
system may be beneficial for
anyone.
Air cleaners can be 95 to 99
percent effective in removing the
most common household particles from the air, including pollen, dust, mold, pet dander, tobacco smoke, cooking grease
and bacteria. Air filtration pro-

ducts clean and re-circulate air,
becomes
which
otherwise
"trapped" in stagnant households.
When considering an air
cleaning system, Sears buyer of
home environment products,
Cathy Burton, recommends these three steps:
Step 1: Determine your air
concerns.
-4 have allergies or asthma or
live with someone who does.
4 own a peL
▪ work out of my home.
•I am truly bothered by cigarette smoke.
•My home is tightly sealed for
energy efficiency.
•I'm concerned about the environment in my home.
.1 am pregnant or have a
newborn.
Step 2: Learn what to look for
when purchasing an air cleaner.
-Type of filtration technology
that best suits your lifestyle
-Size of room(s)
-CADR rating
•Quiet operation
Step 3: Maintain your system
properly.
•Replwe or clean filter regularly.
According to the Association
of Home Appliance Manufacturers, when looking to purchase
an air cleaner, consumers should
look for the CADR (Clean Air
Delivery Rate) rating, supported
by the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Federal Trade
Commission. This industry standard rating indicates the amount
of particle-free air produced by
an air cleaner in cubic feet per
minute, and was designed to
compare the efficiency of air
cleaners.
Once you have selected an air

IMPROVEMENTS

cleaning system that best fits
your needs, it is important to
ensure that it continues its maximum performance. "The most
common mistake made by air
cleaner owners is neglecting to
change or clean the filter," said
Burton. "The air filter should be
changed or cleaned according to
the product instructions, which is

usually every three to four
months."
"Proper filter maintenance
will allow your system to continuously produce clean, virtually
particle-fret filtered air," Burton
added. "At Sears, for example,
we are the only retailer to carry
all sizes and models of filter
replacements in-store for Ken-

more, Honeywell and Bionaire,
to make this process as easy and
convenient as possible for our
customers."
To learn more about air cleaning products and which,one is
right for you, bring a list of your
room sizes to the Sears home
environment center.
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But how can you improve you home if you
can't live with the initial cost? Good question.
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Tips offered for protecting deck
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With more than 2 million
decks sprouting up like mushrooms every year, there are a
few things all would-be wood
preservers should know after the
deck's been built, but before the
staining or sealing begins.
"Everyone's in a rush to start
staining their decks once they're
built. But deck owners should
first decide what they want to do
exactly with their wood,and how
they want it to look," says Lisa
Shonauer, a brand manager.
Shonauer says to ask yourself,
do you just want to protect the
deck from moisture and let it age
naturally? Or maybe you want to
add color and still be able to
enjoy its texture and grain. Or,if
your wood is already weathered,
it may look best under a solid-

color finish that maximizes the
natural texture, but minimizes
the imperfections.
"This process allows you to
best choose what to use on your
deck," says Shonauer.
But before you start the job,
make sure your wood is ready for
a finishing project. To find out,
perform a "thirst" test on the
wood.If,after watering the deck,
there is no beading up of droplets, then it's ready for staining.
If the water beads up, wait a few
weeks and test again.
If it's ready to take on a stain or
seal, use the following guide to
help you select what's good for
your wood:
•A clear sealer contains no
color and won't change the
wood's appearance. It acts as a

Steele &
Allbritten Inc.
Plumbing - Electrical Contractors

Specially Priced

Flowering
Cabbage & Kale
"Ornamental"
$350
Purple, Green
Ruffled Variety

Soil
Conditioner
Loosens clay &
hard compact soil

209 South 3rd Street
753-5341
753-1270
Charles Reed
436-2640

Dennis Woods
753-07g4

• Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
.:!osed Sunday
Hwy 94 East
drray • 759-4512
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Prior to staining a wood deck, perform a "thrlst" by sprinkling water
on the deck.
water repellent.
-A clear preservative contains
no color and lets the wood
weather naturally. It protects
against mildew and moisture.
.A toner enhances the wood's
natural beauty as it imparts slight
color. It protects against warping
and cracking, and provides UV
protection.
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'Semi-transparent stains impart color but let the natural color

$350

759-4222
Home • Office + Church Etc
• Carpet
+ Upholstery
+ Pet Odors

• Vinyl Floors Stripping - Waxing
& Maintenance

TOTAL CLEANING SPECIAL

15% OFF
With This Coupon • Expires 10-31-97
------------

Bonded & Insured

24 Hour Phone

Owner Beverly DeVries

436-2663

C

and texture of the wood show
through. They penetrate to provide protection.
'Solid color stains impart
color and let the texture — but
not the grain — show through.
They,too, penetrate the wood to
provide protection.
If you decide to go with color,
consider such things as the look
of your home, yard and landscape. You'll want to pick a color
that is pleasing to you and blends
in well with all that surrounds ii
"Remember that the color you
choose may look much different
when applied to a redwood or
cedar surface," Shonauer warns.
"Colors will vary depending on
the type of wood, the deck's
condition or any existing
finishes."
To prevent this, prepare an
inconspicuous area and test a
small amount of stain on it. Here,
you'll get an idea of how it will
look over the entire deck.
Now that you're settled on
what you want, figure out how
much you need to use.
The simple way is to multiply
the deck's length by its width to
determine square footage. You'll
want to add on a few more square
feet for such extras as fence posts
and rails. You can usually plan
on getting between 150 and 350
square feet of coverage per gallon, but check the label of each
product you use.
Next, to get your surface into
shape, repair or replace any
boards that appear loose,cracked
or warped. Remove all loose or
flaking material from the surface
you'll be finishing. Then clean
with a power wash to remove any
stains caused by din, mildew and
algae.
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Cabinetry not just for kitchens anymore
More and more, kitchen design specialists are serving the
"other room" markets across the
country. From entertainment
centers to wine storage to laundry rooms, consumers are finding that other areas of their home
can be designed with cabinetry
that blends attractively with
other furnishings.
"Custom-built storage areas
are definitely a growing trend,"
explains Annette DePaepe,
CI{D, CBD, ASID. "Consumers
are looking for more'open-space
design.' If they take out walls
when remodeling their kitchen,
the adjacent room is sometimes
also designed with pieces that
integrate the look of furniture
with cabinetry from the kitchen."
She notes that consumers today are more organized and want
to put everything in its own
place.
For instance, media centers
are not just for televisions. Custom-built pieces in family and
great moms for televisions, stereo systems and video equipment
are turning ordinary rooms into
ones that resemble concert halls,
movie theatres, and video ar-

Hours:
T-F 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat. 9-6 p.m.
Sun. 12-6 p.m.

cades all in one!
"The cabinetry can then be
closed off for formal entertaining, allowing for a piece that's
flexible and multi-functional, "
DePaepe adds.
In addition, many people are
seeking designers to plan sophisticated and unique display areas
that resemble furniture. Custom
or stock cabinetry can be stacked
and assembled with glass doors
for collectibles or art. Interior
lighting can be added to accent
your treasures. These designs
can create a beautiful visual
interest for any mom in the
house.
Other areas growing in design
are desk areas — whether it's a
home office or living room space
— for computers.
"More and more people are
working from home and doing
household organizations on the
computer," DePaepe says.,"This
opens up many opportunities for
other room designs."
Long ago, utility rooms were
planned simply with a tub, washboard and a clothesline. Today's
room, however, has become one
of primary importance to meet

housekeeping needs.
Custom cabinetry can be desinged with fold-down or pullout bins for sorting soiled laundry, and separate countertop
areas can be planned for pretreating stains, sorting and folding.
Storage for laundry supplies can
also be incorporated above the
washer and dryer. A special area
for sewing or mending is also
possible, complete with specialized shelving, divided drawers
and enough table space for cutting out patterns.
The utility room can also be
equipped with a space-saving,
built-in ironing board for convenience, while a cleaning closet
for storing brooms,mops,waxes,
soaps and buckets is a great
household
for
advantage
management.
"Some consumers are even
asking that the room incorporate
space for such activities as gardening," DePaepe notes.
Elegant serving areas, such as
bar centers,are being included in
kitchens, family and living
rooms at an ever-growing pace.
The bar can be as simple or as
eleborate as space will allow.

Cabinetry can be designed to
store liquor and glasses, as well
as hold an icemaker or underthe-counter refrigerator.
Amercian's love for wine is
coming home,too, in the form of
displays or storage areas just for
these beloved beverages. The
designer can incorporate an area
in a bar, or a separate cellar
display designed exclusively for
the wine can be built.

If this is the case, the designer
can plan more than just bottle
storage. Racks or bins can be
installed on three of four walls,
while the remaining area can be
used for a tasting table and
storage for cork screws, tasting
cups, decanters, candles, wines
labels, copies of your favorite
restaurant wine lists, even vineyard maps and wine prints.

PRICE CUTTER

Also Locations in
Jackson, Nashville
& Memphis TN.

650 N. 12th St. Murray - 759-5815

WARJEFIC3IJSE SALE
New Shipment Wholesalers Welcome!

All Fabric Furniture

25%

Off

our already low, low, price
Lamps:

Just Arrived

All Sizes - Shapes - Colors

Bedroom Furniture

50

Now at Wholesale Prices

/0 Off Retail
0

Financing Now Available

For You,

10 pair
3

Name Brands Car Stereo

Equipment
50%

73%

Compare Elsewhere at $19.18 pair

our 1 moil',, Your !hone Sg. Car

off

Retail

Get Here Now! Because These Buys

Now Arming

Servings Up To

Outside Window Shutters

Truck Loads of Nationally Known
Merchandise Have Arrived
Everything

Winter Coats and Sweaters
Assorted Colors
and Sizes

Leather Coats

Just Arrived! Home
Improvement
Building Supplies

01Yr75%
Off
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Won't Last!!
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Different sues
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Awnings can provide better look to areas
Today's awnings combine
fashion with function, for
home or business. They provide sun and rain protection,
extend usable outdoor areas,
compliment architecture or set

the mood in a commercial setting, enhance the image with
an awning illuminated, graphically embellish or distinctively
unadorned. From shopping
malls to restaurants, from

Winter Time Is Here
B We're Stocked Up!

theatres to hotels, fabric awnings are seen in all the best
places.
Colorful awnings combine
practically with decorative appeal. Hundreds of fabric patterns, colors and designs are
available, Stylish awnings
maximize street visibility, provide sun and rain protection
and extend outdoor living
space. An economical, flexible
means to increase eye-popping
appeal.
Commercial awnings show

off the business, name. They
can be illuminated, decorated
or used as signage. Brighten a
drab storefront, transform
shopping malls and hotels with
an unlimited palate of design
possibilities. Any logo or
graphics can be added to give
you round-the-clock visibility.
Back-lit awnings can create
identity, image and as a sense
of festivity in a variety of
settings.
Awnings add comfort and
elegance that guarantees a bus-

Order Your Personalized Doilies,
Framed Poster Prints & Original Prints.

a/M NOMA(
SERIES
VENTED ROOM
HEATERS

LI

Now For Christmas!!!

FRAME VILLAGE
Court Squat. • Murray • 759-9653
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•Theatre...
FROM PAGE, 4
as sound control and wiring.
Pointers for you to keep in
mind or discuss with your builder if constructing a new home
include:
Sound Control:
Here there are two purposes.
One, to isolate it from the rest of
the house and two, to better it in
the theater. One cost-efficient
way to accomplish this is with
fiber glass insulation which can
cut noise flow from one room to
another.
Walls:
Use a muted color to minimize
reflections.
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WHO IS
DECORATING
DEN?

Portable Kerosene :•1101"'
Heater
L.,....
Portable Forced
Air Heater
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mess will be noticed. A style
that's unique in shape and size
can be designed for any
business.
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Decorating Den is the first affordable,
international, shop-at-home interior
decorating franchise company.

,1
,

OUR STORE,Our store comes to you.That's because we bring thousands ofsamples

Ready Space
Heaters

of quality custom interior decorating products right to your home or office.

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS,Unlike most interior decor-

35,000 to 150,000 BTU

ator's there's no charge for our consultation time! You only pay for the products you
purchase.

ALPHA il SERIES
VENT-FREE
DUAL BURNER
GAS LOGS

UALITY PRODUCTS.We simply will not carry any item we are not proud.
Q
Your satisfaction with Decorating Den products and workmanship is guaranteed.

* I%

YOUR IDEAS.OUR EXPERTISE.We are professional interior decorators
trained to work creatively within your lifestyle and decorating allowance. Whether you
know exactly what you want or don't know where to begin, we can work together to find the
perfect solution.

'Stove Pipe 'Ice Melt
'Sleds
'Snow Shovels

Murray Home B Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray

TftlagYaela
'

753-2571
753-4110

Great Ideas Just Come To You
/1.
" °1:
1,
411Lmmommir
No payment for 90 days. Call for details.

Dotty Elliott
Owner/Consultant

For a complimentary interior decorating consultation, call

(502) 753-1184
11.
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Farmers look to
electric use again
If recent trends are any indicaation, U.S. farmers will continue
to purchase more than $2.6 billion worth of electricity each
year to maintain the nation's
agricultural output.
These figures come from the
USDA Economic Research Service which surveys hundreds of
farmers each year and asks them
to list electricity expenditures for
farm use, excluding the home.
The results of these surveys,
combined with input from the
Census of Agriculture, provide
an excellent measurement of
electricity purchases by the U.S.
farm sector.
To many,this trend of increasing expenditures may seem to
contradict reports of declining
farm numbers. But electricity
expenditures are linked to total
farm sector output, not number
of full-time operators. Even with
fewer farmers, the increase in
size of individual farms, level of
mechanization, and commodity
output is as large as ever.
Therefore, agriculture's total
purchase of electricity will continue to grow as long as there are
more bushels of grain to be dried,

gallons of milk to be produced,
acres of land to be irrigated, and
pounds of meat to be grown.
To manage electricity use,
farmers should start by contacting their local powq supplier for
advice. Several no-cost or lowcost changes can be made to save
electricity without reducing farm
productivity.
•Replace incandescent light
bulbs with long-life fluorescent
lamps to improve efficiency and
brighten work areas.
•Insulate hot water pipes,ceiling
areas and walls on all heated

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1997

ATTENTION...
Murray-Calloway County
Homeowners
TEMCO American Dream TM
Vent-Free Gas Logs and
TEMCO Fireplaces.

structures.

•Clean dirt from ventilation fan
blades, shutters and guards to
increase airflow. Tighten belts
and lubricate bearings and gears.
.Take advantage of off-peak
rates (where available) to shift
electric use to nighttime or offpeak hours.
Low Cost/No Cost Energy
Management Practices on Farms
is a pamphlet available from the
National Food and Energy Council (NFEC) for $1. Write to
NFEC at 601 Business Loop
70W, Suite 216D, Columbia,
MO 65203; or call 573-8757155.

IT'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT TIME
•Easily installed in nearly all •No mess to clean up.
No soot. No ashes.
factory built and masonry
wood-burning fireplaces.
•Available in natural or LP
•Money-saving supplemental
•Three control settings provide
heat
the look and heat you want.
glowing
roalistic
•Beautiful.
•99.9% Efficient
logs and embers

Exclusive Local Dealer
A major breakthrough in gas log technology
now available in stock at...

Behind Our Work
Years Experience

e • Vinyl • Hardwood
thi mt. South of Murray to
Trt. • Right 1800 yds.

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main • 753-3361
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Small trees,flowers can add to bathroom
If you're planning to remodel
your bathroom, designing a special place for small trees and
flowers can transform this relaxing haven into a botanical setting.
According to the National
Kitchen & Bath Association
(NKBA), there are a number of
display methods that can be used
when incorporating plants into
your bathroom remodeling project.
For instance, a free-standing
display or bookcase type cabinet
with glass shelves can be included against an unused wall.
You may also consider installing
poles across a portion of the
ceiling for hanging plants, or
employing wall braces. Vertical
poles with brackets can be effec-

tive in a corner.
A plant shelf or greenhouse
window can be included in a tub
area if the space allows. If your
tub will also be used for a
shower, plan to install a second
curtain or sliding door system.
This will enable the plant area to
be closed off when the shower is
in use and will keep steam and
flowing water from hitting the
plants, which could "damage
leaves and scatter dirt.
Adding a skylight in your
bathroom can add dramatic accent to the space,and can provide
extra natural light for your
plants. Remember to turn the
plants regularly to give them
light on all sides. Interchanging
potted bathroom plants with
others in sunnier locations

throughout the house is also a
wise recommendation.
The bathroom can be the perfect place for plants. Foliage
plants, in particular, will do
much better than flowering
plants, since they do not require
as much direct sunlight nor a
carefully controlled moisture
and temperature environment.
Professional bathroom designers with NKBA can convert
your simple bathroom plan into a
luxurious garden paradise. To
find a Certified Bathroom Designer in your area, contact NKBA
at 800-401-NKBA (800-4016522), ext. 810,or visit NKBA's
Web site at www.nkba.org.
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Painting & Spraying
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A bathroom can be brightened up In just a few simple steps by using an ancient form of interior design known as faux finishing.

NG
PAINTI
MOT
753-0487
753-9382

Accolade Interior Enamel paint
Is best use for marbleizing pro}acts In the bathroom.

Sammy Tidwell

Paul Myhill

Shop Murray First
For Great Prices
Murray Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning

Come See
Jason for
Paslades
and Porter
Cables
Products!

Satisfaction Guaranteed

BRIDGEPOINT

(502) 753-6300

--.4r4WritrirTz\\ •

Walter Jones III
Owner & Operator

Clipped Head Framing
Nailer Kit
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Paslode Finish Nailer Kit
Battery will interchange wtth orange framing nailer.

•Certifted Technicians
•Allergy Free
•Deep Soil Removal
•EPA Approved Cleaning Solutions
•Reduces Mold and Mildew
•Specialty Deodorization
•Expert Upholstery Cleaning
•Residential and Commercial
•Evening and Weekend
Appointments Available
.24 Hour Emergency Water Removal
•Fret Estimates

0“.•

1441.4.6.40

fDI

Murray Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning
BACK TO SCHOOL SPEtIAL

16 Gauge, 2" Finish
Nailer Kit

Are
• A maple street
+.4,,rray KY 42071

prIone (502)153 3,61
.._

Fait 1302) 759-9115
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HYDRAMASTER
TRUCK MOUNTED
CARPET
CLEANING
TM BEST
1141 SAFEST
RECOAOIENDED BY
CARPET MANUFACTURERS

20%

Off
Any Of Our Services
(502) 753-6300
Expires 10-31-97
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Home security options
provide peace of mind
Homeowners who seek to protect their families and property
have many options to consider
when it comes to home security.
Today, new advances in technology are making it possible for
people to obtain manual or PCbased self-installed home security and automation systems at
an affordable price.
"Increased consumer demand
for affordable security options
has led to the development ofour
new Honeywell setf-installed
systems that we sell exclusively
through Sears," said Rich Giddings, the new technology business director for Honeywell's
home and building control businesses. "These modular systems are a dependable and costeffective alternative to a professionally installed monitoring service that charges monthly fees."
To help safety-conscious consumers identify an economical
method of home protection, the
following should be considered.
If one or more of these statements is answered affirmatively,
a self-installed home security

system may be the right choice:
.1 use timers on my lights
when I'm out of town.
"I like knowing when my kids
get home from school when I'm
not home.
•I like coming home at night to
a house with lights on.
.1 have mistakenly left my
house with a door or window
unlocked.
"I would like a security system
that has sensors on both the
inside and outside of my home..
Today's home security systems offer many benefits for
families. For example, a leading
form of wireless technology,
found in products such as the
new Honeywell systems, allows
people to: wtivate lights in the
home using a keychain remote;
use a latchkey alert that calls a
parent if a child is late coming
home from school; access two
telephone
pre-programmed
numbers if there's an emergency
(i.e. smoke alarm, intrusion
alarm, etc.) and two for latchkey
and power surge notifications;
monitor with door/window sen-

sors and motion sensors for both
indoors and outdoors; and be
alerted to doors or windows left
open when leaving home.
Sears is the only retailer to
offer Honeywell's new wireless
home security system that is both
do-it-yourself installed and requires less than one hour using
only a screwdriver and/or drill.
The system uses a control panel
that is included in the basic
package, and a PC version (or
upgrade) with Windows 95' is
available to program home security and automation. In fact, this
is the first do-it-yourself system
to provide both security and
home automation control of
lights and applicances directly
managed through a home PC.
To help consumers determine
a home security system that best
suits their needs, Sears offers a
free security consultation. Home
owners can bring their floor plan
in to the Sears home environment
center to match an appropriate,
cost-effective modular system to
their household needs.

Fix it up with great buys
from 'Hometown' stores
and merchants.

A new do-It-yourself home security system will provide both security
and complete automated control of lights and appliances through a
home PC with Windows 95.

_Lees Carpet Cleaning
Specialists in Carpet & Furniture
024 hr Emergency Water Removal *Pet Odor
Problems 'Carpet Protector Available

FREE ESTIMATE
(502) 753-5827
302 S. 12th St. • Murray

Stockwell Metal RoofingItt,
'The Smart Roof'
•Metal Roofing •Siding• Replacement Windows
Many Colors & Styles Available
(502) 753-6585 or 1-800-552-5072
302 S. 12th St. • Murray
„.-••••••••

So/
\• • I
NORSWORTHY BUILDING ./
SUPPLY & CABINETRY /
'We Specialize In
Kitchens & Baths

'Interior & Exterior
Door Units

'Formica & Conan
Counter Tops

'Wood Moldings

:11,3 'Installation &
Design

'Stop By Our
Showroom
For Free Estimates

Krotivbc
arinet.A4 rc

'Service Repair

•MI•MI•
•
•
•

759-1007
1918 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky.
Owen Norsworthy, Owner

A
Authorized Dealer
For Sun Windows

1111113111:11I4ak

DD
PLUMBING

David Ryan
Darren Howard

Jelefax 753-4736
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Consumers check 'Cooling I.Q.'
Check Your Cooling I.Q.
To stay cool this summer —
without putting a chill on your
budget — you need to check
your "Cooling I.Q." Spending a
lot of money on a super efficient
air conditioner to cool a super
inefficient house will never be a
smart choice, according to
America's shareholder-owned
electric
utility
companies.

Whole-house efficiency is the
key.
The following four steps can
start you on the road to getting
more value from your electricity
dollars:
Step 1: Tighten the thermal
envelope.
Consider all the areas that
separate the inside from the out-

Compare & Save
•

al11111111
Want quality, affordability, variety, all wood
construction arid be settled before the
holidays?
See how All American Homes through amellen
construction can fulfill your dreams, with your
personal touch, Aad at affordable prices.
Visit the Home Design Center Wednesday
through Saturday 10-6 or call for your private
appointment.

side: roof, windows, walls, and
doors. Adequate insulation and
effective caulking and weatherstripping are essential here. Storm
windows and doors are cost-effective improvements. Many
energy-saving products are now
available.
Step 2: Choose high-efficiency
electric appliances.
Cooling, heating and water
heating are your house's largest
energy users. It makes sense,
therefore, to, choose the most
efficient system you can afford
to do these tasks. Today's electric
heat pumps are more efficient
than even just a few years ago,
returning $3.00 for each $1.00
spent on electricity. Some can
now heat at little extra cost. The
newest "geothermal" systems
use the ground for even lowercost, environmentally-friendly
cooling and heating. It pays to
choose efficient appliances - including lighting - when you
replace them.
Step 3: Control your energy
use.
Your house offers opportunities throughout to control energy
costs. That means simple things
like turning off lights when not
needed. Setback/programmable
thermostats are a smart choice.

olumw- •

amellen construction & sales, inc,
3040 Route 94 East, Murray
(502) 759-0220 or
11
(800) 728-7417

• COA

Step 4: Use your electric utility
as a resource.
Your electric utility can give
you free information and advice
about getting more value from
your electricity bill. For more
information,call their residential
marketing department.

Factory Authorized Sale
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The new Sure-Grip Activator for prepasted wallpaper reduces the
mess and eliminates the need for a water tray.

New product makes
wallpapering easier
Hanging wallpaper can be a
tough and unpleasant job. Soaking pre-pasted wallpaper in a
water tray is messy,and it's often
difficult to follow soaking time
directions, which you have to
measure in seconds. A new product called Sure-Grip has made
hanging pre-pasted wallpaper a
lot easier. Sure-Grip is a superconcentrated powder adhesive/
activator that mixes easily with
water for application to the back
of wallcoverings with a brush or
medium-nap paint roller. It increases the holding power or
"grip" of the adhesive on prepasted wallpaper, and it eliminates the need for messy water
trays. It makes hanging easier,
holding seams tight, and allowing more open working time for
pattern matching.
For the do-it-yourselfer, prepaste activators like Sure-Grip
not only eliminate water tray

mess and the fear of over- or
under-soaking the wallpaper,
they also eliminate the problems
with over-handling soaked papers. Novice paperhangers often
tend to over-handle the wet wallpaper and wear the paste off the
edges, which leads to edge
curling.
Sure-Grip comes in a handy,
economical foil packet. The
small package is much easier to
tote home than heavy, readymixed buckets of activator. Each
packet will make two gallons of
activator, which is enough to
hang 18-t0 single rolls of prepasted wallpaper. The packet has
two chambers,so you can make a
single gallon for smallerjobs and
save the rest for a later project.
Sure-Grip can be found at paint
and wallpaper stores, hardware
stores, and home centers across
the country.
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Mote, Inc.
Caget Vinyl
Cothran
& Steve
Owners, Edna

Georgia Boy*"
"Home of the
Murray • 753-4)074
641 S.
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Limited Time Savings For A Lifetime Of Relaxation.
Mmmm,there's nothinglike relaxing on you very own custom made Norwalk furniture. And its never
been easier to ease into than right now, with these very special savings. Come choose from chairs,
sofas, sectionals, and recliners in thousands of fabrics and leathers, and hundreds of styles. Youll
enjoy your new furniture in ony 30 days. So come get comfortable at Norwalk. But hurry, this Sale
Ends September 29.

Crass
FURNITURE, INC.

r

NORWALK'

• New Plush & Berbers
$509
& Up
• Free-N-Easy Series by Aladdin
E99
& Up
• Dupont Stain Master Plus

•

Starts at $8"

103 Beath 3rd • Downtown Murray s 753-3621

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•Research...
edge spacer such as S wiggle Seal heat to escape from your home in
FROM PAGE 3
will be 9 degrees warmer and winter, and in summer, allows heat
aluminum spacers diminish the
reduce
condensation by up to 80 to flow from the hot outdoors into
insulation value of a window,
than an identical window your air-conditioned rooms. To
percent
resulting in a higher U-value.
constructed with an aluminum guard against this phenomenon,
Other manufacturers have
spacer.
some window manufacturers use
abandoned aluminum spacers in
low emissivity — or low-E — coatfavor of warm-edge spacers.
However, not all warm edge Does The Window Have A Low- ings on one pane. Low-E coatings
block the long-wave infrared radiaseals perform identically. A win- Emissivity (Low-E) Glass?
Regular, uncoated glass allows tion that can account for as much as
dow constructed with a warm60 percent of a window's heat loss.
They also protect indoor furnishings from sun damage.
Many window manufacturers of-

II Painting...
FROM PAGE 5
new home designs by creating
their own from the abused and
overlooked surfaces that already
exist in their houses.
Paint Protection
But beauty and saving money
only scratch the surface when it
comes to why people select
paint. Protecting these hightraffic areas has always been a
foremost concern.
"These areas are subjected to
more abuse than anyplace else in
the home. It doesn't make sense
to give them a sparkle or shine
without tough, durable protection," Feldman says.
She points to the following
attributes of paint that make it
such a popular choice for these
battered areas:
-ability to resist dirt, oil and
grease stains
-"scrubbability"
'scratch & scuff resistant
•long-lasting durability
New, Project-Specific
Paints Introduced
Adding beauty,color and protection to these high-traffic areas
is turning into an art form all its
own. As proof,the sales of paints

designed specifically to tackle
these in-demand surfaces have
soared recently.
"There's definitely a consumer
desire for durable paints that are
designed to stand up to the wear
and tear of daily life," Feldman
says.
What makes these so unique is
that they have a mixture of resins
to provide a tough, durable finish. They are made to withstand
heavy foot-traffic and are formulated to resist dirt and grease.
They also have a high binder
content which provides a scuffresistant coating.
All this enables them to withstand the soccer cleats, tricycles
and coffee tables that create such
havoc around the house.
With paint, you're getting protection, but you're also getting
the option to create your own
masterpiece. And there are a lot
of us out there who are pretty
original with a paint brush,"
Feldman says.
So whether it's artistic inspiration you seek, or a defense
against a rough world, you may
find just what you're looking for
in a gallon or two of paint.
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fer a variety of low-E coatings,
some of which are designed specifically for warmer climates or southern exposures, and some of which
are more effective in cold climates.
Dark visible coatings keep solar
energy out, which is good in warm
climates, but may reduce energy
savings in colder regions.
Windows are an important architectural element of your home.
They affect not only how your
house looks from the outside, but
also how it feels inside. With energy

efficiency playing an increasingly
prominent role in how we live and
what products we use, be sure to
give careful consideration to the
thermal performance of the windows you select. It makes sense to
ask your contractor for recommendations. But a little homework of
your own will ensure that your
contractor understands your goals
— and you end up with the most
appropriate window selection for
your construction or remodeling
project.

Invisible Fencing® dogs only play at
home. And they play with the best.

Go team!
In pet containment you can't beat the Invisible Fencing brands:
•keeps dogs safe in their yards without chains or fences • is the original and leading pet
containment system since 1979 • has a proven product, 1 million pets contained • has a pet
containment professional right in your neighborhood • offers personalized pet training •
professional installation • customized systems • prompt service • and lifetime support

Call About $100 Fall Home Improvement Rebate
(Exp. 10-15-97)

Invisible Fence of West Kentucky is proud to Support the Murray State Racers and to protect ivlurray/Calloway County pets.

(502) 898-4271 - 1-800-758-8538

l„

ir•
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INVISIBLE

KICHLER
LIGHTING
We carry the largest supply of in-stock ceiling fans
and lighting fixtures in the area.

:-/Vxwgigury(w,
4:72714vvnings 7'tams
ZApholstery

Let us
help you
design your
dream home.

• Awnings • Convertibles • Show Cars
• Boats • Furniture • Trucks • Bed Covers

Let our staff with over
20 years experience
renew your home,
office or vehicle!
104 S. 13th St.
Murray, KY

753-8085
1-800-458-3993

HOLESALE
206
E. Main St.
Murray

LECTRIC
SUPPLY 753-8194

'ms•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MR. MATTRESS
Fraenkel

Adjustable USA Bedding
with522 coils
Bed Frame
Full Size
Twin - Full - Queen

Bedding Sets
Startinai

Twin

Beauty Rest

Englander

—

when bought in sets

$2995

start at

449

piece when sold in sets

or-

5 Step Guarantee
1. Free Delivery fin county) 4. Free Frame
"d full as": target)
bir Pultha
"
2. Free Removal of Old Bedding
5. Free Set Up
3. 30 Night Guarantee
(ask for details)

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center - 759-3890
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
(Next to Readmore 8 Vaught s Furniture 8 Appliance Store)

'S
GHT
VAU
14111N111/11E ig APPLIANCE

Ashley

SALES
iit ervp„.,

SUPERSTORE
Hitt-craft

Benchcraft

,

3 Piece Living Room
Table Set
9
Starting at$9

2 piece Living Room Suit
469P

8 Piece Youth
Bedroom

5 Piece Bedroom Suit
Starting at

702 N. 12th St. • Next to JC Penney
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
753-4663

